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Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872
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Bank Mergers
ROGGENS LEFT TODAY

Reminder of
Rev. and Mrs. John Roggen of
Local History Hamiltonleft today by motor car
STORY ano picture of all

HOLLAND BANKS AND
BANKING FROM THE
BEGINNING
TTi® merging of the First State

tory.

Sixty-five years ago Holland

had no governmentor state regu
lated banks. There was no Fed
erd Reserve, nor was there a
guarantee of deposits”as there is

PLENTY OF HISTORIC
MATTER THIS

Because of the banking history
incidents relating to banks
covering a period of sixty-five years
together with pictures of that date,
the regular “Fifty Years Ago” col- SEAMEN LOSE
umn is held over until our next A DIAMOND UNO,
Th®se articlescontain conCONSIDERABLE
siderableold history and undoubtedly will suffice until next week Captain Wood is Overcame
with apologies to “Andy Klomp”,
Grief When Ship ia
who never wants to miss “Fifty
Years Ago.”
Captain Austin Harrii
bor master, phoned the
V$VttvtVVVVV?V?VVVV?VVYY
ly Sunday morn
freighter, the Bi
filjrisimaa Carols
aground 200 fe . _
North breakwater at
The happy Christmasseason is bor and a trip was hastily
upon us again, and as is our usual to the harbor's mouth to
JKS0® “ • City, we will begin the the disaster. Captain Jamt.
Christmas spirit by singing Christ- did really make the harbor
f*ro,» found the lighted he expected, according to
Christmas tree in Centennial Park. ment survey, to get a depL.
The Board of Public Works will feet, but instead of that be
furnish the light as usual and John that the depth was not <n
Vandersluis will have charge of feet and the ship pounded
the music. Mr. Johh Perkosky and on a bar in the harbor’s me
Captain Woods stated
Cornie Steketee have kindly conship.had entered
the -sented to be on hand with
with their
- --cornets.All that is asked of
her full length, but he
public is to be on hand and help ff*1 h*
«nter
vy Iload
oi
sing these beautiful
heavy
and before
ny

and

.

f

tod*? under government regulament The mw director of the
tion. The banks at that time were
jf f f
Jfrgely private and the solidity of
Chamber is a dynamic person, and
the banks was governed solely by LOCAL INDUSTRIAL FIRM
what his accomplishmentshave
the solvency of the person who
who
PAYS EMPLOYEES BONUS been in three short years is eviowned the bank, for ft was generellv one man.
H S. Coveil, general manager of dent in the compilation of figures
Holland also had its private the Hart and Cooley Manufacturingfound elsewhere in this issue, and
banks. The first bank was in the Company of Holland, states that spoken of by the Michigan press
parlor of the Plugger house then the company has issued notices to
j quite generally as an outstandlocated on the site of
nf Warm
Warm Friend all its employees that, effective!.
Jjcated
,.
period
™v«rn. Mr. Plunger was one of January 1, 1937, the wages of all!ing »cb»evementduring
the first industnal men here, con- those on hourly basis will be ad- that was far from reassuring.
ducting Plugger’s mill, a combined vanced approximately 5%. The noSome of the newspaperspoint to
saw and flour mill. The flour at tice also states that all employees
the shortcomingsin their own
that time was coarse but substan-

.....

will receiveas a bonus the follow-

il

*round between ing schedule— the amount of 2r/o
mill stones, the very earlier on the first |1, 000.00 of their earntype of milling. Mr. Plugger also ings between January 1st, 1933,
had- a company store and the mill and November 21st, 1936, plus 1%
K,u!OCAteion the sit€ of the w«»t on the balance. A minimum of
Michigan Furniture company. The $5.00 has been establishedfor all
log boom extended from what is those who have been in their emnow the site of the West Michigan ploy less than1 three months, and
Furniture company to the docks of
a minimum of $10.00 has been esScott-Lugers Lumber company.
tablishedfor all others.
But, coming down to banks, Mr.
It can be readily seen that many
Nathan Kenyon opened the first old employeeswill receive a sizeprivatebank, as we have stated, in
able bonus according to this sched-

To “Big

^

the

cities in comparison with the Hol-

—PI—

land situation, and advise that the

Holland methods,with its

Big Freighter
WEEK

Becomes

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

for Morris, Iowa, where Mr. Roggen has accepted a charge. Rev.
AND HOLLAND
Roggen has served the Reformed
Church at Hamilton foc^nore than
Right now a drive for membertwelve years, and not only has he
taken a deep interest in matters ships in the Holland Chamber of
pertainingto his Church, but he was Commerce is going on and it can
an outstanding figure in promoting
be said that there is a spontancivic welfare, showing an intense
c°m«non«ty epirit; in fact, the en- eous response to a degree never
tire Roggen family aided along experienced before up to thip time.
these lines.
Three short years ago the local
Mr. Roggen expects to reach his
Chamber was placed upon a new
new home late Friday afternoon,
footing and under a new manageweather permitting.

---

and Holland City State banks
brings to mind ---------some old bank his-

Holland Banks and Banking 65 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

C0UW

carols.
IEWPI

got hard and

r

grati-

-

fast

,.k,'

This old picture, more than sixty northwest corner
into "big
-Wf lake”
,
of Centennial extreme end of the street is the
fying results, be emulated in their years old, plays an important part park.
Post building, which later burned, pie to get out eo we will try 7:80 fta1,* krone Southwest
in Holland’s bank history. The
own community.
The picture shows that only one and is now the site of the Model thM ywf. but that means 7:80, bkm[nf * the time and
large buildingnearly in the center
not
’I caught the stern of the
The Chamber of Commerce,from of the picture protruding out from buildingin all this group still re- drug store.
Let us all come out for about |b**tte!*Ptedto turn in
The site of the Holland City
an industrialstandpoint, when it the others is Kenyon’s hall on mains. That is the one to the extreme right which has been occu- State bank at that time was a va- 10 minutes and take part in these If*1 bock into Lake ua ‘
can speak in terms of a thousand Main and River streets, now occupied by the Holland Cleaners for cant lot, generally enclosed with songs. After the singing in the *0. *0 Muskifon until
pied by the McBride building.
increased employment and in hunyears and is now the Budget shop. circus billboards. After the burn- Park, a group of young ladies di- 1 IDbalded.A blast caugl
It is this building,erected by Note, too, the wooden sidewalks, ing of Kenyon’s hall the ruins re rected by Miss Trfxie lfoore
?' the ship is
core, irill
will
as he attemn
attainted"
dreds of thousands in building opNathan Kenyon, that housed Hol- the hitching posts for horses, the mained for more than ten years Fo to our hospitaland sing there however, before this was i
erations and in millions in .In- land’s first bank. You will notice
the parlor of the Plugger house on
muddy streets,the wooden awn- and the two principalcorners o: for about 80 minutes. Now let us ted a second biait dr?
u.e. The Hart and Cooley Co. has creased payroll, something must
the tall windows on the second ings extendingclear across the the city were unsightly, and to aJl take a hearty Interestin this bow acroea the mouth of
Main street, the site of the Warm
been one of Holland'sleading manu have been accomplished.
floor. This was Holland’sonly
Friend Tavern, right across from
nd tjjft the Christmas season ,nel. Shortly afterward
facturing plants. It has given em
The present director of the Hol- opera house. It was in realitya‘ sidewalk supported by pillars, and cover them up, billboards were
where the new merged bank is lothe stoops leading up to the store erected. Years later P. H. Mc- right. The exercisesare conducted wrrowly escaped tha
•
land Chamber of Commerce does three story building,but the play
cated. The demand ror a bank was
doors where the window display, Bride and ProfessorD. Yntema i*nd«r the auspices of the Eliza- ••u
«nd was
wu fastened
luicneo on a
not claim to have revolutionizedhouse, part of the building, needed
o great that Mr. Kenyon saw a
. .....
as a rule, was a piece of calico built the McBride block, the double beth^ SchuylerHamilton Chapter, 200
feet North of the bi
Holland’s
industrial,commercial and
higher ceiling so naturally only pulled up on a string, pictures of store now being occupied by Peck’s
future in banking in this city and
„ Yhe Burlington was
built a three story structure on The local company has a high class civic well-being single-hanchd and the gallery was built between the a fairy seed catalogue,a crate of drug store and Fabiano’s delicaJohn Vender Sluis, Director.
Holland with some 1
the site of the McBride building of executives, everyone of them alone. He js modest that way. second and third floors. You will ax handles, a box of axle grease tessen store. The McBride buildiron consigned to the
live wires”,and Holland fully ap- However,
set
foot
Riyer aYenue and 8th street
Hotice the balcony protruding from and a box of "stokvis.”
ing never contained a bank.
From Holland, Michigan, to nace Company.
This building also housed Hol- preciates the fact that the Hart into the headquarters of the Cham- the building. Here is where the
The first buildingon the extreme The Holland City State bank was
Tretlfyingthat a tug
the Bowery
and
Cooley
Manufacturing
Co.
ber,
it
was
immediately
evident
to
land s first opera house, which was
band played just before show time
saved his ship as she
the observersand friends that when spasmodically a road show left was l.umblatt’ssaloon. The given a charter on February 1
then called Kenyon’s hall. Of in our industrialset-up. It is
second is Van Duren’s building; 18!M). Jacob Van Putten, Sr., re
two and one-halfhours
course, that was long before mov- diversified industry, manufactur- something was going to be accom- would come to town. Often it was
(Christian Herald)
then there is a long fence, which mained the president, C. Verschure
and near the Holland
ing
something
different
May
the
plished.
The
new
secretary
instillies and vaudeville, and only occas‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin," and besides, guards the flower and vegetable
mouth, Capt James Woods
the cashier. The bank remained
ionally a road show venturedto plant continue to prosper, for its ed confidenceand gathered around ‘bell ringers"were all the rage.You
garden of Mrs. Koningsburg, a fine
y Mof
“
I have never been in
matt Holland— generally “Uncle success means the success of all him the best talent in all lines, can still see part of a handbill on lady who was loved by everyone. in their frame building until two Michigan.Neither" ^robabl yf have
years later when the present three
Tom's Cabin,” “Ten Nights In A connects d with the enterprise,and and in a tactful martner gave the side of the building to the
The next building is the Ger- story Waverley stone buildingwas you. But it is on the map; on it, determine the cause of the
Bar Room," or traveling “bcl* Holland surely benefits directly. them work to do, each in a niche right of the picture. The bell is
mania
house, a sort of hotel con- completed. It was an imposing in fact, with pavement (more every ing of the freighter,
that
was
his
or
her
stronghold.
ringers.”
still there, but the ringers have
The
result was that a large group gone through the wringer of bad ducted by an old German, Mr. structure and the bank lobby was year); Htorea (adequate);schools The ship now lies, her back l.
M** Kenyon also had a balcony
It was learned, Wednesday, that was gradually correlatedand this
„
on a sand bar
200 feet north
Koningsburg.He was the strong elevated, the entrance had to be (up-to-the-minute);churches
weather.
built on the second floor extending the Lyons Construction company
est man in the city and he was of reached by circular stone steps. tended); and with 15,000 people breakwater,
group
was
organized
into
smaller
out from the building, and on the of Whitehall will undertake to salThe Kenyon’s bank was formerly the Bismark type.
The steeple corner housing the who live in comfortable homes set
The skipper of the i
night of the show Holland’s“silver vage the stranded freighter Bur- groups, each with a task to per- m a small building just south of
back, with elbow room, from tree- tifled that he brought
Then
a smaller buildingwas the clock was supportedby a solid
bi
cornet band” played from this bal- lington and its cargo of pig-iron. form. The director’s presence not Kenyon’s hall,
ill, but the file copies
lined streets.
the channel mouth a
meat market of Alderman Jake granite column. The arrangemen
cony. The band could be heard in' The company will begin operations only radiated confidencebut a will- of the News of
- 1876 stated that
That sounds like a fodder from that she was scraping boil
Kuite, Sr. Directlywest of that is was beautifulbut inconvenientam
ingness
to
work,
in- other words,
every corner of this peaceful little at an early date. The company has
Mr. Kenyon had moved the bank
.he
chamber
of
commerce.
But
todecided, he told officials, to
Peter Brown’s saloon, now the site in 1919 the floor was lowered on they were “raring to go” for Con- to the second floor.
village, although, by the way,
cranes and equipment for this type nelly. There was no lagging or
of Fabiano’s delicatessen store. level with the street and the entire <&• mdl brought a descriptionbacking >out into the lake a
has always been an Incorporated
of work and is prepared to move dragging; committee appointKenyon’s hall, as It was com- Then follows L. Sprietsma’s shoe entrance was changed. The whole >f the place, The descriptioncame tryto make Muskegon
city.
in here. According to Henry Boer- ments were not going begging; the monly called, was burned Tuesday, store, later torn down by the interior of the banking house was n a plain goyernnumt envelope Lowering of water doe to tlx
The Kenyon bank moved from srna, purchasingagent, the Holrearranged and made the last word “to be returned, ifnot called (W west gale, however, made
officials’positions,from chairman October 9, 1877. The fire was dis- Sprietsmas and a new brick buildin five days, to Holland, Mich.”
the parlor to the new quarters in land Furnace company holds no
in banking interiors of that type.
covered
by
John
R.
Kleyn,
father
ing
built,
now
occupied
by
the
possible for the ship to
down, were not being side stepped,
There was no name attached. Inwhat was then a fine building. The claim on the pig-iron.It was not
of
Simon
Kleyn.
The
News
vividly
Dekker shoe store. The Holland
but the leading men of the comIn
the
first statement of the side there were no photographs, ft"1"* way, he said, aa "
building also housed the Joslen A to become company property until
munity took hold and gave of their describesthis blaze with Kleyn be- City News building was not yet Holland City State bank it was no printed matter, no signature still scraping bottom i
Breyman jewelry store, Mr. Brey- delivered to the dock here; What
ing a veritable "Paul Revere,” thought of at that time, but was
cleared the breakwater.
only one hastilyscrawled line
man havirig been identified with pig-ifon the company may need best. There were no cluttered up rushing down the street and call- later built by Boot and Kramer. shown to have assets of $97,434.72.
gatherings,but the Secretary met
The
statement was signed by Cor- ,,
Wind Driven Ship
blAnk
sheet
of
paper.
But
Holland from pioneer days until
now will have to be shipped here with the different committees serv- ing, “Fire! Fire! Fire!" It is an This was 44 years ago and this nelius Verschure,cashier, Jacob
Wind then drove •the ship
that line confirmed the best that
few years ago. The corner build
interesting
column
of reading mat- newspaperhas been on the second
rfJ1’ th°u*h there “ « possibil- ing on different phases of Cham_________
Van Putten, Sr., Lane Van Ihitteo, even a chamber of commerce could toward the shore. Asked
if a
ing, occupied by the McClellan Co
ter and tells of other stores and floor ever since.
ity that the salvaged pig-iron
Adrian Van Putten and Patrick H. say.
tug could have saved her, Um
was built by Otto Breyman and might be purchased from the sal- ber of Commerce work and these office buildingsburned or damaged
tain said yeir-vcommitteesmet separately,planThe next building was E. Van- McBride.
was occupied by the jewelry store vaging company. The freighter
“Kindly use,” it read, “for the
to the south of the building,the der Veen, locksmith and hardware,
ning and accomplishing what work
“If the Escanabt had'been _
>wery Mission.”
and by the American Express later. pounded 400 feet off Ottawa
Soon after the bank was built in
principal ones being the drug store
later replaced by the present brick
abte could she have saved the
Kenyon’s hall burned on a se- beach and 200 feet north of had been given them to do.
1892,
a
clock
was
installed
b
And pinned to the paper were IlngtonT” was the next <
The Secretary dove-tailedthese of Dr. William Van Putten,now the structureand a double store. The popular subscription. The clocl
vere fall night in 1877 and not north pier. The freighter became
two Fifty Dollar Bills.
Banner bakery and G. Van Putten tannery was not the Capponaccomplishments
of
these
different
Capt. Woods replied in the
only did the then beautifulbuildstranded early Sunday morning groups into one vast whole, and dry goods and groceriesstill stand- Bertsch Leather Co., which is be- 1 was secured by L. P. Huisen and
Now, more than ever, I would tive. Testimony at the
ing and bank become a prey to the
John
Raven,
local
jeweler.
Mr.
Raing
and
used
for
that
purpose.
while trying to enter the Holland from these co-ordinatedplans
like to visit Holland. Doubtless I showed that water in the
yond, but the Hummel Tannery,
flames,but several other buildings
ven still lives in this city. The Hol- wouldn’t meet this anonymous
harbor with its cargo of 2,217 tons Holland’s industrial, commercial
channel is sometimes low ___
But, that is really another story. then located at the southeast corto the south suffered from the fire, of pig-iron.
landCityNewshas $25 in that clock
and civic well-being was created It would be well to mention, how- ner of Pine avenue and 8th street, and several citizens,at least fifty of friend of New York's neediest. But much as two and one-halfto
including Dr. William Van PutI
would
like
to
see
the
place
where
feet in a southwest wind,
to the extent the compiled figures ever, that Holland only had fire which was later burned. As we
ten’s drug store and G. Van Putthem, contributed more or less.
Capt Woods testified the
wells and hand pumpers in those said before, the only building re- The clock is a Seth-Thomasclock, he grew. There must be something
A crew of nine skilled crafts- show.
ten’s dry goods and grocery store.
The compilation says nothing of days — very inefficient fire protec- maining is the Budget shop, in still one of the leading clock mak about it. And Holland can’t be a lington was drawing 17% ft
The need for a bank directly men and paintersbegan their work
small town— not with folks in it water when she entered the
which Simon De Groot had his
after the fire urged Nathan Ken- Wednesday of making new toys the Tulip Festival, an undertaking tion. The hand pumpers were
ers in the nation. We are only whose vision is as large as that.
nel.
barber
shop.
The
brick
building
that
means
months
of
preparation
cumbersome
things
drawn
by
man
out
of
old
ones,
brought
to
the
yon to build another small bank,
hoping that the going of the dock
The money went to the Bowery
“If you had had 20 feet of i
erected on the site of the Fris , y* Je^qwrtersin the old Peo- before the event and weeks of power, and volunteers from the with the iron balcony is the city may be continued,despite the re- —where it is sorely needed.
straighteningout after the event crowd had to man the pumps, long hotel, built in 1872. The oval signs cent bank merger. Your editor is
ter could you have broughi
book store. This building was ple’s State bank building.
And
so,
let
us
add,
would
yours.
The News could make a volumin- bars at each side of the pump ead to the sample rooms, the bil- privileged and has been for 43
in 7” he was asked. He replie.
hastilybuilt after the burning of
S. H.
liard hall and beer garden in the
Kenyon's bank and banking con“If I had had 18 feet I could;
years to get his time of day from
Accordingto Alex Van Zanten, ous statement all about Tulip Time, accommodatedabout 20 men on a basement.
made it”
nections were again reestablishedmanager of the local licensebur- the gigantic programs,the small side. It had become a grave probthis clock. From the office desk
after a few weeks of delay. Short- eau, 293 passenger automobiles li- army of participants, but our read- lem of getting the pumps manned.
Looking further down the street the hands are plainlyvisible night DAUGHTER OF FIRST PRESIHe said that the ship,
ly afterward, the Ndthan Kenyon censes for 1937 have been sold ers know that to witness ten days The News files show that this it is evident that we had no Ap- and day.
DENT OF HOPE IN HOLLAND in 1897, wu in good cond
newspaper
publicized
men
who
of
a
festival
of
this
kind
is
coninterests were purchased by Jacob since the sale started, Oct 23. Bepeal board. Buildings were way
sortingthat she had ridden
Upon the death of Mr. Jacob
Van Putten, a lumberman, com- sides these 100 trailerplates and clusive evidence that it must have would not volunteer to do their out of line; that is evident from
worse storms and that if &
Van
Putten,
D,
B.
K.
Van
Raalte
part
at
the
pumps.
That
question
rrive<i in
monly known by his friends as about 100 commercialplates have taken much effort and weeks of
the tops shown portruding over the
been free of bottom he could
Holland
to
spend
a
while
in
this
became
the
president
and
he
was
became so grave before the Ken- smaller buildings. The first one
“Jap”
saved her this time.
been issued. This total is slightly work and anxiety to put it over.
The publicity deriwet through yon’s hall blaze that an ordinance with an awning was a monument followed by W. H. Beach, former city. She is stopping with Mrs. J.
Business was conducted there as less than that of the same time last
Ship Worth $150,000
mayor
of Holland. Otto P. Kra- Kooiker, 294 River Ave.
was
passed
authorizing
the
chief
works and was owned by Dan
a private bank for at least fifteen ypr. Applicants are reminded that this undertaking is not only nationMrs. Otte is the daughter of the
of the fire department or the town Bertsch,and he had in his employ, mer was elected chairman after
The Burlington,estimated
years. C. Verschure was the cash- they must have their titles with wide but world-wide. That is one
Mr. Beach and two years ago tret presidentof Hope College, Mr. ly to be worth $150,000,is __
lienefltthat has been derived.The marshallto deputize able bodied R. N. Dpmerrell, who later beier and Marine Van Putten, a son them in seeking new licenses.
Charles Kirchen became the presi- ’helps,and her home in those early total loss, according to marina
men
out
of
the
crowd
to
man
the
number
of
Tulip
Time
visitors
dur—
came the proprietorand a promin- dent and held that position until days was Van Vleck Hall, part of
who was blind, was the teller.
flctals.The cargo, en route
pumps. Seven of them refused at
. Money was largely silver in those
The Men’s league of Fourth Re- ing the ten days of the Festival the Kenyon’s hall fire and City ent citizen. He died in the West the recent bank merger.
which was used as the president’s Toledo to Holland for the He
has
been
conservatively
estimated
some
10
years
ago.
His
body
was
days and the blind Marine became
church will meet Friday,
See other cut and more bank residence.Her sister, a teacher
Marshall John Vaupell herded them
crematedand his ashes were scat- history on last page of this sec- many vears ago, was a victim of FWce company, is valued at
an expert in counting silver money. #t 7J32P-m- in Hie church base- as 600,000 people.One can readily
in the city jail, then located at the
000. The Gartland Steamship <
conceive
the
amount
of
money
left
tered over the Pacific Ocean. At the tion.
Dollars, halves, quarters, dimes and ***• The Rev. H. D. Ter Keurst
the Johnstown flood together with pany, operators of the ship, w
pennies were separated by him, jmstor of Trinity church will be in Holland by that vast number
thousands of others.
is owned by the D. Sullivan
packed in papers, so much to the the sepaker. There will be election comparing with our own experienco
company of Chicago, is exp*
package. He could tell the denom- of officers. Refreshmentswill be es in a similar visit elsewhere.One SINGING TOWER TO ADORN
Election of officers was held at
LEAVE WITH TRAILER
to Salvage the cargo. Plans
dollar each would be a very conination of the coin by the feel and served.
MEMORIAL PARK the regular meeting of the Ladies ATHLETIC GROUP GIVES
PLAY AT HUDSONVILLE
TO FLORIDA salvage work are incomplete.
he was never mistaken. His accurservativeestimate and even at that
Mission Society of Fourth ReHearing Monday was
acy was the wonder of the dti- . £ ^ing of the WCTU will be modest figure the amount would After the holidays a campaign formed church, Wednesday afterThe Athletic associationof the
u to be made to sell cemetery lots noon. Mrs. Henry Van Dyke was
sens.
Mr. and Mrs. John Martinie left by Capt. Bernard J. GelMck,
held Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'- be staggering.
Hudsonville High school will prein Restlawn Memorial Park east
Holland yesterday for St Peters- specter of hulls, Holland,and
reelected president of the group.
In 1892 Holland began to think
By"’- .P»rlors in the We have endeavored to eliminate
sent the play, * HuckleberryFinn,
to® ,city according to Charles
Other officers are, vice president, Detective,”in the school auditori- burg, Florida. They startedthe mo- P. Mulligan, inspector of b<
in terms of State banks, the First Methodist church instead of at the figures as much as possible.All
Van Zylen who has taken an in- Mrs. J. Vander Hill; secretary,
toring trip with a trailerwhich Grand Haven, representingtl
State bank was the outgrowth.The George Albers home aa had been the accomplishments during a year
um Thursday and Friday. The cast
of the Holland Chamber of Com- terest in this memorialspot.
bank was organisedon October originallyplanned.
Mrs. J. Elenbaas;assistant sec- includes Louise Vande Bunte, Julius has all the modern conveniences, S. bureau of marine inspect]
A beautifulChimes Tower is to retary,Mrs. Lee Olgers; treasurer,
suitable to take care of them with navigation.
merce would look more like an in19, 1889 and started business in
KanfmerJS!1 -T': Zagers, Thurston Rynbrandt, Leon- home conveniences and shelter un- Contents of their report, __
The Holland ChrisUan high- ventoiy sheet, And ‘the thought be erected which is to be called
the Bosman building, now occupied
ard Reus, May Jane Kiel, Annette til next spring when they will re- Joseph B. Weaver, directorof
Singing Tower. This tower will • “Usurer Mr^ A
by a cloak store. The vault still Grand Rapids South basketball would be lost in a labyrinth of the
function
function Hurimr
during imuwata
funerals and for ?7**,ar®r, A- Plakke. Devo- Vande Bunte, Harriet Vander Mo- turn to Holland, 29 W. 17th St
game
acheduled
for
Thursday,
Dec.
figures.
We
can
only
say
that
the
bureau at Washington, D. C.,
occupied a place in the building a
tions were in charge of Mrs. Van
len, Genevieve Schut, Raymond Bos
amcred prognams am Sunday as
o
not nude public.
short time ago when it was head- 17, has been changed to Monday, work of the Director is constant
Dyke and readings were given by and Muriel Smallegan. Miss Ruth
these are arranged. BeautifulflowDr. Garret Heyns, superinten- In an interview Capt Ji
quarters for the SMles jewelry Dec. 14, and will be held in the from early morn ’till late at night
Mrs. K. Buurman, Mrs. Plakke and Ver Hey is the director.
dent of the Holland Christian Wood, the pilot of the Buriinj
with no end of detail. His work is er gardens are planned for the Mrs. Lokker. A bouquet was prestore. The stockholders at that armory.
schools, has been elected presi- stated that when the crew
augmented by the work of the offi- grounds to be kept in perfect con- sented to Mrs. Van Dyke by the
time were Hon. Isaac Cappon, the
Mr. and Mrs. C. De Weerd of dent of Jeffersonian club. Other taken off by the Holland
cial staff and the small army of
first president and Holland’s first
tfroup in appreciationof her serNorth River Ave., have moved to officers«re: Vice president Henry Guards there wu high
The plan for the sale of lota
committee men and women who
mayor and local tanner; Tobius
vices during the past year. Mrs.
Grand Rapids, where Mr. De Noble; secretary, Harry Kramer; should the Southwest
Koffers, clothier; Leendert Mulder, of his daughtr, Miss Nellie Plagen- give much of their time and never j *00nJb® nnounced and it is Plakke assisted by Mrs. G. VisWeerd is employedby the General treasurer, John Bremer, and execuf.il
to
">'
with
publisher of De Grondwet; Prof. hoef, to Louis Visch of Zeeland,son
scher served refreshments.
Motors company.
- care. It is understoodthat all
tive board member, John Good.
G. J. Kollen, later president
The drive for membershipsin the
(Continued on P^go 4)
funds will be handled by the PeoHope college; Att. Arend Visscher,
Hoi. and Chamber of Commerce is
les State Bank with a guarantee
prominent industrial man; H.
now in full swing. It should be the
that the upkeep of all graves are
Boone, owner of livery bams and
Huixenga and sons, be- pride of every citizen who can, to
maintained forever.
mem;
racing stables; Anten Seif, local sides other guests,visited Mr. and become a member
of an organizaof
on
brewer; Att G. J. Diekema, who Mrs. Frank Huizenga in Zeeland tion that has accomplished what
One hundred and thirtjr-two wobecame prominent in public life; recently.
this present civic body has to its
men attended the ann
business
Jan W. Bosman, clothier and real
Miss Marion Van Huis, of But- credit during a short period of
meeting,Wednesda
estate man; Andries Steketee,gro- “^prth hospital,Grand Rapids, three years. There is no better
cery and dry goods merchant;
with her parents in vote of confidence than to take
per wu served by Mrs. B. Vande
Meyer and Brouwer company, mermembershipsin the Holland ChamWater and committee. After the
-o
chants of furnitureand musical inber of Commerce.
program Mrs. C. Dresel,president
struments— Mr. Meyer's son still
The annual Christmasparty of
O"
of the society, presided over the
conducts the music store and Mr. the Pest President’sclub of the HOLLAND BUSINESS '
business meeting. Mrs. Mary VanBrouwer the furniture store; James Women’s Relief cores was held at
IMPROVING den Berg was named first vice’
Purdy; Rev.
the home of Mrs. Minnie Costing,
president and Mrs. C. -Dalman,
head of the
Monday afternoon.
A million-dollarincrease of’ re- treasurer. Retiringofficersare Mrs.
Seminary and
of the library
tail sales here in 1935 as compar- C. Van Duren and Mrs. I. Sweet
there; Efd. Vs
harness maker
ed, with 1933 was reported and These were the only officers elec' one time
Mrs. H. Vaupredictionthat 1936 will see a milted doe to the rotary system.
; Dr. Henry
le girls a
lion incre
increase of sales over 1935
physician, and
on West l^th^St^'w
i St., We
ednesday °af- was made Tuesday by William Con- Annual reports were presented
by committeesand group chairstreet i
ternoqn, to celebrate her tenth nelly, manager of the Chamber of
men. The rooms were decorated

7:35.
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Allegan city has done better
with Red Cross membership than
In some former yean. A quota of
3200 was fixed as Allegan dty’s
share in the county canvass, but
more than $250 were secured.The

The

A

NEWS

Cappclla Choir of Holland High To Give Concert Next

Week Thunday

and

AMERICAN LEGION

NEWS

ZEELAND
Red Cross is more than worthy the
Zealand hifh school’sbasketball support of every person having a
team turned in a 29-13 victory over dollar to spare. Some other reEast Grand Rapids at the East hifrh sults have been not at all to the
|yn> Saturday nijrht Brower, 6- city’s credit. The Red Cross helps
foot center, scored 13 points, while the whole world whereverdistress
his teammate. Van Omen, left for- comes of a severe kind.
ward, counted for six points. East
Sale of the Holland Crystal
i was ahead 8-4 as the first quarter
ended, but Zeeland led 12-9 at the Creamery company and the Wexhalf, and added 17 more points in ford company property in Grand
• the last half.
• At the Second Christian Re- Rapids to Swift and Company of
formed church meetim? Gerrit Chicago by the receiver, Allan M.
Zsarman, J. Vandcn Bosch and McCurdy, in Grand Rapids was rePaul Kieft were elected elders and ported completed Tueseday. The
amount of the cash transactionwas
Hazel Volkers, 22, Holland.
0
not disclosedbut was made at a
Mrs. A. Hellenthal was surpris- favorable figure it was said. Ased last Thursday afternoon at her sets
»cui of
mi the company were purpu»home, 59 East 21st St., by a group 1 chased by the receiver in June, and
of friends and neighbors on the (have been operated since with reoccasion of her 81st birthday an- iports of gains and auibstantiall
ahrersary. Mrs. Hellenthal was profits. Swift and Company win
presented with gifts. The time was continue operations.James A. La
apent socially and a two-course Vere is superintendentat the local
tench was
| plant.

-

-

J

other articles for the comfort
enjoyment of the Legion and the
Auxiliary. Just what these article* are to be is not ready for
broadcasting,but just wait a few
weeks.

The next Port meeting will be
held Wednesday, December 23rd.

New faces appear right along
now. Fred Scheerhorn came up and
Walt Van Meteren will have the re-joined. Welcome Fred, hope we
program and refreshments to look see more of you. John Volkers
who visited us last meeting also
after, with the help of his group.
put his name on the dotted line.
•

• *

Next Wednesday evening,the

*

Cecil Seery appeared at the
18th, there will be a joint party
for the Legion and tha Auxiliary. meeting almost too late to eat
Thii is to ta a benefit for the Toy with us. Cecil has himself decoraDrive and everyone ia reminded to ted with a beautiful sty on hi>
bring a little change with which left eye. He says he knows how
to play with during the evening; they come but would like some adPrise* for all.
vice on how to send' them away.
• 4 •
Haa any contestant in our ComOur sympathies and good wishes
re extendedto Comrade Chas. manders membership race heard
Vos, who suffered injuries in en anything about the fishing trip
accident last week. His committee lately?. Such a boat trip now
did nobly in the matter of lunch might be pretty cold and wet. Several say they will go in spite of
and entertainment last meeting.
the weather, one of whom, I am
• • *
sorry to say, I am not which.
The Toy Drive now haa several
• • •
men regularly employed in the reThe
two
dates, or rather three
novating of toy*. Every memdates, above are to be noted— Monber who has an hour to spare next
Monday night la asked to report day the 14th at the Armory with
a hammer— Wednesday the 16th
at the Armory with a saw and hamwith some extra change, and the
mer to do a little work.
23rd, the next regular.
• •
•. •

uns

served.

The new drapes for our rooms
have been put up and they certainly dress up the place.
• * »

Sc-dOc

ONE POUND OF COFFEE FOR
A PENNY

An extra pound of coffee for
isnit (all. Someone “one penny”. See the A and P anlooeened the purhe rtrtngs and nouncement on page 4, section2 of
the rooms will be equipped with this issue.
And that

SALE!
Hundreds of high grade food items in
convenient sizes— restock your pantry
shelves now.

Split

RlC6
Salt
Lima

Green Peas
Fancy Blue

^or Table

lb.

Rose

Use

2

lb,

5c

lb

5c

box

5c

The above ia a picture of the Holland High A Cappella Choir. The
personnel from left to right, first
row are as follows: Mary Ann Anderson, Catherine Hoeksema, Ruth
Knutson, Emily Bielefeldt,Joyce
Mills. Grace Hanchett, Sirens
Beckafort, Marjorie Brower, June
Baker, Ruth Homfeld, Beth Marcus, Lois Jan Te Roller, Lois
Knooihuizen, Geraldine Rinkus,
Selma Cherven.

Third row: Dorothy Hamm, Ruth
Klaasen, Mary Van Kolken, Betty
Jane Dotson, Louise Scully, Fred
Bertsch, Marvin Oonk, John Lokker, Lloyd Gunther, Robert Vander
Hart, Anthony Weller, Donald Van
Ark, Paul Kooiker, Donna Oonk,
Jean Wishmeier, Leola Bocks, GeneSecond row: Peggy Hadden, va Strong.
Donna Eby, Sybil Brailey, Alma
Fourth row: Frances De Roos,
Steg-enga, Eleanor Bedell, Hope Lillith Brower, Lois Mae KroneHiemenga, Beatrice Bekken, Mil- meyer, Paul Harrison, Robert Luidred Herman, Clarabelle Dunne- dens, Simon Wybenga, Alvin Schutrin, Ruth Ploegsma, Gertrude Jalmaat, Julius Karsten, Gerald Bax,

LOCAL NEWS

Beans

5c

°z. can

jNEiDEM/ £

Mixed Vegetables I0cloz 5c
Tomato Juice io^ - ™ 5c
Tomato Vegetable lloz.can

5c

"He who imagines he has knowledge
enough has none at all."

EMBER
1

Pork & Beans

16 oz. can

CATSUP

14 oz. bottle

United Suits Ubof
strike.New York sailors,

1&— First

5c

1803.

11—

Goo<i

MUSTARD

10c

Quart Jar

APPLE BUTTER

VINEGAR

Pure

CLOTHES PINS

Cider

10c

Quart Jar

10c

40 in Doz

JERSEY GLOVES

Brown

Pair

James II flees from the
Enjlish throne. IMS.

^12— Arthur Brisbane,noted

10c

16 oz. jar

editorand columnist,bom.
1864.

IJ—

JL

10c

$

10c

jtS

Caxton producesthe first
primed job in Enjland.
1476.

!— Alabama ia the 22nd State
to be admitted to the
Union. 1819.

Each

IS—

Sioux Chief Sittin* Bull

10c
trfTkffl

1c

SALE

X ||)#
Stock

C.

e

14—
vxs

That world-famedBoston
Tea Party ia held. 1773.

CANDY

lbs.

2

30c

Chocolate Drops

Up Your Chriatmag Candy

THOMAS STORES

32 West Eighth Street

77%

Holland, Michigan

SAFER
Than Smooth

\
’

Old

\

v
\

\
\

Tirol I

•Testa oaaUppcry

\

pavement show
that new

Goodyear

All-Weatherastop
77% quicker
than smooth, old
tires and quicker

•

I

j| than any othar

Goodyear tires... Take
All-Weather no unnecessary
chances on allppery fall and winter roada-put on
safe-grippingnew
Goodyears now!

Most

sizes still
priced lower than
last falL

/aw

!•» PhUeo

FOREIGN
TUNING

SURE GRIP
the large cross-

SYSTEM

Ptm

m

e e Bedm • •

'

bar tires

GOODYEAR

named

for winter

’and located, in color, on the
idiaL
|

Tune by namfr-easily,

jjuiddy,accurately— without

• • e

guesswork or fumbling. Get
,

made by

•

ioodoa ... tod dozens of
lodierfofeign stations

and enjoy many more overMai broadcasts! Finer Amer-

GOODYEAR HAS
FHILCO I1B*— Nem Mom

A

BATTERY

NOW

m lew

a prica for an Amricaa tad fottiga

‘42.50

ican reception,too. Tremen-

•StU only ukh PbUco Riik&UUwtf
AirU it burnt grtUril ftrtign rtttption.

SPIGUL EAST TERMS

HoH

Vdoiiiziig

Company

Mass Furniture Co
and 10th Street

e e e

Phone 3926

Holland, Mich.

Mich.

Hymn For ChristmasDay,

1.

J.

Goss.
2. Sleep,
3. Carol

Holy Babe, Dykes.
For ChristmasEve, Gas-

Quick Raa4 Service
• e • e

180 River Ai

2. Lullaby on Christmas Eve,
Christiansen.
Soloist— Marjorie Brower

pre-

has been paid

in.

The old mem-

bership fee of $25 will be restored

Bologna
Bacon
Sirloin

Oleo

raise of

the school year 1936-37 over those
for 1935-36 ia reported by Commissioner Kaechele. The average
for the county is $70.40 as compared to $5180 last year, with the
lowest salary $40 per month and
the highest $115. Of averages for
holders of various kinds of certificates, teachers with life certificates
average $73.73 per month; those
with degrees $72.86; those teaching on limited certificatea ‘$70;
first grade of state limited certificates average $68.45; and County

NicholasSprietsma, of Holland,
county treasurer-elect, has announced the appointmentof Henry Van
Noord Jr., of Jamestown as deputy
treasurer.Mr. Van Noord, who is
married and haa two children,if
a graduateof Calvin college and Normal graduates receive this
Zeeland high school. He was a year an average salary of $57.86
World war veteran. He ia first vice per month.
The Ladies’ Missionarysociety
president of the Ottawa County
Sunday School associationand is of the First Reformed church of
active in church and Sunday school Hamilton held its annual business
affairs.At present he is assisting meeting and Christmas program
his father in his feed shore in Friday afternoon,at the home of
Jamestown. Mr. Van Noord will Mrs. C. J. Bolka. Mrs. John Kronesucceed Fred Den Herder, son of meyer was elected president; Mrs.
Treasurer John H. Den Herder, Henry Brower, vice president:
when the new county officers are Mrs. Harry Lampen, secretary, ami
installedin Grand Haven, Jan. 1. Mrs. Herman Kulte, treasurer. A
The deputy treasurer ia the main large sum of money was raised for
missionarypurposes during the
assistantto the treasurer.
The board of public works did year, it was reported.Refreshments were served by the hostess
not plan any immediate action
and a social hour was enjoyed.
over the supreme court ruling
Andreas Vitalius Jensen, 74, resiTuesday which exempts municipaldent of Douglas 13 years, died at
ly-owned power plants from the
his home here Saturday. He was
three ner cent state retail sales

g

bom

in Denmark and came to
America in 1888. He married Au-

gusta ChristineAndersen, a native
tendest of public works, ’saiJ^that
of Sweden, and they made their
no official notice of the decision home in Grand Rapids, where he
has been received and no special was an expert cabinetmaker.He
meeting of the board is planned. was employed in the furniturefacAbout 35 coal dealers of Holland, tories of the dty 35 years. In
Zeeland,Fenm/ille and Douglas, 1923 he moved to Douglas, where
met at the -Warm Friend Tavern,t he bought garden land and built
Tuesday night, with railroad repre- the home in which he died. Sursentatives as their guests. E. B. viving are the widow, a brother,
Rich of Holland, T. V. Bush of Marimis,in Denmark; one niece,
Toledo and J. A. Grigwarg were Olga Zilstorlf Jensen, who came
among the railroadmen attending.
care f<
* I wund pictures were
"the ......
i

'

ISV^c
17c

quality beef lb.

Golmar

2 lbs. 25c

Special

‘15c

lb.

lb.

19c

lb.

18c

Pork Chops

lb.

22c

k

7 West 8th Street

Holland

Christmas Gift
that keep on giving.
Male* This

Give Your Child This

a

Chance

Musical

Christmas

.

Violins .

$5

up

Accordians $5.75 up

.

Cornets

$15 up

Harmonicas . 25c
Slide Whistles 25c

Drums . .

Pitno Prices Hive Never

$5 up

Music .

Sheet

*
* *
one third in Allegan

county rural teachers’ salariesfor

lb.

Pork Steak
Veal Steak

NEWS
A

lb.

9c
12V2C
lb.

BUEHLER BROS,

Europe.

Let us make your old feather
bed into fine pillowa— 83 East 14th
St Phone 4248.

lie

lb.

grade

Steak

Coffee B. B.

ALLEGAN COUNTY

Funeral services were held, here,

on Wednesday, for Mrs. ’Lovell
Chamness,65, former Holland resident who died suddenly, Sunday
morning,in Cleveland, Ohio. Mrs.
Chamness,who left Holland a number of years ago, was well known
here and had numerous friends in
this city. The body was brought
to Holland for burial beside her
mother, Mrs. Clarissa Komp, in
Fairlawncemetery.

no. 1

Squares

by virtue of action of the board ident; Gertrude Vanden Heuvel,
of directors. Associate member- secretary,and Glenna Pearl Looman, treasurer. A Thanksgiving
ships will be issued for $40 and
partv was held last Wednesday at
six months associatememberships
the home of Mrs. Nienhuis. Games
for $5.
were played and refreshments
Members of the Men’s league of were served. A duet, “Count Your
the Trinity Reformed church will Blessings,”was sung by June and
hold their regular dinner-meeting Alma Deane Brandsen. An enjoyFriday night. The Rev. Henry able time was spent.
Beets of Grand Rapids will present
illustratedlecture on South
America.

He

lb.

Boiling Beef thick ribs

first meeting: June Brandsen, president; Elma Jane Slagh, vice pres-

his

2 lbs. 25c

Fresh Liver Sausage

CHEAPER PHONE RATES
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

(

Mr. W. C. Vandenberg,chair- prised by a group of friends and
man of the Chamber of Commerce neighbors recentlyat their home in
membership drive, announced, Crisp. Games were plaved and reWednesday, that complete reports freshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Rooks, rural
had been rceived from two workers, Ed Mason of the Hollander route No. 3, were surprised at
Co., and the Rotary club and Carl their home by their children,on
Harrington of the Lions club. The the occasion of their 41st wedding
drive did not officiallyopen until anniversary.The honored guests
Thursday. It will continue through were presented with a gift A two
course lunch was served
Friday. The chamber is seeking to
A 4-H Sewing club named the
put all membershipson a basis so
that all will be due again Jan. 1, “Stitch and Chatter” club, was or1938, with present paid member- ganized by the girls of East Crisp.
ships to renew for the full year Mrs. John W. Nienhuishaa been
chosen as the leader. The follow1937 and credit allowed on a pro
rata basis for whatever amount ing officers were elected at their

2 lbs. 23c

PorkShd. Roasts center cots lb. 17c
Our Best Sliced Bacon lb. 27c

The sUte highway department City Clerk Oscar Petersonand
has received bids on maintenance about 12 other members of the
Long distance telephone ;rabes
gravel totaling $14,315 from the local lodge of Knights of Pythias
West Michigan Construction com- attended a district meeting in will be reduced for the approaching
Grand Rapids, Wednesdaynight. Christmas and New Years days acpany of Zeeland. J. W. Hobeck and
H. J. Plaggemaars,both of Hol- Mr. Petersonis grand master of cording to announcement by the
the exchequer.The Holland lodge Michigan Bell Telephone 'Company.
land, head the West Michigan
Similar reductions will apply
company with 0. M. Whitlow of members will bold a special beneSouth Haven. Listed among the fit party at their hal, Thursday throughout the Bell System for the
night, at 8 p. m.
two holidays it is stated by C. E.
apparent low bids for this work
Dr. S. C. Nettinga, president of Ripley, Manager in this area for
are the Zeeland company’sbid of
Western Theological seminary, re- Michigan Bell Telephone Company.
$2,000 in Allegan county, $3,225 in
vealed the receipt of $1,000, the
The Christmas and New Year*
Cass county, $5,510 in St Joseph
county and $3,180 in Van Buren gift from a friend of the semin- rates will in general be the game as
ary, in connection with the semthe Sunday reduced rates applying
county. Also reporting the same
inary’s drive to raise $20,000 of a
on routes on which the day stabid for Allegan county are Pickett
$22,000 amount due on the new
tion-tOHstationCharge fa tfOc or
and Goodwin.
building.A sum of $2,000 has more. The rates also will apply to
Fishing shanties are again mak- been pledged by another friend of
Canada, Central and South Ameriing their appearance on Lake Mac- the seminary if the seminary is
excluding Mexico), Cuba and
atawa. The ice is reported to be able to meet the balance of $20,the islands of the Caribbean area,
about four inches thick in some 000. Dr. Nettinga said returns Hawaii, Java and the Phillipines.
places. Most of the shanties are were coming in very well, however,
On New Years day the low rates
at the far end of the lake. Large no report on total raised so far
also will apply to calls to the Britcatches of perch have been re- was available.Aiding Dr. Nettinish Isles and most of continental
ported.

ga in the drive are the other memcars driven by Henry Helder bers of the board of trustees,Dr.
of rural route No. 2 and Paul Hag- E. J. Blekkink, William J. Westgaie, 16, of Grand Rapids col- veer, Dr. E. D. Dimnent, John N.
lided at the intersection of Colum- Trompen, A. H. Meyer and C. H.
bia Ave., and 13th St. at 7:10 p.m. Mulder.
Tuesday. The Helder car was damMr. and Mrs. Herman Hop, foraged considerably.
mer Holland residents,were sur-

beef

Beef Pot Roasts

of

Glory, Smart.
1. Born Today. Sweelinck.
2. Joy to the World, Handel.
2. O night, Peaceful and Blest,
3. Adeste Fideles, Reading.
Normandie Carol.
4. Silent Night, Haydn.

Harry Harringtonof Holland

all

Plate Sausage

V
Angels From the Realms

1.

II

Hamburger

ing, Praetorius.

con, 16th century.

ONLY

FOR SATURDAY

Two

killedin a skirmish. 1890.

MOP HANDLES

2. Under the Stars, Brown arr.
The program to be given by this
extraordinarychorus next week Moore.
Girls Sextette
Thursday evening at the Holland
IV
High School Auditoriumfollows:
1. Lo, How a Rose E’er BloomI

sided.

HUH.'iDOHT „

SOUP

ving. Margery Brooks, Betty Jean Lloyd Plakke, Gary Smith, Her3. Goodwill and Peace, ChristianMcLean, Audrey Buter, Florence man Naberhuis, Harvey Koop, Mar- sen.
Hill, Mary Jane Raffenaud, Ethel ian Tysse, Henrietta Lokker, VirIII
Oonk.
ginia Muller.
1. O Holy Night, Adam.

5c

Been Music Bags . 75c

Lower!
Prices on

New Pianos Advance

PUY GBITAR

Jan. 1st!

Spanish or Hawaiin

Now

Buy

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

NEW STUDIO UPRIGHT

$5.9S
Buy Her a New White

*99”
USED

Bargains in

Trade-in
$25

—

$35

—Terms

SEWING MACHINE

Rental and

Pianos

.

to

Victor

modern act of dishes and $20
•ewing course with every New White Rotary

SAVE $25

Soft-

—

Zenith

Beauiilul

Sewing Machine told next week!

— $45
on

thie

new

White Elect.
Sewing
Machine

Radios
RCA —

FREE—

—

$59.95
Reg. Price $85

Phflco
Prices have

advanced!

Bargains
in Sample and
Reconditioned
*

Our

large stock will protect

you

if

you

MANTLE
RADIO

....

BUY

NOW!

Treadle
Machine*^;
.

,$9.95
lie .p

Meyer
i!

We* Bpilb

Slreet

M

l

,

^

m
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who

is to become a bride in the near
future. Games were played and a
two-course luncheon was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Troost Those presentwere the Misses Mae
have moved from Harlem, pear Lampen, Hasel Lampen, Dorothy
Holland, to 260 North He Spelder

street They have four

T,

Jeane Casmier,Alma

Lan Ireland,

children,

vuim

ua&ei oickciec,i/fimune

BIBLE WITNESS ASSEMBLY

Zeeland— C. J. Tarvestad, pasBrink, Evelyn Steggerda,Fenna
buna.
Bontekoe, Catherine Oostendorp, tor.
Word has been received here of Catherine Nagelkirk,Janet Vender 10:00 ‘ Abraham, the Friend of
the birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Weide, CatherineBaker, Matilda God.”
J. Van Niewenhuizen of South Gate,
11:30 Bible School.
Plantinga, Alyee Vande Riet, and
Calif. Mrs. Van Niewenhuizenis a
2:80 School House Services,
Florence Vande Riet
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. SieIn, the Christian Reformed Mis- County Farm and the Indians.
belink.
6:15 Y.P. Meeting.
sion Guild on Thursday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Cornie J. Westen- Mrs. Stanley Lampen led the Bible
7:30 Song Service. Message,
broek of Holland rural route No. discussionon the parable of "The “What John Saw in Heaven.”
8 are the parents of a daughter Laborers in the Vineyard”, Mrs.
7:30 Wednesday.Cottage Prayborn in Holland hospital Monday Harold Michmershuizenintroduced er Meeting.
night
7:80 Friday. Chapter Summary
the mission topic, and Mrs. I. LamE. Boom of Litchfield, N.D., is pen and Mrs. G. J. Vande Riet ren- at the home of Mr. De Free.
spending a few days with the Rev. dered a piano

duet

10

'•

"Holland The Place [{'here Folk Really Lice"

Another Birdi-eye View of a Wonderfully Located Community

:00 Saturday Jewel Class, l&iss

and Mrs. John Vanderbeskand The Gospel Trio composedof Ar- Briggs, returned Missionary to Affamily, 218 Lincoln Ave. Mr. thur Hofman, Lawrence Lehman rica, will speak. Miss Briggs has
Boom was a student at Hope Col- and Garrett Vande Riet sang a been associatedwith our own Mislege about 40 years ago.
group of sacred songs for the sionary,Angus Brower. Adults are
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wood were ChristianReformedYoung People's welcome also.
surprised Friday night by a group Society on Sunday evening. Miss
of 80 of their friends with a Julia Schrotenboer led the Bible
“house warming" in their new discussionon the topic, “Through
home at Waukazoo. Contract Perils to Victory.”
bridge was played and a buffet
Three children of Mr. and Mrs.
luncheon was served. Mr. and Mrs. William Nyhof are at present conWood were presented with a gift fined to their home because of illfor theij;home.
ness. They are improving, and we
are glad to report also that there
is not much sickness in the comZUTPHEN

munity at

this writing.

7:30 Saturday.Y.

P.

Prayer

Meeting.

%Rev. Trtrvestad |wiR give his
farewell message as pastor of the
Witness Assembly, Sunday Dec.
27, prior to leaving for Tampa,
Florida, where with his family, he
will spend the next three months.
Mr. Tarvestadhas been afflicted
with sinus infection for several

Mr. Glenn Albers and Miss Janet years and has been advised by doc-

Mrs. Wilbur Alfrecht entertain- Kaper of Hamilton spent Sunday at tors to seek a more favorable clied a group of ladies with a cou- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd mate. A Christian friend at Tamsin’s party on Friday afternoon.
pa, who has benefitedby that cliAlbers. Grand Rapids.
The Ladies Aid society met
At the last Congregational meet- mate, has made it possible for
Thursday afternoon. Mrs. H. R. ing of the Reformed church, Mr. the Tarvestads to spend the next
Van Noord and Mrs. Leonard Van James Kollen and Mr. Joe Schipper three months in her home. Mr. TarEss were hostesses.
were elected as elders,, and Mr. vestad requests the prayers of
Mrs. H. Zwier of Grand Rapids James A. Kleinhekseland Mr. friends in regard to their future
spent Wednesday with Mrs. Peter Stanley Wolters as deacons.
that lies in the Lord's hands.
Johnson.
The Mission Circle met last week
Fred Ensink is confined to his Thursday for their regular meeting
IMMANUEL CHURCH
home with an abcess in his knee. and election of officers.Mrs. Frank
Services in the Armory, Ninth
Miss Thr«sa Velt^ma is em- Immink was elected president and Street at Central.
ployed at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Gordon Top vice president.
H. Leroy Wortman of Three
John Hop.
Mrs. Raymond Busscher and Miss Rivers,Michigan, will speak at the
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Knoper Gladys Hulsman were elected pi- Immanuel Church Sunday.
were visitors at the home of Mr. anists.
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
and Mrs. Wm. Koopman Tuesday
Sermon “The Power To Know."
The
Thanksgiving
offering of
evening.
11:00 A. M. Sunday School.
the Reformed church amounted to
Several local farmers attended
7:00 P. M. Evening) Worship.
8462.32.
the auction sale of the Doortenga
Song Service. Special Music.
Miss Janet Kaper of Hamilton “The Greatest Prayer Meeting of
estate Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ensing of addressed the young people of thp the Ages."
Forest Grove were visitors at the Christian Endeavor on Tuesday
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Ensing evening.
FIRST ORTHODOX BAPTIST
The Women’s Missionary Society
on Wednesday evening.
CHURCH
as in charge of the Sunday evenThe Young People society was
19ht St and Pine Ave.
led by Rev. Vroon Sunday evening. ing Prayer Meeting. Papers on inDr. Chas. F. Fields,pastor.
Mr. Jerry Kleinheksel of Hamil- spirationsfrom past and present
Rea. 233 W. 20th St. Phone 3923.

-

ton rendered musical selections on
the saw accompanied by Miss Lula
Artz.
Miss Kate Troost spent a few
days with her mother, Mrs. Paul
Troost in Zeeland.

missionarieswere read

by

Mrs.

o

-

Holland The City You,

away from

blustering Michigan
message.
winter and left last week for Cali— ONE POUND OF COFFEE FOR fornia. They expect to secure emA PENNY
CITY MISSION
ployment there.
E. 8th St
An extra pound of coffee for QUICK CASH— Loans |25 to 1300. 51-53
Geo. W. Trotter, Supt Telephone
Autos — Livestock— Furniture.
“one penny”. See the A and P an3461.
Holland Loan Association,over
nouncement on page 4, section 2 of
Saturday night, 7 :30, Praise and
this issue.
Ollies Sport Shop.

o

Testimony Service.
Sunday at 1:30 Sunday School.
At 2:80 Song, Music, Message
and Praise.
At 7:30 An EvangelisticService.
All the way— George Trotter, thq

"Boosting" For

THREE- SHOfft
YEARS!

SUNDAY

James Kollen and Mrs. Ed Folkert.
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
Miss Frances De Roos sang a voSermon, "Studies in Philippians.”
cal solo.
11:15 A. M. Bible School. InterMiss Marianne Van Eyck was a
national Lesson studied.
week end guest at the home of Mr.
4:00 P. M. Children’sHour.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess and Mrs. C. J. Voorhorst. She was
6:30 P. M. B.Y.P.U. Service.
visited their brother and sister, a guest at the birthday party of
7:30 P. M. Gospel Service. SpecMr.
Voorhorst
on
Saturday
evenMr. and Mrs. John Ensing of Forial music.
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Steketee
est Grove on Friday afternoon.
Sermon subject “The Purifying
from
Grand
Rapids
also
enjoyed
Miss Ruth Ensink of Grand RapHope.”
ids spent the week end with her the birthday dinner and evening’s
TUESDAY
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred En- fun. Mr. Voorhorstreceived use7:30 P. M. Bible Class. Pastor
ful
presents.
sink.
Wm. Headley of the Calvary BapMr. and Mrs. Sander Schipper
tist Church, Grand Rapids, will
and daughter from Kalamazoo bring
OVERISEL
the Bible message.
spent Sunday in Overisel
8:30 P. M. Personal Workers
Mrs.
H.
W.
Pyle
who
has
been
ill
Florence Vande Riet entertained
Class.
a group of friends and former class- for several weeks is slowly recovTHURSDAY
ering.
mates at her home on Friday even7:45 P. M. Prayer, praise and
Mr. Glenn Rigterink was among
ing in honor of Miss Matilda Plantestimony service.Rev. Gillise of
tinga of Holland. The event was a the several young men of Drenthc the Lutheranian Gospel Mission of
and
Graafschap
who
decided
to
get
kitchen shower for Miss Plantings
Chicago will bring the evening’*

Am

rV

.

Increase in Employment in New Factories

1,200

Increase in Annual Retail Sales

000,000
$000,000
$1,466,000

Increase in Annual Payroll

$1,000,000

Increase in Square Feet Factory Operations

Housing

Increase in

....

r

speaker.

Tuesday 7:30 Prayer Meeting.
Wednesday 7:30 Young People’s

! MODEL DRUG STORE

Fellowship Club.
Friday 7:30 Popular Bible Class.
“The Book of Jonah". Mrs Henry Koets, Supt of Godwin Heights
Mission, Grand Rapids, is the

"Your Walgreen System Store”
Corner Eighth and River— Holland

Increase in Square yards of Improved

Holland

is

Headed

for Still

Roads 260,000

Greater Benefits

teacher.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY

Warm Friend Tavern.
Subject: “God, The Preserver of

Santa Says:
Come

Man.”
Sunday Services, 10:80 A. M.
Sunday School 11:45 A. M.
Testimonial meeting Wednesday 8 p. m.

to the

SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH

Model

Rev. J. Vanderbeek, pastor.
Morning Worship 9:30 A. M.
Sermon topic: "The Church a
Body."
Special Music by the church

Drug Store

choir.

Evening Worship 7:30 P. M. i
Sermon topic: ‘The Christian’s

Headquarters for Christmas Gifts

Her

Gifts for

Gifts for

Alphabet.”
^Special Music

by the

your city
of

Your

Him

_______

(Baptist)

Henry Kik, pastor.
Services held in the Woman’s
Literarv Club Auditorium.
10:00* a. m. Exposition of the
book of Colossians.Chap. 1:21-23.

$10.00

PIPES
’

Kaywoodie

A GOOD SELECTION
Yardley Gift Set Combination

........ $8.60

aod $5

Yellobole .................. $1.00
Medico* ...... . .................$1.00

11:20 Bible School using through
the Bible method of study.
6:30 B.Y.P.U. Mr. Percy Knoll
speaker.
7:30 “The Fatal Power Of Sin."
Congregationalmeeting on
Thursday night at 7:30.

:

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
50c, $1.00, $1.50, $3.50

A

large assortment

TOBACCO POUCHES

PRICES BEGIN AT

95c

WANT TO

50c and $1.00

Attractivdyboxed

popular Brands

25c, 50c, $1.00, $1.95, $2.00

Evening in Paris, Harriet
Habbard, Ayer’s, Coty's,
:

and up
1 LB.

SELL

— YOUR

PROPERTY LUt it for quick sale
with J. Arendshorst, Cor. 8th and
collegeAve.
Expires Jan. 2

CIGARS

AH

favored

has

achievements are news in the papers of the nation.

city

church

CALVARY CHURCH

3-piece sets and 8-piece sets
|4.39, |8.00, $8.50, $12.50

its

less

made
communities. The name
It

people have come to live with us— more people are desirous of doing so.

Holland

11:30.
Junior C. E. at 2:15.

Schick, or Packard $16.00
Clip Shave-only

be envied by

a place to

Holland and

proud of your Chamber of Commerce.

is

Happy and Prosperous!

Sunday School at

ELECTRIC RAZORS

sets

is

has no idle factories, no vacant buildings, practically no unemployment. New homes are springing up— more homes are needed. New
industry has come to town— more industries are knocking at our door! New

But the

Senior and Intermediateat 6:15.

Comb, Brash and Mirror

HOLLAND

A LL

done.

It

REAL work

of Your Chamber of Commerce

has brought your city to the threshold of

still greater

is

yet

to be

benefits-

It

must go forward, and bring to you and yours the greater happiness and
prosperity that

is

within our reach-

Your Chamber of Commerce MUST
HAVE YOUR SUPPORT. It must be your responsibility to back thir
indispensable organization to the end that it may carry Holland onward and
To

fulfill its

greater mission,

upward.
A new era is upon us— a new task awaits Your Chamber of Comme ce. Holland MUST UNITEDLY SUPPORT THIS COMMUNITY
ASSET. Do Your share,— and enjoy to the fullest the better times that lie
ahead!

Beautiful dressed dolls. Clothes
all hand made. Priced from $1.00

to

TOBACCOS
69c

Laden, Le Long’s, L’Adonna

$10.00.

Mrs. Carl

Shaw

.

Phone 9086
clt 50.

:

67c
.... 78c
.....

and many

others,

V*Iv*C

___________

FOR SALE OR TRADE for

and others

:

ALL POPULAR MAKES

Men’s Shave Seta

Perfumeo, Toilet Waters,

YARDLEYS, COTY’S
AYER’S, PO-DO

Bath Powders,

etc.

Holland property: Small farm with
buildings. North of Hamilton.
Just off M40. About 20 acres or
more of sandy loam soil. Call

Herman Brower— 69 E. 8th St
Phone 3838.

Combination*

WANTED— LOTS. List your lots
now. We have Cash Customers for
desirable sites.
J. Arendshorst Cor. 8th and col

98c and op

lege.

Visit our

Expires Jan. 2

*

Toy Department!

YOUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS'
Jo* Kramer, President — Dick Betcr, Vic* President — A. C. Joldersma, Treasurer
Theodore P. Chcff — John De Wilde — Vaudi* Vandenberg — Andrew Klomparens
John Arendshorst — Henry Gecrljngs — Oscar Peterson — Elbern Parsons
Louis Steketee

—

C. C.

Wood — W.

C.

Vandenberg

Expires January 9, 1937
Notice to Taxpayersof Park

Twp:

Will collect taxes at Peoples
State Bank December 10-14-16-1617-21-22-23-24-28-80-31;January
4-5-6-7;at home December 4-6-1112-18-19-26;January 2-8-9.
Dick Nieuwsma,
P»rk Twp. Treasurer.

m
/.afe

J

THE
ANNUAL NEWSPAPER DRIVE
FOR UNFORTUNATES

Carley, John S. Dykstra, A. Klaasen, Jack Knoll, Cornle
Gilbert Laubscher, Earl Price, Tad
Taft, Peter Notier, Bert Vander
Poel, John Van Tatenhove, Charles
Van Zylen, John Van Huis, Arthur
Visscher,

HOLLAND

CITY

NEWS
TICKETS ON SALE HERB

Market Day In Holland Sixty Years Ago

at Bulkema's Restaurant and at tha

school Fans can save waiting in.
Zeeland Record
A Mock of advance sale tickets line buying their tickets in Zeefor the Holland-Zeelandbasket- land.
Student tickets bought here will
ball game Friday night has been received here, according to Principal be sold at 26c but the price at
T. A. Dewey. These will be on sale the gate will be 86c.

The Exchange Club is again taking hold with the annual newspaper drive under the name of the
Uoodf el lows’ Chib, when on a cerSchools:—Albert E. Lampen,
tain day the local daily, the Holland Evening Sentinel, wiU Ibe Chairman; Mr. Bennett, Rexford
told on the streets of Holland and Chapman, Gerrit * Groenewoud,
the proceeds will be set aside to Eugene Heeter, Gerrit Heyns, Bud
help along the hospitalizationof Hinga, Mr. Martin, Principal Rielittle ones whose parents are not mersma, Wynand Withers, Presiable to give them the attention dent of Hope College.
Lumber, Coal, Oil and Contrac. inquired because of lack of funds.
Last year the undertaking was a tors:— George Mooi, Chairman,
great success, a great deal of good Russell Boeve, Jack Bos, Frank
was accomplished as a later re- Bolhuis, Henry Cook, Bert Gebtiew of what had been done will ben, John Kooiker, J. H. Klomparhe given in detail through the col- ens, J. T. Klomparens,Harry J.
Plaggemaars,Mr. Smith, Herman
umns of this newspaper.
Anyway, the Holland City News Vanden Brink.
Utilities, Trucks, Railroads,etc:
is oo-operateng with this newspaper drive and the ExchangeClub —William M. Campbell, Chairman,
|s announcingthe following com- Carl F. Cook, John Cooper, Charles

;

KROGER STORES
<*-

MICHIGAN BUT

SUGAR

Leachman, Gene Ripley, Mr. Rooks,
mitees in charge:
Dr. Thomas W. Davidson.Rev.
General Committee:—Albert C. Flowerday, Dr. H. P. Harms, Dr.
Keppel, Chairman, Dr. Milton Clarence E. Loew, Dr. William
Cook and John S. Dykstra.
Westrate, Dr. William G. Winter.
Finance:— Alex Van Zanten.
Special Contributions :— Albert
Publicity :— Rev. Paul Hinkamp,
C. Keppel, Chairman.
Chairman,Ben Mulder, W. Butler,

Campbell i

mrt-lbmpc

3

25c

CkkfcM

>

De

'

cMOULLS

HALLOW! 3 bdk 25C
Malt-O-Meal»** 21c Cookies feMk 10c

William Connelly.
Newsboys:— John
Wilde,
Chairman, Alden Dick, J. A. Hoover, A1 Kleis, Harry Kramer, Andrew Klomparens, Elton A. GogoUn, Charles V. Miller, George Pel-

The

Tomato Soup 3 •»» 23c

oad

FANCY

DATES

Miss Violet Eberhardt, 10 East
15th St., was hostess at the first
meeting of the G.S.P.C., at her
home. The following officers were
elected: President, Violet Eberhardt; vice president, Elizabeth
grim, Lesley Risto, Benjamin Steal,
Ann Petersen; treasurer, Donna
Melville E. Stickels, A. W. Tahaney,
above picture shows Holland's second bank was located.
Mae
Eby; secretary, Dorothea
George Tinholt, George Van De Irene Cunningham, corresponding an old fashioned market day in
This building was directly left
Riet, A1 Van Lente, Chester Van
secretary,Charlotte Esther Swan- Holland,when farmers tame to the of the hardware store. There is a
Tongeren,Robert Wishmeier.
ker of Muskegon; and publicity cities with their biggest bulls, misconception as to 'Who built that
Banks and bankers:— Clarence manager, Elizabeth Jean Veedr. their "fatted calfs,” their question- bank. The belief has always been
able horses and produce from the that Jacob Van Putten was the
Klaasen, Ben Brouwer, Henry Plans were made to hold
Geerds, Clarence Jalving, William Christmas party at the home of farm for a day -of barter and builder. This is not true, for withWestveer.
Elizabeth Petersen in honor of sale, which was done away with in a week after Kenvon’s hall was
Stores:— Jake Fris, Chairman, Miss Swanker,Saturday, Dec. 19. as an institution in Holland when burned, Mr. Kenyon had started to
Ted Baker, Fred Beeuwkes, Dick! Miss Eberhardt served a two- the Holland fair was established. build the bank pictured here and
However, it has nothing to with the according to the News files on NoBober, William Brouwer, Henry 'course luncheon.
banking story. We are only showing vember 3, 1877, the bank was comthis picture to point out where pleted. It was later that Jacob

49c

10 -

HOT B1IAKFAST

CXUAL

OTOfflKtH

WESCO BRAND

GRAHAM
Van Putten and

Germania hotel with a wine cellar
in the basement, Kuite’i market
Peter Brown’s saloon, Sprietsma’s
shoe store, the bank, now the site

others connected
with the Van Putten family purchased the Kenyon intereft and
continued in the small building,
which was named the Holland City
Bank, but commonly called in
Dutch, Van Putten’s Bank. It was
a private institutionwhich later
became the foundation of the Holland City State bank, fully described in our banking history in
another column of this issue.
In the forefront,a part of the

of Fris book store, are plainlypictured. The hardwarestore was on

WESCO SODA CRACKERS 2
Walnuts ESSt
Laiff* sis* ik 23c
MUD HUTS lb. balk l)e

Vander Veen’s new brick hardware
store on the corner had just been
built. An added store was built to
the east some years later.

to

lb.

2

MIT FOODS

COUNTRY CLUB -LUSCIOUS
Halva a

^

PEACHES
Dtl Mont# Paachts Hakes
AVOID All

LARGE

*3 33c

2

s He. S% ease 35c
AVOID ALE FAICT

or SUoos

PAMCT

Peas
So
15e

Tomatoes Vo.loaa 10c

Bank Merger^

Reminder of
Local History

rm

ysi

(

Continued from Page 1)

all of Holland. Isaac Marsilje.
Holland township clerk, notary and
state legislator; H. Kragt; A. Van
Kooi and J. H. Boone, all of Holland township;Hon. Jan Garvelink, notary,justice and state legislator; Germ W. Mokema, general
store at Graafschap; Dr. G. J. Huizenga, Zeeland; Henry Pelgrim of
Olive, county treasurer, now owner
of the Bay View Furniture company; Paul Steketee, founder of

in reality was a pearl of architecture of that type. The bank building has an individualityseldom
seen in banking architecture.The
exterior has an Italian complex
even to the balcony arrangement.
The interior indicates warmth, coloi*
and comfort The banking arrangement is pleasingly different than
banks as a rule are. The ceiling
for instance,Is a marvelouswork
of art and the color scheme blends
perfectly. A full descriptionof the
bank with pictures were completely
given when the bank was opened in
1928.

The

personnel of the staff at
that time were the following:Arend
Visscher, President; John G. Rutgers, Vice President; Henry Winter, Cashier; Alex Van Zanten, AssistantCashier; Benjamin Brower,

Teller; Russel Burton, Teller;
the large mercantilehouse of George H. Damson, Teller; Mary
Grand Rapids.
Visser, Teller; Mabel Bauhahn,
Having outgrown the Bosman Stenographer; Joanne Ditmar,
bank and Bookkeeper;Agnes Kragt, BookH. Boone jointly built a double keeper; Lena Klomparens,Bookstore on the Southeast comer of keeper.
8th street and Central avenue. The
The budding committee at the
First State bank occupied the cor- time was Charles M. McLean, Rayner buildingand was owned by the mond Visscher, Albert C. Keppel.
bank, and the H. Boone building The architect was Don Lackie.
was the Holland post office for a The bank waa built by day labor
number of years.
and waa under the supervision of
The First State bank opened for Frank Bolhuis, one of the Direcbusiness on December 26, 1889. tors.
Isaac Marsilje was the first cashThe bank issued a beautifulbook
ier and Germ W. Mokema was the at the time entitled, “ A Dream
bookkeeper.Teunis Keppel, coal Becomes A Realiution." The issue
dealer and one of the Van Raalte is replete with “outline"drawings
pioneers, prominent in the Ninth of the bank in every detail, beauStreet Christian Reformed church, tifully printed. There is also a
made the first deposit — fifteen memory page honoring those who
pounds of pennys taken at the have gone before, including Att.
church collection. Rev. John W. Arend Visscher, Prof. John H.
Beardsley made the first savings Kleinheksel, Prof. D. B. Yntema,
deposit and the number of his book and George P. Hummer. Others
was “1." The first financial state- who have passed on since that time
ment of the bank showed a capital are Charles M. McLean, Att Raystock of $35,000; the assets were mond Visscher, B. D. Keppel and
$194,839.21.
G. J. Rutgers, prominent officials
building, the First State

A part of the crew of the Burlington,freighter that went aground off
the breakwater at the Holland harbor Sunday morning, U shown
above following their rescue. They are, left to right,seated, SEAMAN

EDWARD KAARLELA, ENGINEER TOM DALDORF, FIRST
ASSISTANT ENGINEER A JLRAUGA, CHIEF ENGINEER JAMES
McCARTLN. Standing, WILLIAM RUSSELL, THOMAS LYONS,
JAMES HALLADA, H. B. KNIGHT, WILFRED SCARLETT and

OSCAR BRAKIN.
Silks and Flannels $6.50 and

up

Courtesy G. R. Press

Big Freighter

[Make Your Selection Early]

Sweaters $2.95 and up (Catalinas & Bradley)
a new

Christmas for

(Continued from page 1)

“Him” Begins at VAUPELL’S

Vaopell’s

I

—

HAT, SCARF, GLOVES, OVERCOAT!

Men Shop

half, when he finally lined it up
with the pier to the northern.
"On this last stage I could do
no more with her. She would not

Becomes Prey
on go ahead or go stem
To “Big Lake” answer
and blew the danger

Suede Leather Jackets $6.95 and up
Sport Coats $5.95 and up
He can always use

-

in that direction the ship would
weather the storm without breaking up. It is understood that water
was allowed in some of the air tight
compartments in order that she
might be grounded solidlyon the
bottom. These compartments can
be bailed out at will by the ship’s

pumps.

signals, signaling for the coast guards to
come and take the crew off."

The mate and engineer were

ordered to prepare to leave the ship,

opening some
s
of the sea cocks, and
closing a
and tanks, he said. The dynamoes
were kept going to provide light to
aid the coast guards, he said. Finally ai the last^preparedto leave,
the dynamoes were shut off.

The coast guard captain, he said,
But, the wind did not stay in
told him that the water was down
that direction. It was one of those 2 feet, 7 inches, but that there
winter thaw winds which invari- was no way of determiningthe
ably, after a time, veer around to
condition of the water ahead of
the Northwest bringing
cold

31% West Eighth Street
Holland. Michigan

a

time.

blast.

The boat was equippedwith a
What occurred Sunday night is radio directionfinder, but had no
well known. A snow storm with a gyro compass or wireless.
strong Northwester was ushered in
The captain’s testimony was
at 5 o'clock Sunday night and by summed up with the accident be9 o’clock it was blowing a terrible lieved due to "low water and disgale which lasted nearly throughout

•

the

GIVE QUALITY
i

l

tress of water."

John Burtker, first mate, said
wind veered around to the East
which brought smoother weather he came on deck at 12:15 o’clock
and that the ship was about four
off shore. The crew made for the
miles north of Grand Haven, with
ship from Holland where they had
a
wind south to southeast and a
taken some much needed rest at
Hotel Netherlandsand at Warm "quite choppy sea.” The boat was
six miles out. As it approached to
Friend Tavern.
within six miles of Holland, he
The crew, when the steamer had said, the breakwater light could be
grounded, were told to pack their seen.
belongings in their grips. These
Burtker said the boat was near
were set upon the deck but as the
men were taken off by the Holland the entrance when it bumped a little and then there was -another
Coast Guards the grips remained
bump and the boat stopped.
on board for lack of available room
He said that nothing more could
in such a heavy sea. Well, the
have been done than was done jn
grips were never taken off. After
the emergency. The boat was comthe Northwestwind had got in its
work, there was not a grip re- ing in right and the ranges were
maining on deck and the next right, he said, but unforseen things
morning only one bag, which had came up.
Chief Engineer James McCartun,
been broken open, was found on

GIVE SAFETY
GIVE Conenvience

Give ALL THREE to
mother in on

Automatic

Washer
Prices from

night. Toward morning the

$39.95

Vogelzang Hardware Co,
Wash. Square— Two Stores —76 E. 8th
(Wash. Square Store Open Evenings)
“IT PAYS TO GET OUR PRICES*

St.

in the organization.
The officers of the bank today
The new First State Bank, the
present building of the Holland are the following: George B. TinState Bank, was built in 1916 and holt, President; Jay H. Den Heropened for business jon Friday, der, Vice President; Clarence L.
August 25, of that year. There was Jalving,Cashier; Clarence Klaasen,
a general reception to the public Ass’t Cashier; Laverne C. Dalman,
after banking hours from 3 to 9 Ass’t Cashier.
o’clock p.m. when the substantial Directors: H. S. Covell, Martin
new buildingwas inspected. A page pudemool,John W. De Vriea, Alin the Holland City News is devot- bert C. Keppel, C. L Jalving, J.
ed, dwelling at length on the open- H. Den Herder and G. B. Tinholt.
Employees:C. L. Jalving,Cashing of the bank. It was set forth in
the articlethat the appointments ier; C. Klaasen, Ass’t Cashier; L.
of the new bank were not only con- C. Dalman, Ass’t Cashier; Ben
venient but safe, fireproof, and the Brower, Teller; G. Damson, Teller;
vault construction was especially B. De Pree, Teller; Lena Hoffman,
dwelt upon, being steel-lined vaults Savings Teller; Qerrit Jalving,
with seven ton, burglar-prodf,time- Bookkeeper; Isabel Zuber, Booklock doors. It spoke of the suita- keeper; Ben Timmer, Foreign Telble committee rooms, rest rooms ler; Mabel Yates, Stenographer;
for the ladies and a sizeablelobby Albert Arens, Janitor.

and

tile

floor.

To make room

NSTRUMENTS
For Sale or Rent

IT

BRANDT
ital Instructor
Di*l3655

for the building

of this bank building, Hardy’s

frame

1
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He.
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CASE OP S4 SSJI - SAVE

loom

14c

— SAVE Se

CASE OP 14 fill - IJIVB 17e

f

I

MAID

CARLOADS OF

I

butter IcANDY
125.69c I x““

I

Li ioc

CREAM CHEESE
MUD

- FULL

OIFTON

19c

FLAVOR

TISSUE

3

10c

SPAGHETTI OK HOODIES

MACARONI
COUHTIT
PALMOUVE SOAP
SUMBSUDS t

Oiaatpkva.

SPOT DOC
LUX SOAP
1

SCRATCH

4

ban

CHUITMAS PACKAGE

4

)C

25c

ban 23 C

tie - Small pkg. le

REDUN

100** $249

IW-lb. bag

RED

16% DAIRY

t

Me

6 ~~

WHCO urara MASH

HWPMWmP

1*0 5c

CLUB

FOOD

LUX FLAKES Large pkg.

IDMb, bog

U0«

-

.oo-ab.,
«4»

100-lb.

$1.90

bag 11.10

CHOCOLATE CREAK DEVILS FOOD

LAYER CAKE T 39c
Irogw SUoette - Cite oake evenly
Mri ktaet

lew

-

He

COUHTIT CLUB - PIMKHTO

CHEESE BREAD

/

sjuvmiTTomD

/

COFRE CAKE
JUICY FLORIDA

GRAPEERUIT

6 - 19c

MEDIUM SIZE - DOZEN 37o

15c

Cauliflower •mb
LAIGE WHITE

HEADS

Carrots lergebaach 5c
HEW - PUSH '

8

ORANGES
CALIFORNIA NAVELS
Radishes 3

PLEASE PUBLISH

There continues to be considerable contagion in the County, but
with no alarming increase in its
prevalence in any community. At
Le Roy was the architect.
present there are 26 acarlet fever
The officers of the bank at that cases, 29 whooping cough cases,
time were G. J. Diekema, Presi- 8 cases of mumps and 42 cases of
dent; Isaac Marsilje, Secretary;
chickenpoxin Isolation with no
Henry Luidens,Cashier and the di- deaths reported. During the past
rectors were Jan W. Bosman, Att week four additional cases of scarGeorge E. Kollen, Dr. J. W. Beardslet fever occurred with five of
ley, William J. Garrod, Henry Pelwhooping cough, three of mumps
grim and Con De Pree. Five of the and ten of chickenpox. Scarlet
nine directors of that day have fever continues to be scattered
passed away.
with no epidemic in any community.
The building in question is now There have been severalsmall outheadquarters for the merged Hol- breaks of chickenpox. Chickenpox
land State Bank. The directorsto- is continuing to spread. All cases
day are Henry S. Maentz, Presi- which are reported are carefully
dent; Charles Kirchen, President of checked in an effort to keep the
the bathing beach at the oval which | First Assistant Anthony Krajnc,
the Board; Otto P. Kramer, Senior disease limited as much as possiis some 400 feet from the ground- l«nd George J. Wortiska. wheeler
ble.
and crane operator,testified in or Vice President; Daniel Ten Cate,
ed freighter.
der. Other members of the crew Vice-Presidentand Alfred Jolders- Ralph Ten Have, M. D., Ottawa
While it is fortunate that the
ma, Cashier.Other members of the County Health Commissioner.
men escaped with their lives, it also testified.
board are Dr. E. D. Dimnent Jwas unfortunatethat their best He said the boat left Toledo at Frank Duffy, Henry Idema, Dick
Members of the Christian En11:30
a.
m.,
Dec.
1,
with
2,217
gross
clothing and other wearing apBoter, John Hulst, Thomas Marsil- deavor speetv of First Reformed
parel and valuables were in their ton. of pig iron, .nd then de.crib- j(!i Be’„ guffeM, Cormliui Tiwen- church and alumni attended an angrips. They left the ship in old ed the progreas of the Burlington ga, P. F. Ver Planke, and Dr. Wy- nual banquet, Wednesday evenclothes in order Ito protect the up to the time it squared away nand Wichers, president of Hope ing in the church parlors. Miss
to enter the Holland harbor early
the new ones left behind.
Luella Nykerk, general chairman,
College.
announced
•unced the
t'
program. The speak
One of the men named Halliday Sunday morning. Working down
•
0
midcenter 200 feet from the piers,
er of the evening was John Den
lost a beautiful diamond ring
Our bank history would not be Oudtn, senior at Western Theolowhich he had in his sea bag to- the boat struck bottom and then
struck hard again as it entered the complete if the establishment of gical seminary. Dinner was served
gether with his best clothes. Hallithe Peoples State Bank in 1906 by the Ladies Aid society.
day is the crane operator which piers at a rate of about six miles
an
hour
and
stopped completely. were not in this compilation.This
lifts the iron from the hold of the
Coastguard Captain, E. J. Clem- banking institution was first housMiss Ruth Wassink was hostess
boat through a magnet arrangecommodious one-story at a party, on her 12th birthday anens and his crew of fine seamen ed in
ment. The iron clings to the magrescued the crew of twenty-four structure built especially for bank- niversary, at her home on West
net and the ore is hauled up and
early Sunday morning and again ing purposes.
Ninth St, Friday. Prizes in garni
the crane switches it on the dock.
Attorney Arend Visscher was el
assistedthe crew back to the ship
were awarded to Barbara Stickels,
Another seaman lost $160 which
to see what damage had been done ected first President and continuShirley Zoerhof, Lois De Boer, Lois
he had saved to tide him over the
Monday
morning,
when
it
was
ed to hold that, positionfrom 1906 Martinas and Marjorie Meeusen.
winter after the ship had been laid
found that the freighterhad been to 1920. After his death the late Refreshmentswere served by Mrs.
up for the season.
badly broken up and was a total Bastian D. Keppel succeeded him
Cspt Woods told the govern- lost as far as navigation goes. The and C. M. McLean was the Vice Wassink assisted by Miss Ellen
ment inspectorsand the insurance trip to and from the vessel was President. This banking institu- Steffens.The guest of honor was
men, I realized that the water had made by the Holland Coast Guard tion grew rapidly and for a good presented with many gifts.
dropped," he said, “and I made up stationsurf boat
many years has been holding a high
Mrs. Jc
Vliek observed her
my mind to back out and head for
place in the financial set-up in this 79th
anniversary, TiksMuskegon."
Mrs. Maggie Schouten entertain-city.
of her son-in-law,
“A southwest sea was making" ed a few friends at her home on
A beautifulnew bank was built
1 e, 10 West Sixth
as he backed the Burlington up, he Weet 10th 8t, Monday afternoon, and opened for business on August St. A
16 friends and relasaid, and was inclined to drive it to in celebration of her 69th birth 9. 1928, directly across from where
with her in celebra<|ay anniversary. TYie time was the old bank stands and where busthe north pier.
Gifts were preCapL Woods said he maneuvered spent socially and a two-course iness had been conducted for twenrefreshments were
the ship around an hour and a lunch was served.
ty-three years. The new building
the west, two
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HEW
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baaekee

1

medium

ini

35c

do.. 19o

0c Tomatoes

IUHCHES

u>. 15C

FHM ARD SOUHD

Jew-

elry and a restaurant next door to

buildings,
were razed to clear the site. Frank

a

New and Used

4

DOX1H

7c

1

15c

Clapp's

raBqr Selection

the site of the building in which
the Holland City News is located.

2 ^

cockers

TANGERINES
SWEET AND JUICY - tach

BANANAS

OOLDKH

12c

lo

YELLOW 3

Ibe.

2Qc

I CHUCK I I POT
I ROAST I ROAST
I Choico Cull

I

of Bggf

-14 c

I I

Mgaty Cuts

| I *

of

I

Beal

10c

I

I

- YEARLING LAMB -

LAMB

LEGO'

» 12y2c

Chops 2ftc Lamb Roast &. 9ftc
LAMB BREAST raEPOBUAima u». 6c
PORK STEAK iouhdbohi ». 19c
Lamb

1

Ground

Beef * 11c

^

Smelt

5c

PXESH

Liver

Sausage

Pork

Hearts

Short Spare Ribs &. 5c

llftc Luncheon Meat
SLICED

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT
UIIOULLY FAMOUS
SESSIONS ELECTRIC
MAHTLE OK RADIO ITTLE

CLOCK-*

*2.19

A S7.50 Value
A $7.50 E—

to

Kitchen Clock

Electric

^$1.99

1,110011,1

11c

12c

(
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Holland, Michigan, Thursday,
RIFLE CLU& PLANNED
BY HOLLAND GUARDS

local unit will organise a rifle
club and seek a membership in
the National Rifle association.

SCOUT ENROLLMENT

also approved constructionof individual cabins at Camp McCarthy.
The site is located about 12 miles
The new organizationwill be With the closing of the year’s north of Holland on Lake MichiJohn Bremer of the Holland unit
of National Guards stated Sat- known as the 126th Infantry Rifle records for the OKtawa county gan. The 80-acre tract is in heavy
urday that the members of the and Pistol club.
councilpf Boy Scouts, preparatory wooded hills.
to a merger with the Allegan
The stipulationin regard to the
branch, it was disclosed Monday
building of the cabins is that they
that scout enrollment had increaswill become the property of the
ed 59 for thfc year.
This gain was regarded as unus- council, but will remain under the
ual because several troops had jurisdictionof the troop building
them.
failed to re-register. There now are
Four troops already plan on
552 scouts in Ottawa county.
The
council at its final meeting building cabins.
Corner 8th and River
Holland

Peck’s

ANTISEPTIC

•

LYSOL

30c

BROMO SELTZER

16c

60c

JAD

SALTS

32c

35c

FREEZONE
NOSE

35c HILL’S

NOSE

REM

5 lbs.

....
....

PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC

30c VICK’S

60c

-

DROPS
DROPS

.....

EPSOM SALTS

15c 4-WAY

29c

$4.95
MANNING

79c

TOASTER SET

17c

•

White Bros. Electric Co.

33c

COLD TABLETS

•

84c

TAKE HOME
WOODEN SHOES

W.L.8. PLAYERS

Boon

Give Men Leave

Absence for
Temporary Work
of

President Roosevelt will ride in
The W.L.S. players, who gave an
a new car upholstered in leather unusual program at the Holland
manufactured at the Eagle-OttawaArmory Tuesday under the auspicLeather company, Grand Haven. es of the Walters Post Veterans
order was received from the of Foreign Wan, were greeted with
TRINITY RELIEF SOCIETY The
Rollston Body company of New large audiences. According to' the
HOLDS ITS ANNUAL BAN- York City for a tan shade of top
committee at least 8.500 patrons
/ DUET. VAN RY CHAIR(Allegan News)
grain Colonial leather for a spec- were present at the afternoon and
MAN A QUARTER OF
evening shows.
ial outdoor job for the president.
CENTURY
Two prominentDemocrats were “The National Barn Dance" com- WPA workers in Allegan county
selected by the foreman to finish plex was largely followed in the who have spamed private employThe Church house of Trinity rad- this order, A1 Wildman and Nick interestingprogram, but some- ment, preferringthe shorter hour*
iated warmth and good will Fri- Carter, and it is anticipatedthat thing that was not on the regular and sometimes easier work offorsd
day evening when the annual ban- this leatherwill be as fine a niece program was the presentnton of by governmentjobs, will be forced
quet was held under the auspices of workmanship
ip ias has ever
pairs of wooden shoes. Lulu Belle to acccpRjtennand factory jobs
of the Trinity Relief Society. The turned out at the local plant, said and Scotty have a little baby of when offend, according to an anlarge banquet hall was suitably Julian Hatton, presidentof the which they are mighty proud, and nouncement made today by P. S.
decorated, the tables were candle company,who insisted that Demo- Preston Manting, chairmanof the Benjamin of Kalamazoo, who is in
lighted, and around each taper was crata be given the honor of work- committee presented the parents charge of the WPA projects in
a wreath of Evergreen.
ing on this order.
with wooden ihoee for the little Allegan county.
The Trinity Relief Society is a
The new turn of the WPA office
one with the baby’a name, Linda
benevolent organization mutually
will placate irate fanners wto
Lou, inscribedon them.
BODY
OF
CHRIS
CHRISTIANsustained by the members of that
The committee In change did faced a serious shortago of labor
society. All male members and SON OF WRIGHT TOWNSHIP splendid work in putting the show during the past summer and fall
FROZEN
FOUND on. Mr. Manting and the committee and who blamed the govonunenk
male adherents of Trinity Church
who are in good health,from 16
wishee to thank the Chamber of work projects for their inability to
Chris Christianson,69 years old. Commerce for their effort* in be- hire men. The new policy will
to 55 years of age, are entitled to
membership upon the payment of was found dead in an out building half of the entertainment and the affect approximately900 men in
a legal fee. Members who are in near his home on a farm about local newspapersfor their public}good standing, should they leave five miles from Coopersville in ty.
the Church or go to another city, Wright township. Dr. W. B. BloeF. S. Beniamin,district
can still remain a member with mendal, coroner, and Tony Van
tor, who made the announc
the upkeep of the payments,and Horssen, turnkey at the sheriffs
stated that complaintsof WPi,
such member, having been with the office, investigatedand the coronworkers refosinf private lobe alsociety three years can continue er rendered verdictof “death from
most invariablyproved to bo gento hold membership should they natural causes."
in
eral rather than specific,and asked
become affiliatedwith some other The old man was found by a
would-be employersto report all
church. It is understood that the youth, John Timmer, who had
such cases to district offlosa.
applicant shall pay into the trea- come over to the farm to help the
“If private industry, whether
sury the initialpayment of one dol- old man with his horses and stock.
farm
or factory, will follow thbf
Mother of 5 Months Baby Hasp
lar and thereafter, 40c per month. After search about the place, where
course," Benjamin laid, “we wffl
Self in Barn; Two Men
In case of sickness, disability or he had lived alone, Timmer dissee that men an persuaded to
Shoot Selves
accept such offers of work.
accidents of any member in good covered him in the building some
standing, after, three days, that distance from the house. His bo .
Three Allegan county residents in the past have we been given
member is entitled to $1.50 a day was frozen stiff 'but 'it is benames of offending workers and
ended
their Uvea with their own
during each working day during lieved that death was due to a hands during the last ten days. unless we know the identity of the
the time which he is ill, not to stroke or a heart attack.
men we an unable to act.”
First on the lift of suicideswas
The deceased is well known in
exceed $75.00 for any fiscal year.
It was explained that it Is man21-year-bld Melbourne Wagner of
In case of death of any member, the rural sections as he had lived
datory upon work-nlief
Hopkins, who leaves a young widow
his beneficiaryshall be entitled to there all of his life. The 40-acre
to accept private work.
and six-months-oldbaby.
draw $100 from the society.In farm is one of the best ones in
do BO means Iocs of tl
Wagner
had
been
employed
on
posts, provided that a living
case of the death of the wife of that section. His wife died about
the roads and he and his family
any member of this society,the 10 years ago and he had lived had been living with his brother- is offend by the private ampl
alone since .
Workers an also expected to
husband shall be paid $50.00.
A neighbor, John Timmer, and in-law, LeRoy Simpson,who re- cept short-timepositionsand
Any member taken to the hospital
sides
south
of
Hopkins.
Early
either for emergency,accident or two nieces, visited him Sunday at
Thanksgivingevening a shot was secure leave of absence for
surgical operation, shall be entitled the farm. He requested Mr. Timheard a short distance from hit
to a benefit of $5.00 per day, but mer to send his son over in the
home and he was found lying on P Room and board will be .
morning
as
he
was
not
feeling
well.
ered part of a man’s wage
not to exceed six days, or $30.00.
the ground dying from a gunshot
Any member in quarantine, be- The cows were not milked and the wound that Coroner H. J. Damstra such offsrs are made, It waa
—a type of employment
cause of contagious disease,shall two horses were left out all night,
pronouncedself-inflictedHe waa
in farming communities.
also benefit as set forth in the con- it was reported.
removed
to
the
Plainwell
hospital
o
stitutionand by-laws of this or“When employen have had _
George B. Sheard, editor of The where he died Friday. Although he offers of employment njeetod
ganization.There are other stipurecovered consciousnessfor a short
lations [mentioned to \terify the Fennville Herald, who has been
WPA woriten, they w
time in the hospital, hie only ex
claims of the member benefitted. seriously ill with pneumonia for
to notify this office at once," Jk
planation
for his act were the con
During the past year there have the last three weeks, returned Mon- ftantly repeated word*, “I had to jamin said. “Such co-opention
the part of private Induatry i
have been five deaths of members day from Douglas Community hosin this organization.These were pital.
greatly assist us in terminating
In additionto his widow and the
Peter Koopman, H. Geerlings,
necessity
ity of the WPA.
WPA. When
___
bers. Executive Committee, A. Van child, he is survived by hie father
i a report of such a case,
Herman De Fouw, John Baker and
and
two
slaters,
Mrs.
Lilah
SimpRy, J. H. Van Lente, Gil Vandewashall
*
Mrs. Jake Oosterbaan.
ter, A. A. Nienhuis, G. D. Albers, eon and Mrs. Sarah Washburn.
This in substance is what the
The second suicide of the week upon real
H. Houting, Barkel,J. dipping.
Trinity Relief Society is organized
waa recorded when the frozen bod offendingworker will be
for, in other words, to help the
at once. Communicationsof ,
David Damstra opened the meet- of Mrs. Martin Kok was foun_
ne&jy over “rough places" in life. ing with prayer.Dinner was served hanging in the bsrn at her home nature should be asnt to 84S
It is indeed a very worthwhile inby the Girls’ League for Service. in Laketown township. Coroner E. Rose street, Kalamazoo."
stitution in that Church, and durVocal selectionswere offered by D. Osmun said she had committed
ing the stressfulperiod has often
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Tripp. suicide, presumablybecause of ill INJURED AS SPLINTER
relieved the tension on life for
STRIKES HIM IN BTi^
Ray and Harold Kootatra and Sim- health. She is survivedby her husmany of its members, but in spite on Piersma, string trio, offered a band, a 7-year-old son and a 6of this fact, the officers did wonHenry Borr, 66, of Zeeland, was
months-old W>y.
group of numbers.
derful work under most trying
She had been despondent since injured seriously Saturday

To Members

109 E. 8th St., Appliance Division.
Holland, Michigan
See other holiday announcements in this newspaper.
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Epidemic of

Dependable Electric Service
14c

-

NEW CAR UPHOLSTERED
WITH E. a LEATHER

Sr.sM0 ”

19c

-

Ass’n. Is

RESIDENT TO RIDE IN

WHEN

BOWMAN

19c

•

-

-

-

P

Church Benefit

Number 49

Wn

SPECIAL

14c

50c

$1.00

OTTAWA GAINS

Drug Store

CASCARA QUININE

35c HILLS’

IN

Three Sectkxu

i

Suicide

Allegan County

— ^
_

Airplane View of a Portion of Holland

Our Beloved City

-

-

invs‘

__

Program

conditions.

a friend we have the birth of a daughter five months a splinter from a piece of
before, her husband told investi- he was chopping struck him in one
gating officers. The body was dis- eye. Physicians are endeavoring to
Prayer— Mr. David Damstra.
Vocal Duet— Mr. and Mrs. C. covered by the Koks* landlord, John stop infectionfrom spreadingto
been arranged to celebatethe suc- Trapp.
Koster. Sheriff Miller and Coroner the remaining eye.
cess of an organization that has
Reading— Miss Esther Bultman. Osmun reported that it was frozen
been in existencealmost from the
Remarks— Honorary President,and estimated that the act had been TRANSFERRED TO HOLUND |
time the Church was founded.
committed about 10 in the morning.
Mr. A. Van Ry.
Mr. J. H. Van Lente presided
Charles H. Babbitt, 78, became
Kenneth E. Leslie, motor
Guitar Duet— Lumberjacks.
over the deliberations and he handthe third suicideTuesday when he chinist mate second
:ond class, who
Reading— Miss Corrine Baker.
led the matter excellentlydespite
Memorial prayer— Rev. Ter shot himself through the head with been stationed at the Grand
the fact that he pleaded to be re- Keurst.
a .22 caliber rifle at the home of ven coast guard station for sevlieved and to nominate a new presClosing prayer— Rev. H. D. Ter his son, Charles, with whom he had eral years, has boon transferredto
ident The members present insislived, in Ganges township. The day Holland. Franklin E. Meyers, surfKeurst.
ted that he be returned.
of his death was also the day of man at Holland station, has boon
Program Committee
One of the outstanding events of
transferred to Grand Haven. The
H. Houting, Chairman— Gil Van- his birthday.
the evening was when Anthony Van
Ill health was given as the rea- changes are among several which
dewater and A. A. Nienhuis.
Ry was called upon for remarks.
• • •
son for his act by Coroner E. D. will affect coast guardsmen in the
Mr. Van Ry is Honorary President
The Grand Rapids Press, in a Osmun. He went into the store- 10th district
and has been identifieddirectly half column article, pictures An- room of the home to fire the shot
or indirectlyfor a quarter of a
thony Van Ry as the father of and was dead before others in the TO BE HOST TO
century. He gave a review of the
real Social Security in Trinity* house reached him.
DEALERS AND FRIENDS ,
benefitsderived from the "Trinity
Mr. Babbitt was bom in Dorr
Church. Considerable space is deRelief Society" and dwelt at some
December
1,
1868.
He
is
survived
voted to the plan on the dues and
Ray N. Smith, local agent for
length on what had been done in
below are found a few exerpts as only by his son.
the Sinclair Oil Refining Co.,ia to
the face of adverse circumstances.
......
o
to what The Press has to say:
be host Tuesday evening at Warm 4
He gave praise to the men handling
“Social security may be someHope Only M.I.A.A. College Friend Tavern, when between forty
the organization as active officers
thing new to the rest of the counor fifty dealers and service men
Deprived of Grid Title
and thanked the local press for its try, but members of Trinity Rewill congregate at a stag affair at
co-operation.
formed church have known somethat time. There will be fine music
Secretary A. A. Nienhuis read
(Detroit Newe)
thing of social security benefits
and other entertainment The celethe minutes of the previous ban- for the last 25 years.
Olivet, Mich., Dec. 5.— Since 1927,
brated O'Riley of Grand Rapids, a
quet and other details of the year's
“It was on Dec. 4, 1911, that An- when Hope college joined the
real “funny man’’ will be one of
activity.
league,
football
titles
have
been
thony Van Ry, a layman, effected
G. D. Albers gave his compila- organizationof Trinity Relief soci- well distributedamong the M.I.A. the highlightson this program. Of
course, there is going to be plenty '
tion of the conditionof the trea- ety following months of discussion A. schools.
of eats with the trimmings and the
sury, which indicates that although
Olivet alone has failed to win or
and study. It all began one day in
there has been a heavy draft for the summer of that year when Van share the honors. Olivet, however, table decorations will be seasonal
in every way.
benefits, a great deal of good has Ry, attending a meeting of the competed in associationplay only
Ray says that some of the oObeen done, for after all, that is congregation, proposedthe estab- six of those years. The local inwhat the organization is for. De- lishing of a benefit society to pro- stitution dropped football following rials of the company will be present although it will be largely an
spite this fact, there is still a subvide systematic arrangements to 1931, returning to active compe- evening of recreationand very litstantial balance on hand to meet care for church members during tition this fall.
tle “shop talk." It is going to be |
other emergencies.One item reflects periods of sickness or disability.
Over the 10-year stretch Alma
rather a pre-Yuletide entertain-<
solidity, $4,000 in Trinity Church
"First officers of the Trinity Re- has captured the championship ment
bonds at
which surely is an lief societywere; President,Nich- three times and tied on another
excellent asset. The total amount olas Essenberg; vice president, Van occasion. Alma won in 1927, 1929
of claims paid by this organiza- Ry; treasurer,George Albers, and and last year and tied with KalaAUCTION
3
tion since its inceptionis $14,694. secretary, Charles Dykstra. Van Ry mazoo in 1930. Close behind comes
Its total membership as of Dec- and Albers are the only original Hillsdale.The 'Dales led the field
Wednesday, December 16, 1936 ,
ember 4, 1936 is two hundred six- officers still living.
in 1931-’32-’33, setting a decord for
at 12:80 p. m. on the farm of the -j
teen.
“After a short time Essenburg consecutivewins. Kalamazooshar- late B. J. Harmten, located in OvComing back to the banquet, we became ill and Van Ry took over ed honors with Alma in 1930, with
might sav that there were more the president’s(duties. The first Hope in 1934 and won this season. crisel Township, 1 land one-half
miles South, 1 and one-half miles
than two hundred fifty present, and two years were hard on the young Albion was the first in 1928, while
East of OveriseL 1 and one-half
although there was not
real organization,deaths and sickness Hope was co-holder with Kalam*
miles South and one-quarter mile
speaking program, there was an cutting heavily into its little re- zoo in 1984.
West of Overisel Township “
excellentprogram of music, read- serve.
Alma was undefeated in its asso- 2 miles north and 1 and
ings, united singing and the regu“Fighting to keep out of the ciation games in both 1927 and miles East of Hamilton.
lar order of business includingthe ‘red'’, the executive board went 1929 and last year won every game.
The following property will
election of officers.The readings bv after new members, as the church Albion’s 1928 team had a perfect
sold: Some household goods c^two young ladies were real fine of- grew until it now totals 210.
record. Its victories included a 2-0 sisting of chairs, table, beds, dishes,
ferings and the vocal duets by Mr. - “At the close of 20 years of ser- win from Michigan State, then
stoves and a number of imall
and Mrs.C. Trapp were well receiv- vice Van Ry asked that he be re- coached by Harry Kipke.
articles.
ed. Mrs. J. Marcus' presided at the lieved of the presidency.The memHillsdale
jaie went inrougn
through mree
three seaAlso farm tools, implements and
piano.
sons
without
be
thout
being
upset
in
league
bers insisted, however, that he conother things as follows:
The string oganizationfurnished tinue as honorary president,Henry games, although It was held to a
1 team of horses weighing i
the guests with music for the even- Van Lente being dected president 19-19 tie
le by Hope and a 18-13 tie
1300 pounds each. About 100
ing. Their offerings ranged from
“Van Ry has missed only two ex- by Alma in 1931. Kalamazoo this kens, 3 wagons, 1 Ford ......
Dixie songs to the “swingey" music ecutive board meetings during his season won seven circuit games
horse corn-planter,walkfrom the Western plains.
25 years with the society, despite and tied one.
hay loader, spring-tooth
The News scrivener was told first, the fact that the board meets once
spike-tooth harrow, cult!.,
that the trio were named Tulip a month.
About 20 members of the Young self-binder,1 grain drill,
City Triplets,another willing in“Besides organizing the church Men’s Society of Sixteenth Street cultivator, riding plow, McC_.
former said they were the Sod Bus- relief society, Van Ry was a char- Christian Reformed church were
mower, 6 or 8 tons of straw,
ters and the third ventured to aay ter member of Ithe Hotlandedhc
present at a meeting Monday even- lumber, work harnesses, 1m
that they were the Three Lumber- Hulp Vereeninging,the Holland aid
ing. The Rev. P. Jonker opened the jjtetform scale, corn binder,
jacks, so take your choice, we stick society of the city, and the Ottameeting with prayer and led the
by the Three Hill Billies.
wa Furniture Factory Relief as- Bible discussion.The after recess
There is no doubt but that the sociation. The Holland aid society program
m consistedof a reading by stone,
officers of this Relief Society are •till is functioning but the Ottawa
Clarence Vogelzang and an essay rope, t -good ones for they were all unan- poup was discontinued when the by Andrew Smeenge on the Social
°f
imously re-elected and given a ris- actory closed.
Security act. Leonard ogelzang mention.
ing vote of thanks. The following
“Van Ry says the last two years gave his
its opinio
opinion on the M‘England
Thir
are the officers for the ensuing were the hardest in the history of Crisis of Todaj
will
year: ~
the ehurch societyas many beneHonorary President,A. Van Ry; fits had to be paid and memberA daughter was born Monday
President.J. H. Van Lente ;Sec’y, ship was down. It already is beffiaA. A. Nienhuis; Vice-Pres.,Gil ning to look better, however, Van
Vandewater;Treasurer, G. D. Al- Ry seid."

Anyway, the annual banquet was
for the members, their wives and
guests and a suitable program had

Hymn—' What

in Jesus.”

i

This bird's-eye glimpse of Holland should
citizenry

fill

us

all

with pride. The

augmented by the wise guidance of a live Chamber of

spirit of its

--

Commerce-

marching on together— will soon reflect still greater achievements in
the future, if

the wonderful accomplishmentsof the

past are

any

criterion.
£
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SALE

;

a

i

Just

on* Feature of

Ten Day "Tulip Festival"
Program
a

Airplane View of Holland from Another Angle Seen on Page 3, Section One. Pictures
Thru Counesy of the SBoard of Public Works.
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
ALLEN TELLS OF SUGAR MILL weighed automatically. They are the syrup is crystal!ted and the
dumped from the scales into a grain site determined.After the

NEWS

cruel In those days. Men can still and before be instructs be blesses
be cruel. If we have any doubt of it It is no doubt true that the
Members of the Holland Rotary slicer which cuts them into strings pans are dumped, the crystal iied
that, witness the indescribablecru- good and the bad, the strong and
Miss
Margaret
Van
Kara
pen
ensyrup
flows
into
tanks
which
are
dob visited the Lake Shore Sugar and then are forced down a chute
elty of modern warfare and bring the weak in these seven churches
emptied into the centrifugalsbe- tertaineda group7 of friend*at her to mind the infernal possibilities can be found in all the churches
company last Thursday afternoon.
into one of 14 cookers, to be low and molasses is separated home last Tuesday evening .in being created by science for the
that ever have been and are now
They were guided through the cooked for about an hour. The from the
le sugar,
suaar. leaving tthe pure honor of Miss Margie KnollTSnses next war. One wonders why men
and ever will be.
plant by Marshall Allen, manager, juice is drawn off into diffusion sugar, FinalljMt is dried, bagged in the games played were awarded
can be so cruel with respect to
We are ready to believe that the
si
Many improvementa to Mrs. Edward Flannagan, Misses their fellowmen. Why does not a
who spoke to the local Rotarians tanks and it is passed through and_ stored.
splendid and stirringvision which
Jean
Spaulding,
Ruth
Underhill
have
been
made,
in
method*
and
recently. The visitors were taken three stages of carbonation.Lime
fellow-feelingsoften their hearts John had of the ever living Christ
east the loading platform where is added each time and chemicals machinery,since the plant reor- and Angeline Vander Schraaf. toward all men. At any rate, John
sustained and inspired him. And
Room
decorations
were
of
blue
and
farmers dump beets into a con- are used to purify the juice. After ganiied several years ago. It in
seems to have gone into his work this majeatic Christ was meant to
veyor instead of shovelingthem as passing through the final filters part of the club’s program to visit white. A two-courselunch was to the swish and sting of the lash,
inspire the churches likewise. This
served.
they used to do, severalyears ago. the beet juice is put into the evap- a manufacturingplant in Holland
but we suspect the hurt of it was
idea or picture of Christ is not
Among
the
local
people
attendonce
each
month.
Vaudie
Vanden
The beets are then washed and orators which boil it before it is
in some measure relieved by the always thought of by us. We more
taken to the top floor to be forced to the white pans, in which Berg, president of the local club, ing the Holland-Christian-Sauga- thought that he was suffering for
often think of the gentle Christ, or
tuck
baseball
game
in
Saugatuck
was absent from the meeting last
Christ'ssake.
week, along with Charles Mc- Friday night, were Misses Frances In the midst of these cruel cir- the loving Christ, or the meek and
Bride, William Berg and Jesse Dombos, Corrine Pool, Alma Ver cumstances and in the face of a lowly Christ, or the shepherding
Ridenour. The men were attend- Schure, Gerrit De Leeuw, Elmer most unfriendlyenvironment, John Christ than this gloriouslymajesing the Crippled Children’s divis- Assink, Bill Dombos, Nick Brower, had his great vision which is tic Christ But it is good to combine all of these ideas in our menion meeting of the 35th district of
Know* to L.VthTR.v,u7rju,ttal pictures of Christ.We have a
Mr. and Mrs. H. Prins, Joe Van- exactly
Rotary at Muskegon.
how this came to him we good deal of sentimental hymnoloder Leek, Koene Tuls, Misses Char— —
o
do not know. Of course, we read gy that robs Christ of his dign1
lotte Langeland,Kathryn Pieper,
that he disclosedit by sending it
SENTENCED FRIDAY
Marian Klaasen and Doris Jean through his angel to his servant nity and majesty. We would not
take away one vestige of the genVenhuizen.
John, who now testifies to what is
Clarence Hoffman, 20, MuskeTeachers and officers of the God’s word and Jesus Christ’s tes- tleness and meeknessof Jesus, but
gon, was sentenced by Judge Fred Fourth Reformed Sunday school
we do insist upon it that he shall
T. Miles in circuitcourt Friday held their annual business meeting timony to what he saw, but just be clothed with dignitv in ,'our
what
was
the how of all this we
afternoon to Ionia reformatory Friday night at the home of Miss
thought and that we shall at least
from one to four years for viola- Jeanette Plakke. Fred Meyer, do not know. But this we feel, that think of him with as much reverJohn
had
a
very
sensitive soul,
tion of his probation.Hoffman was superintendent,announcedthe proance and awe as we think of the
sensitiveto such a wonderful revPresident of the United States. It
placed on probation April 8, 1935, gram. Several instrumental numelation as was given him. He had
for larceny from Kieft Bros, store bers, guitar and piano, were
is the majestic Christ that stands
the capacity to receive it. Many a
(ir. Haven and served 30 days in played by W. Vander Hoop and
as a living and guiding friend amman
could have been exiled to Patthe county jail. He was recently Mr. Ter Beek. The Rev. John
ong the churches.
mos and he would not have had
arrested for driving away a car Vanderbeek,pastor of Sixth Resuch a vision in a thousand years.
SHAVING SETS .......................................
50c to $6.60
unlawfully and the probation was formed church, was speaker for
God cannot speak to some people
revoked.
the
evening
and
used
for
his
topic,
FOUNTAIN PEN SETS ............................ $1.50 to $15
because they are not able to hear
“Our Institutions,’’elaborating on God. When God speaks there must
COMPACTS ..............................................
$1.00 to $3.50
MAPES OPTIMISTIC ON
homes, church and state. Election be a hearing and responsive soul
HOLLAND HARBOR WORK of officers was held and the fol- else God is not heard. The great
PERFUMES ..............................................
25c to $27.50
lowing were named: The Rev. prophets of the Bible to whom God
FACTOR Make up Kits ............ $2.50 and $4.50
The inclusionof a request for Henry Van Dyke, president;G. said so much were men who were
Gift Sets ....................................
95c to $8.80
$125,0<K) for the widening and Heneveld, vice-president;Fred as sensitiveto him as a telephone
deepening of the channel and turn- Meyer, superintendent; John Ko- is to the human voice. So when the
ATOMIZERS ........................ 40c to $2.00
ing basin at Holland, Mich., in the bes, assistantsuperintendent;Fred angel came to him John was ready
TOII^T WATERS ....................................
25c to $2.75
1937 budget of the board of army Reus, secretary;Carl Buurma, as- for the message. It was full of
engineers
for rivers and harbors sistant treasurer; Miss Necia De symbols and symbols are hard to
BILL FOLDS ............................................
$1.00 to $3.00
improvements is considereda decid- Groot, primary superintendent; interpret.It runs along at times
TOYS for Boys and Girls ............................
25c to $1.00
edly optimisticsign by the Wash- Mrs. J. Kleis, assistant primary like a great poem, but poetry canMrs. J. Kobes, not be treated like mathematics.
ington office of Congressman Carl superintendent;
BOX
Fancy Boxes .................... 50c to $5.00
missionarysuperintendent; John And he who thus treats the RevelaE. Mapes, already open.
SETS ....................................
50c to $5.00
Mr. Mapes’ office, which has Elenbaas and G. Jansen, program tion wrecks it as to its spiritual
been in close touch with the prog- committee; and Mrs. J. Atman and meaning.
FLASH LIGHTS — Complete ....................49c to $2.00
ress of the proposed improvement,Mrs. J. Kleis, flower committee.
We naturally infer that there
says such a request is usually Refreshments were served by was a purpose in giving this reveBOND STREET, the New Coronation Perfume just
given favorable congressional Misses Jeanette and I^ena Plakke lation to John. It was a message
arrived. See it
and Mrs. G. Jansen. The Rev. Van through him to the seven churches
action.
Dyke closed with prayer.
$S.$0 and
of Asia. But here we must not be
EIGHT OTTAWA COUNTY
literal with regard to this numBOYS SEE SHOW
ber, insisting,even though they
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
are named, that there were just
seven churches. The use of seven
Eight Ottawa 4-H club boys reJohn's Vision On Patmos — Rev- allows the thought, as one has put
ceived a very happy surprise last
it, “these seven represent the
week when notified by L R. Ar- elation :3-18.
Henry Geerlings
church of Christ in every country
nold, county farm agent, that they
5$ E. EIGHTH ST.- 166 W. |J^ ST.
of the world down to the very end
had been selectedto make a fourof time.” The Universal jchurch
day trip to Chicago with all exJohn was the last survivor of spreads itselfout beneath his gaze;
penses paid. These boys were
selected because of good work done the apostles.He had a long and
Don't wait until th« last
in 1936 in either dairy, garden, glorious career after his Master
Expires Dec. 12
went back to heaven. We do not
In the District Court of the
com, potato or bean projects.
mlnuta. Do your book
This trip was made possibleby mean that it was glorious because United States, for the Western
•hopping now. Thoro's a
he
had
an
easy
time
of
it,
or
bethe generosity of many Ottawa
District of Michigan, Southern Dicounty residents, the banks of Hol- cause he was receivedby the great vision— In Bankruptcy.
selection of hundreds and
land, Grand Haven, Zeeland, and acclaim of an enthusiasticpeople
Chris Korose, Bankrupt No. 6981.
who
wanted
him
to
talk
about
Jehundreds oi books for all
To
the
creditors
of
Chris
Korose
Baking in The Netherlandsit a Dutch art.
Hudsonville; the service clubs of
Holland,Zeeland and Grand Haven; sus, or because he had earthly hon- of Holland, County of Ottawa and
the family
Don’t forget to leave your orders early with the
chambers of commerce of Holland ors heaped upon him. ft was a district aforesaid.Notice is hereby
at
and Grand Haven; Lake Shore glorious career because he bore given that on the 23rd day of
Tvkstra Jost-h Bakery
Sugar Co., Holland, and W. Hatton such persistent testimonyto his November, 1936, the said Chris
Master and wove into the fabric of Korose was duly adjudged bankof Grand Haven.
$1*
For Chriatmas, Buy the Celebrated
The boys selected for the trip his character the beautiful quali- rupt, and that an order has been
were Lawrence Schmidt, Polkton ties that he saw in his great Teach- made fixing the place below named
township; Donald Ver Hage, Zee- er and because his own lovely and as the place of the first meeting of
land; Gerald Edgerly, Jenison; Don gentle life was a most effective creditors,and that the first meet50c Per Pound
Henry, Marne; Lawrence Wies- witness to Jesus. The great master ing of creditorswill be held at my
neske,
Tallmadge;Floyd Hecksel, word of his life was love. He seem- office, Suite 845, Michigan Trust
en Lettets
Polkton township;John Venema, ed to see everything and everybody Building, in said districton the
55c Per Pound
Hudsonville,and Adrian Komejan, in the light of love. To him if men 21st day of December,1936, at 11
did not love they did not live. He a. m., eastern standard time, at
Zeeland.
W# mail theae by parcel poet anyThe boys left from Zeeland high lived in a world when to love was which time the said creditorsmay
where in the United Statee
school at 8 a. m. on November 28 hard. It was a world of hate and attend,prove their claims, examine
and returned the evening of Dec. selfishness and cruelty. To be gen- the bankrupt, elect a trustee, and
1. Earl Haas, district club agent, tle was to be weak. To love was to transact such other business as
-IT”
and J. N. Clark of Zeeland were in be soft. The world did not love him. may properly come before such
Phone
Holland, Michigan 21 Weat 7th Street
charge of the group. Among the It was not gentle with him. At the meeting.
places to be visitedwere Jackson time of his vision he was an exile
CHARLES B. BLAIR,
Park, Lincoln Park, Field Museum, on the rocky Isle of Patmos, in
Referee in Bankruptcy.
the
Aegean
Sea.
He
had
been
banLOUIS J. STEMPFLY,
International Stock Show, stockHolland, Michigan,
yards, and WLS and NBC radio ished there because he was a faithAttorney for Bankrupt.
stations. Arrangementswere made ful and active servant of his Lord.
to take the boys through the new Probably he was sent to hard labor
Notice — No claim will be receivZephyr streamlined train, the latest in the mines, driven there by a ed for filing unless claim back is
thing in railroadtransportation. taskmaster's lash and kept at his filledout, includingname, complete
work by the same cruel lash. It address of claimant, together with
10 Eaet Eighth Street — Holland
o
The following of the vicinity of was cruel because men could be so amount claimed.
A COMPLETE LINE
East Saugatuck have returned
from a hunting trip in Northern
Gifts for
Michigan: Bernard Pieper, Marvin
Bosch, Bill Becksvoort, Irving TucHeadquartersfor
ker, Peter Hoving, Ken Harkema,
Henry Van Huis, Gerrit H. Brinks
and Bill De Boer.

Everyone

Gifts for

^
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SOCIETY

Exttnding Tht Scaion’s Greetings
We
of

wish

to take this

Holland for

their

pany. We aim

opportunityto thank the

to aerve with quality merchandiae.

r

i

S,C.hU£,

COMPANY
A-

Phone

Shopping

Prompt action on your

him-

A.S,e.S

1

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

&fetbrrlanhialj

Making

50c 75c

204 E. 8<h

Xmas

Fly!

may avoid disappointment in getting first choice. A call in
person, by mail, or telephone may get you in
part

touch with us relative to your requirements.

The

$4.$0

W

2043

’Till

How Time Does

4vuh-

(hrktma*

Ramtland, Prep.

Truck Covers

Only 12 More Shopping Days

CANDY—
MANICURE

E.;

Awnings and Tents

WADE’S DRUG STORES

Th

HOLLAND

AWNING

at

MAX
VAROLEY
PERFUME

citizens

kind cooaideration of our com-

list

below

Books

is for

your

Wallets

Book Ends
Address Books
Scrap Books
Ring Books

Mottoes

Calendars

Desks
Kodaks

Cash Boxes
Key Cases

Diaries
Atlases

Stationery
Dictionaries

Bibles

Games

Name on

convenience—
Typewriters
Fountain Pens
Greeting Cards

Memory Books
Carrom Boards
Letter Cases
Black Boards

Desk Lamps
Drawing Tools
Artist's Supplies

stationery proves very

much

appreciated by those we sold. A

fire-

makes a lasting gift, and
a fire would prove of great

proof chest
in case of

— $7.50 to $12.50.

value

AH

leather

goods as bibles, bill folds, brief cases,
fountains above $3.50 lettered free in
gold.

“Boter Krakelingen”

Remember

BOTERBANKET,

“JUST

Shop Early!

BRINK'S BOOKSTORE

4345

BAKERY

Do Saar Photo

to

&

Gift

Holland,

Michigan

48 East 8th Street

Shop

-

---

Come on Mister

OF
Christmas

Really

EASTMAN KODAKS

SURPRISE Her
By ntANClS
Betas

this Christmas!

nCK

VUE LIKE NEW things. Don't you? We thought you would, so here’a
» tho latest in model kitchens — the ultimate in scientificequipment
i*

placed according to the best preceptsof canny kitchen engineers. Electrically equipped to the hilt and replete with shiny metal work surfaces
and softly muted indirect lights, this new Heinx Food Institute Kitchen
representsthe tops in efficientachievement.Well grouped work units
With abundant cupboard
short shift of meal
meal jpreparation.

Movie Cameras, Projectors,Box
Cameras and Films

space

oi all kind*.

Imported Pottery, Glass and
Chromium Gifts— for any

•4

amount you wish

INDIRECT
GIFTS

LAMPS

to

ABOUT HIS

J)elco

spend
FILMS

KODAKS

*

"What appeals

mw

to

no nortiaffcaM

Deloo Radios is their saxpris*

lag abilityto carry mil the overtone* to the radio lirtener— thoee

vague, fleeting'*wilk>-wispHintonation*which make the actual
hearingof a beautiful instrument
so much more satisfying than

Here in this delightful new kitchen, capable Heinz Home Economists
concoct choice recipes and develop adroit cooking techniques. A council
of clever cooks they are, too, when they put their heads together over a
saucepan.So from time to time, as we glean bits of wisdom from these
cooking confabs we will pass them on to you as gems for your favorite
recipe file.
pork or several slices of bacon and
bake in a moderate oven (875* F.)
for Itt hours or until the onion is
tender and the pork flavor is weU
merged with the beans and corn.
The onion may be removed before
servtag^if joa care to-hut can

1
GIVE HER SOMETHING ELECTRICAL
‘ YES. GIVE HER SOMETHING ELECTRICAL— aomeUiing
she can nae EVERY DAY— to lighten her housework or meal
fixing, to save her loads of time, and to help cat

household budget.

Just now we are
Specializingon

You may rest assured that I would
be happy if all my listenerscould
hear my Stradivarius over a new
Deloo radio— far then I ooukl know
that they would be hearing

Large and Small Wooden Shoes
Ornamental or Ready

WOODEN SHOES—

to

Wear

music exactly as

PRICED FROM

Holland’! Wooden Shoe Factory Extends to All

The Yuletide Greetings ~

18H

TO $MiSI

White Bros. Elec.Co.
109 East 8th Street

Dependable Electric Service
Holland, Michigan
[See Holiday

Announcements

in other page*
*

was produced.”

ALL SIZES IN STOCK

DUTCH NOVELTY SHOPS

v

it

my

of

tbit

paper}

down on the
she is longing for one of these

ELECTRIC TOASTERS, ROASTERS, MIXERS,
a 1937 model ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR or a
RANGE Give her SOMETHING ELECTRICAL— youll enjoy
swell new

reception over the ordinary radio.

Yit Make and Sell Dutch Novelties

You know

LAMPS

BEANS FOR THE BOVS
Here's a hearty he-man dish for
autumn appetitee—Cape Cod Baked
Beans and Corn. Contrived thus,
they make a feast for any football
fan. Into a fat brown earthenware
pot or a bright casseroleplace a
medium can of Boston Style OvenSAUCE SUPREME
Baked Beans. You know the kind
—meaty little golden nuggets A good mushroom aanea bads
drenchedin a savory Down-East quant interestto many a dish,
sugar and molasses sauce. They're
mple snack or festive fare it comsore to warm the cockles of the plements them both with its mellow
bleakest bleacher sitter.Then add delicacy, its subtle palate-pleasing
2 cups of canned corn, 1 teaspoon flavor. It's no trick at all to blend
sugar, H teaspoon salt, 1 teaspoon 2 tablespoons butter and 2 tablemolasses,and mix with enthusiasm. spoons flour and add to a madhna
One whole small onion, peeled and can of homo-sty la Cream of Musi
placed among the beans and corn, room Soup, stir and cook until
will giva the dish a dash of empha- thickened,and behold; a (raid
sis. Tuck in a 2-inch square of salt
nea in just a matter of minutes.

a

or

giving It just as much aa she win appreciate receiving It S©*
lections are at their best right now— AT ALL
STORES!

THESE

ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATES
OF HOLLAND

'

„

BROUWER CO. KNOLL PLBG. ft HEATING
FOUW ELECTRIC CO. THE JOHN GOOD CO.
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE MASS FURNITURE CO.
WHITE BROS. ELEC. CO. DE VRIES ft DORN BOS
JA8. A.

DE

In Cooperation With the

Board of Publle Work#

w

mb

THE HOLLAND CITY

NEWS

Mary Weaver, 22, Oakland,Alle- ker. Mrs. Clarence Klaasen, Mrs. and Mn.« Henrietta Hamm of Den- At the meeting of the W. R. C., TOYS FOR CHILDREN DRIVE LIONS HOSTS TO BLIND GROUP
gan county.
Jack Bos, Mrs. Alvin Bos, Mrs. ver.
Nov. 7, Mrs. Sadie Culverhouse of
PROGRESSINGNICELY
Charles Vos, assistant superin- Adrian L. Van Fatten and Miss
The board of directors of the Kalamazoo conducted a school of
Members of the Lkms club will
Myra
Ten
Cate.
tendent of the Holland board of
chamber of commerce adopted a instruction. Guests were Mrs. Cora
Seven or eight WPA workers be hosts to a group of blind perNichols and Mrs. Harbin of Hol- will begin the job oil mending and
public works, was confined to ButFour white enameled signs/ about resolutionlast Thursdayin appresons living in Holland, Zeeland and
terworth hospitalin Grand Rapids 3 feet high and 2V4 feet wide, will ciationof the work carried on by land. Honoring two members of re-decoratingtoys for this Christ- vicinityat a Christmas party,
Swan A. Miller, native of Boke- for at least a week. Mr. Vos was
long standing, who have recently mas, at the headquarters of the
W.
M.
Connelly
as
manager
of
the
be placed at four of the city enTuesday, Dec. 22. John Kelly, chairakor, Sweden, and for 30 yean taken there Thursday night fol- trances by the local Lions club. chamber of commerce.The resolu- passed on (Mrs. Fannie Cook and American Legion toy drive, in the man of the clubs’ blind committee,
preaident and manager of Maca- lowing a nauto accident while rid- The signs in the form of a shield tion also embodied a pledge of Mrs. Zelma Cook) the charter was old Peoples State bank building. is in charge of a special program.
ing with John Jellema of Holland.
draped for this meeting. Two memtawa Park, celebrated his 04th Mr. Vos sustained a lacerationof and becrying the emblem of the wholehearted and enthusiasticsup- bers, Mrs. Pugh and Mrs. Science Toys have already been brought in It is hoped that the Christmas parfrom the Longfellow, Van Raalte ty, which will be at the regular
Lions
club
will welcome visiting port during the coming year. The
birthday anniversarySunday. the foreheadwhich requlr^ed 13
board decided to conduct a cam- Thompson,have been taken to hos- and Washington scools and also
Though Mr. Miller will leave short- stitches, and also received a skull Lions to Holland. Carl Harrington paign for memberships and the pitals for treatment and observa- from the Froebel, Lincoln and
is in charge of placing them.
ly for San Diego, Calif., with his concussion.Mr. Jellema also recommittee appointed to work out tion, the former to a Grand Rap- Christian schools. Approximately
niece, he plans to return in the ceived bruises about the body, but
Next year* dog licenses are now the details will be: president,Joe Ids hospitaland Mrs. Thompson to 500 toys and gifts will be collected
apring and resume active manage- was able to return to his home available at the office of City Trea- Kramer; John Arendshorst,Vaudie Ann Arbor. The Thimble club was and made ready for distributionby
ment of the park which he has here. Mrs. Vos, who visited her surer John Steggerda. The tax is Vandenberg, Andrew Klomparens. entertained Nov. 12 by Mrs. Ma- the Legion as was done last year.
helped to build up and maintain husband, reported him in a dazed the same as before, $1 for male and W. C. Vandenberg. The full tilda Armstrong. There will be a At least 1500 children in 555 famfor so many years. Since coming to condition Friday.
and unsexed dogs and $2 for fe- board, 15, of which were present birthday dinner at noon, Dec. 6, ilies shared in the toy drive last
males. Approximately400 tags
this country with his brother at
also a penny supper and bazaar year. Lumber, heavy roofing maPat Collins, son of Mr. and Mrs. have been received here from the at the meeting, includes Mr. Krathe age of seven, Mr. Miller has
mer, P. T. Cheff, Mr. Arendshorst, Dec. 12, the latter in the gymnas- terial, and wooden horses for the
P.
F.
Collins, of 129 East Ninth
rounded out a colorful career as
county treasurer. Mon yereceived Dick Boter, John De Wilde, Mr. ium of Griswold building.—Alle- work benches have been provided
farm hand, Civil war veteran, se- St., left Tuesday, for 'the west here is turned over to the county Klomparens,A1 Joldersma, C. C. gan Gazette.
through local residents as a part
coast. He will board a plane of the
cret service agent, corporationlawtreasurer and then to the state, Wood, W. C. Vandenberg,Vaudie
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vaupell of the drive. They include Mooi
United
Air
lines,
in
Chicago,
for
yer, and as manager of the park.
the tags being required under a Vandenberg,Louis Steketee, Mayor
and daughters Elaine and Jean, Roofing Co.. Bolhuis Lumber Co.,
When Swan Miller comes to Hol- Seattle,Wash., where he will re- state law. Tags will be available Henry Geerlings,City Attorney El- their
mother and brother, Mrs. and the Holland armory. The latmain
a
few
days.
From
Seattle, until March 1.
land from Californiain the spring
bern Parsons,City Clerk Oscar Katherine Vaupell, and son Del- ter has donated wooden horses.
young Collins will go to Los Anit is evident that apring is not far
Mrs. Anna Hamm, cerebratedher Petersonand Mr. Connelly.
bert of Holland, and Mr. and Mrs. Heating of the headquarters is begeles and will visit Mr. and Mrs.
away.
ing done through Harrington’sCoal
Henry Viening and family, former 96th birthday anniversary Sunday
Fire
at
the
residence of Mrs. Oliver B. Reese of Hartford, Wis.,
Postmaster Louis J. Vanderburg Holland residents who moved to at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Julia Nesshaver, 198 East 7th at., were dinner guests of Mr and Mrs. Co., and the Board of Public Works
anticipatesa 10 per cent increase Californiarecently. Pat expects to John De Weerd, West 16th St., with Thursday morning, resulted in John Vaupell of Holland— Allegan is co-operating with the Legion
members. Dr. W. Westrate is
in |postal business during the return to Holland the second of whom she resides. Relatives and damages estimated at from $1,000 Gazette.
Christmas season. In a bulletin re- January. One of Pat’s sistersis a friends called Saturday and Sun- to $1,500. Firemen were called at
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Reese of chairman of the drive and is being
ceived here from Washington, stewardess of the lines operating day. Mrs. Hamm is in remarkable 6:30 a. m. and fought the fire, Hartford City, Wis., and Mrs. Ka- aided by Andrew Rutgers and a
health considering 'her advanced
number of committees. The Legion
postmasters are asked to give first from Chicago to New York.
which spread from the basement to therine Vaupell and son Delbert of
nge. She is affiliated with the Sixconsideration in employing extra
Holland were dinner and evening is also co-operating.
the
top
floor
along
the
partitions
Mrs. George Damson entertain- teenth Street Christian Reformed
help for Christmas, to the most
of the house. Mrs. Nesshaver was guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
competent and deserving on the ed at an informal tea, Saturday church. Mr. and Mrs. Hamm were in Saugatuck, but at home at the Vaupell, Allegan, Friday.
SCOW WITH SUGAR BEETS
afternoon, at her home on West the parents of twelve children.
civil service register of eligibles,
HALTED BY ICE
Mr. and Mrs. John Westveld,
15th
St. in honor of Mrs. Lyle Mr. Hamm died 50 years ago. Mrs. time were Mr. and Mrs. Homer
who are unemployed and have deSpencer, who is a new resident of Hamm has more than 130 living Dillenbeck. Mrs. Dillenbeckis the Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover and
pendents to support and next
Ice in the Grand River which was
Holland. Guests at the affair in- decendants including five children, daughter of Mrs. Nesshaver. Al- Mr. and Mrs. John Bast and famshould be applicantswho have the
cluded Miss Olga Eberhardt, Miss 49 grandchildren,65 great grand- though woodwork was damaged ilies, Ganges, spent Thanksgiving from two to three inches thick
required ability, are unemployed
Sarah Lacey, Miss Paula Stoerk, childrenand seven great-great extensivelythe fire did not spread with their daughter and sister, Mr. had to be chopped and broken up,
and who have dependents. Although
Mrs. Duffield Wade, Miss Edith grandchildren. Benjamin Broms- to many of the furnishings. The and Mrs. Geo. Gulpker. Margaret Saturdayto enable a scow loaded
extra help will benecessary there
house was not covered by insur- Ann Hoover had the misfortune to with 40 tons of beets to move from
was no indicationas to the num- Damson, Mrs. Adrian Klaasen, Mrs. ma, 78, a brother,lives in Muske- ance.
break her right leg when she was Johnson’s island near Grand Haven
Lucian Raven, Miss Margaret Bo- gon. Children of Mrs. Hamm inber needed.
at play with her cousins on that to the shore. The beets were truckter, Mrs. Sidney Tiesenga,Mrs. clude a son and four daughters,
day. The limb was put in a cast ed to the Lake Shore Sugar comApplication for a marriage lic- Carl Harrirvgton,Mrs. Nelson Bos- Ben Hamm of Holland, Mrs. Nick
and she will be confined to her pany here. The last of the beet
ense has been made by John Rich- man, Miss Velda Blair, Mrs. John Dykema and Mrs. DeWeerd of Holshipments were made, Monday, achome for several weeks.
and Van Eyck, 26, Holland, and K. Winter, Mrs. Clarence J. Bec- land. Mrs. Scholesof Grand Rapids
Waren J. Davis, 63, of this city, cording to field manager, John D.
was assessed a fine of $10 and Kelly.
costs of $4.15 by Justice John
Galien,last Fridav, when arraignMEMORIAL TO MISS

-

ed on a charge of operating a car
without an operator’slicense. He
was given an alternative of 30
days in jail but paid the fine.

o

noon meeting, will
nual clob activity. Tbej
has already furnished white

and

also distributedfive
book machines here in lt«
of aid to the blind. The
endeavors to aid crippled
and is again planning to
a ball Jan. 30, with the ]
to go to this cause.

-

BREUCKMAN

(SaugatuckCommercialRecord)
Mrs. D. A. Heath in response to
George Damson was advanced to
the office of chancellor-commander a letter she had written Mr.
at a meeting last Thursday night Charles R. Johnson of San Franof Knights of Pythias. Other offi- cisco, Calif., received from him a
cers named were Vernon Ten Cate, letter congratulatoryto the Saugavice-chancellor; Dick Jappinga, tuck Woman’s Club members, remaster at arms; Don Leenhouts, garding the new club home and
inner guard; A1 Van Zoeren, outer also u check for $50, a part of
guard; A. J. Westveer, secretary; which is to be used for a fitting
Lucien Raven, master of work; and memorial sign to Miss Breuckman
Dr. G. A. Stegeman,trustee.The to be placed at the auditorium engroup of 60 members enjoyed a
venison dinner, the venison being
furnished by City Clerk Oscar Peterson.

trance.

The Salvation Army of Holland,
and
distributeChristmasWar Crys to
shut-ins and hospitalsas its part
in the Army’s world-wide yuletide
program. There will also he a
Christmasprogram. The Salvation
Army is clearing all names of
those receiving baskets through
Miss Deborah Veneklasenof the
will give baskets to the needy

HOLLAND STUDENTS AT
COLN, NEBRASKA

LIN-

Two students from Holland are
attending the University of Nebraska this semester. They are
James D. Quist and Bruce M. Raymond, both of whom are doing relief office to avoid duplication.
graduate study at the university;
o
Raymond is affiliated with Pi KapIn a move to prevent unfit perpa Alpha fraternity.
sons and drivers with bad driving
With a record enrollmentof records from obtaining chauffeur’*
6,546 the university has attracted licenses, the state has issued new
students from all parts of the na- and more rigid supervision of
tion and from seven foreign counchauffeur’slicenses.A bulletin retries.
ceived here from Lansing, by Chief
of Police Frank Van Ry, reada: “It
PLANT TREE FOOD FOR OUR becomes necessaryto begin the
DEER
issuance of these licenses early in
Extensivetree planting opera- order that all drivers be equipped
with their licenses and badges by
tions calculated to furnish plenty
of forage for deer during the com- Jan. 1. The practice of issuing
ing winter have just been com- chauffeur’slicensesin all of the

-

WITH
YOUR
The main object of this announcementis to extend to all our friends the greetings
of the season. We have a great deal to be thankful for in Holland and vicinity. Our
city is in fine financialshape, our indust riai outlook is reassuring,and our resorts
are growing constantlyin popularity.

Thousands ol woman today an
tojorla? tho addad Msura afforded by aa ABC Waahor— At Onat•r Savtnqs . . . Atthosamotlmo.
they aro ontoying CUanar, WHITER Oothas waahad tha ABC Way
. . . Saras Has. Moasy. Extra
Effort Hsalth.Cloth**, and Gotha*
Inrastmant... Tha naw ABC

Incidentally,Holland and vicinity is a fine place in which to live. You can never
lose in city and resort property when purchasedat an equitable figure.Building of
new homes is going apace. If you are interestedin a new home, a better location in
either dty or suburban property,we would like to interest you. We have some ideal
resort property for sale on either Lake Michigan or Lake Macatawa. If interested we
know we can interestyou.

a large capacity,
featured, low-priced ABC
QaaBty-builtWasher.See It today I
Ona- Thirty -Six la

SURE INSURANCE

tall

Our firm is the agent for fire, life, windstorm or automobile insurance. When you
are insured with us the protectionis absolute. Protect your property investments,protect your family through the medium of the

Priced $54.50 up
White Bros. Elec. Co.

INSURANCE REAL ESTATE

D., 1936.

A. D.

109 East 8th Sf

WATER, Judge

Appliance Division
Ho'land, Michigan

Dependable ElectricService

61 East 8th St.

of Probate.

In the Matter of the Estate of
Henry Hulsebos, Deceased.
It appearingto the court that

Holland, Michigan

the time for presentationof claims
against said estate should be limited, and that a time and place be
anpointed to receive, examine and

lujust all claims

FOR CHRISTMAS

GIFTS-

Buy Quality Merchandise
Christmas Gift Suggestions for ‘HIM’
OVERCOATS

SCARFS,

1

SLIPPERS

PAJAMAS

BOTER*

SPATS

Quality Merchandise at Reasonable Prices
WE INVITE YOU TO STEP IN AND LOOK AROUND!
HOSIERY
for Women

P. S.
14 Wat ttb

Clothing

BOTER & CO.

St.

Furnishings

iH
b

il S

A

Holland

Have us

INTERWOVEN
SOCKS
for Men

CORA

Shots

A

VANDEWATER

Judge of Probata
tone copy.
Harriet Swart
Register of Probate.

a

The World’s Greatest Stoker ^and Save Coal!

bate.

$225 and up
Why

Pay

Mare?

LEGAL NOTICE

Suita 845, Michigan Trust Building,
Grand Rapids, Michigan,in said
district,on the 14th day of Decern
her, 1936, at 10 a. m., eastern
standard time, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove
their claims, examine the bankrupt,
elect a trustee and transact such
other business as may properly
come before such meeting.
CHARLES B. BLAIR,
_
______ Referee in Bankruptcy.
J.

THOMAS MAHAN,
Holland, Michigan.

(iD9talledJ

See us about our guarantee and our

five-yearFree Service plan!

No

Shearing 08 Pins!

No

No

Stripping of Gears!

Better' Stoker

Made!

Geo. Woldring
190 Eut 5th

Present, Hon. Cora VandeWater, hereby given that on the 18th day
Judge of Probate.
of November, 1936, the said Roy
In the Matter of the Estate of C. Harper waa duly adiudged bankJohn Van Putten, Deceased.
rupt, and that an order nas been
Alice Raak Van Putten, having made fixing the place below named
filed her petition, praying that an aa the place of meeting of cred
instrument filed in said Court be itors, and that the first meeting of
admitted to Probate as the last creditorswill be held at my office,
will and testament of said deceased and that administration of said
estate be granted to herself or
some other suitableperson.
It is Ordered, That the 5th day
of January, A. D., 1937 at ten A.M.,
at said Probate Office is hereby appointed for hearing said petition.
It is Farther Ordered, That publie notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order, for
three successiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the Holland
City News a newspaperprinted and
circulatedin said county.

Install

STOKOL

true copy:
Harriet Swart, Register of Pro-

at the Probate Office in the City of 6974.
Grand Haven in the said County, on
To the creditorsof Roy C. Harthe 5th day of December, A. D. per, of Holland, County of Ottawa,
1936.
and districtaforesaid. Notice is

SOCKS
SHOES

styles

Hole Proof

true copy:
Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.

About This Winters Coal Bill?

Judge of Probate.

In the District Court of the
STATE OF MICHIGAN
United States, for the Western
THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE District of Michigan, Southern DiCOUNTY OF OTTAWA
vision.In Bankruptcy.
At a session of said Court, held
Roy C. Harper, Bankrupt No.

Robes

Why Worry

CORA VAN DE WATER,

Expires Dec. 26—16464

UNDERWEAR
ALWAYS

1936.

It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order for
three successiveweeks previous to

Christmas Boxes

GLOVES

LOUNGING

A

Reason

tije

ed.

Judge of Probate.

wrapped in

SPORT COATS

(greetings of

Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water,
Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Jennie Grimee, Deceased.
It appearingto the court that
the time for presentationof claims
against said estate ahould be limited, and that a time and place be
appointed to receive, examine and
adjust all claims and demands against said deceased by and before
said court:
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
said deceased are required to present their claims to said court at
said Probate Office on or before
the 7th day of April, A. D.
1937, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said time and place being
hereby appointed for the examination and adjustment of all claims
and demands against said deceas-

CORA VAN DE WATER,

FREE!

SUEDE JACKETS

demands

39 East Eighth Street

Holland City News, a newspaper said day of hearing, in the HolMnted and circulated in said coun- land City News, a newspaper printed and circulatedin said county.

All gifts will be

the newest

I

and

against said deceased by and before said court:
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
said deceased are required to present their claims to said court at
said Probate ©ffice on or before
The 7th Day of April A. D. 1937,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
time and place being hereby appointed for the examination and
adjustmentof all claims and demands against said deceased.
It is Further Ordered, That
public notice thereof be given by
publicationof a copy of this order
for three successive weeks previous to said day of hearing, In the

Attractivt Boxtf

Expires Dec. 26—16372

At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City
of Grand Haven in the said Countv,
on the 1st day of December, A.

CORA VAN DE

Tit i in

STATE OF MICHIGAN, The
Probate Court for the County of
Ottawa,
At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City
of Grand Haven in the said County on the 2nd day of December,

THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA

Present, Hon.

•

the larger communities will he discontinued this year for the reason
that all applicationswill be checked in the central violationsfile in
the departmentat Lansing before
the licenses are mailed.” Chief
Van Ry stated that no more 1936
licenses are to be distributed to
chauffeurs.

Expires Dec. 26—16380

THE PROBATE COURT FOR

All

department branches located in

STATE OF MICHIGAN

•

JJmuhlmtliK.

^°ne

pleted on the flats of the Molasses
River, under a project sponsored by
the Michigan Department of Conservation and carried out by enrollees of CCC Camp Molasses
River. The seedling trees placed
in this area, numbering approximately 34,000,included white ash,
green ash. silver maple, hard maple
and box elder.

-

St. or Call

& Sons

4347

Hoi

"

Do You Realize?
EVERY EMPLOYER MUST KEEP
SOCIAL SECURITY RECORDS
A Telephone Call Saying^“I

WOULD

LIKE TO SEE

IS

ALL WE ASK.

YOUR OUTFITS”
$4.00 Up.

LOCAL NEWS

chairman;Retail merchant*— Dick 54 West 22nd St, and Mr*. Flor- endorsed It as a means of stimuBaker and Hall itore. Miaa Either bean at the Holland hoapitalainee etse*. The officers electedCo atm
HAMILTON
Boter, chairman; Chain stores— ence C. Tiesenga, 42, of 38 East
lating tourist trade and travel to
Lammers ha* filled the vacancy. November 20th, wu able to return in 1986 were: President,Mn. Dick
Earl F. Price, chairman; Lawyers 19th St, collided at' the interseclake
ports.
John
Beukema,
mani Mr. Henry Siersma of North HolMesira. Joe and Henry Leenheer to her home here, Tuesday.
and justices—Vernon Ten Cate, tion of Central Ave., and 19th St.
Van Der Meer; Vice-president,
Mrs.
The
Worntn’i
Missionary
Sociager of the Muskegon chamber of
md suffered palnful injuries on chairman; Doctors and dentists—
and llisa Gertie Leenheer were The Boosters Claaa held it« an- Dick Miles; Secretary,Mrs. Henry
Both
cars
were
damaged
but
no
commerce,proposed as a new ad- ety of the American Reformed ihopperi in Grand Rapida on Sat27 when he
Dr. William Weatrate, chairman; injuries were^ reported.
Van Velden; Treasurer, Mrs. James
nual meeting at the home of Mrs.
vertising feature, a folder site cal- church met at the home of Mr*. urday.
car that skidded
Dairies,dry cleaners, hatcheries,
M. Cook.
Roy
Cobb
lant
Thursday
afternoon.
endar
wnich
would
list
all
schedb the icy road as he and the car printers, upholsterers, awnings,
Mr. and Mrs. Mulder have moved George De Vrlea with Mr*. Clyde
The date for the Sunday School
A
permanent
organisation
was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Brink,
Sr.,
uled events during the resort seawre both entering the North Hoi- signs, undertakers, monument mainto the home which they have Sandy assisting the hostess. The Christmas entertainment has been
Bad school-yard.Mr. Siersma was kers, miscellaneous— Louis Steke- formed by members of the Jeffer- son, beginning with the Blossom Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lohmnn and recently purchased.
following were elected to serve as
aet for the evening of December
sonian club, Monday night and Dr. and Tulip festivals and continuing Mr. Bert Tollman left on an exto the hospital on Monday,
Local relatives and friends were officers of the class for the en- 23rd, the Wednesday before
tee, chairman;City officials, feder- Garrett Heyns was elected presi>ber SO.
In order as they come. His plan cursion trip to California.Mr. informed of the birth of a daugh- suing year: President, Mrs. John
al, schools, and colleges—Mayor dent. The constitutiondrafted by
Christmas. The Boosters class is
• • •
Brink will attend the Lumberman’s
Mrs. sponsoring a "White Christmas” in
Henry Geerlings, chairman; Con- the committee headed «by ‘Louis was referredto the executivecom- Convention at Redlands. Mr. Leh- ter to born Mr. and Mrs. John Hop Van Der Werf; Vice-president,
In preparation for the intensive
James M. Cook; Secretary,Mrs. H. which each of the class will have
of Zutphen on last Saturday.
tractors,builders’ supplies, elec- Stempfly, was adopted by the 40 mittee with a recommendationfor
r of Commerce drive on tricians, lumber dealers, machine members present.Other officers el- its adoption.A full page advertise- man and Mr. Tollman will attend Miss Myrtle Seek of Wyoming John Van Hula; Treasurer, Mrs. a part in the entertainment and
y and Friday, eleven com- shops and plumbers— Andrew ected were Henry Noble, vice-pres- ment for Holland in the associa- meetings in the interest of the lo- Park was a supper guest of Miss Cornell Van Dyke; Assistant Sec- will also present in a unique way
retary-Treasurer,Mrs. Gerrit Stam.
Ella Ensing on Sunday.
representingpractically Klomparens, chairman; Garages ident; Harry Kramer, secretary; tion’s directory, under the title “A cal Farm Bureau.
its “White Gift for the King” to be
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker and
Preview of Your Vacation” will be
Miss Rachel Cummins of Grand devoted to the cause of Missions.
?very ^rpe of business enterprise and auto dealers— Henry Ter Haar,
Miss Bernice Tacoma of CasJohn Bremer, treasurer;arid John issued this coming year. C. C. daughter Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. John
Rapids visited her nieces and nephp the city, including city and school chairman.
cade,
spent
Sunday
with
her
mothRev. F. J. Van Dyk attended
Good, member at large of the exWood, Holland director, partici- Haakma, Bernard Voorhorstand er, Mrs. Henrietta Tacoma.
ews at the parsonage over the the Foreign MissionsConference
•flcialB, held meetinus prior to the
ecutive board. Plans for building
Mrs. B. Voorhorst were guests of
•
»
«
week
end.
pated
in
the
meeting
with
Mr.
Wye according to W. C. VandenThe Christian Endeavor society
for ministers held at the YMCA
up the membership were also conMr. and Mrs. John Brink, Jr., last
The front end of a car driven sidered, and arrangements made Connelly.
•erg, drive chairman. The commitof the Second Reformedchurch met
The Willing Workers Aid Soci- buildingin Grand Rapids, Monday.
Friday evening.
9 • •
and chairmanare as follows: by Henry G. Wiersma, 35, of Hol- for another meeting on Jan. 11.
Sunday evening with Mrs. Henry
Cornie Harthorn nas gone to
Evelyn Schutmaat is again em- A. Bowman as the leader, The topic ety met at the church Thursday
Members of company D, 126 in-'acturen— P. T. Cheff, chair- land rural route No. 2 was damagafternoon with Mrs. Dick Miles and work on a farm near Fremont for
• • •
fantry, Holland, held a meeting in ployed in her father’s IGA store for discussionwas, ‘ PlanningMy Mrs. Henry Teusink as the hostInaurance.real estate, banks, ed. Sunday afternoon, as ice and
a few weeks.
Charles W. Osborne, known to the armory, Monday evening, for taking the place of Grace IHg, Christmas Giving.” The male quar>rs and utilities—John Arends- cold gripped the city in a collision
Holland
residentsas treasurer of the purpose of organizing a rifle who was formerly employed.
fOrst, chairman: Wholesale mer- with a second car on US31. Cars
tet from Zutphen rendered two
the Board of Domestic Missions, club and to make applicationfor
The Double-SquareClub met selectionsaccompanied by Miss
hanta and distributors—Ted Baker driven by Arie Schuitema, 30, of
Reformed church, died in New membership in the National Rifle Friday evening in the home of Garrietta Locks at the piano.
York Dec. 1 at the age of 97. He association. Capt. John Bremer Mrs. Wallace Kempkers. This being
o
had been treasurer 22 years, and said the new organization will be the first meeting of the season,the
NOORDELOOS
was said to be the oldest active known as the 126th Infantry Rifle girls enjoyed a pot-luck dinner.
Miss Della Vander Kodk and
Miss Helen Kuite of Muskegon
Just Loads of Gifts atthc Rexall Store
A PTA meeting was held in the
22 c“'ibre
annual allowance
of amuniears ago as the one man on whose tion will be furnished. The com- were home for the week end.
local school Friday evening, Dec.
Mrs. Edward Miskotten and 4. Business meeting waa held. ComliudgementRussell Sage relied.
pany has an indoor range and a
• * 9
.22 calibre machine gun and is young Edward Jr., returned home munity singing led by Rev. Fopfrom the Holland hospital Sun- ma followed the business meeting.
The annual congregational meet- planning to buy a .22 calibrepisA fine jnew form
day. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lugten Recitationby Chester Alofs, singtol.
The
Holland
Rifle
club,
aning of the Maple Avenue Christian
have
been
staying
at
the
Miskoting
selection
by
pupili
of
the
school
Reformed church was held, Mon- other organizationhere, is an outfit Sled-easy steerreading by Stanley Kuipers, instruday evening. About 90 men were standing member of the national ten home for the past week.
20 West 8th Street
Holland, Michigan
Rev.
Mulder
of
Allegan
conducmental music by the Mokma brothing. All sizes made
present.A budget for congregation- association and ranked about
ted the services of the First Re- ers. a short dialogue by Theressa
al expensesin 1937 was adopted eighth in the United States last
can be seen at
formed church, Sunday.
Kaywoodie
Helder and Andelene Bos, instruas proposed by the consistoryam- year. Although the company’s enTo Thrill Miladies’ Heart
Mr.
John
Kolvoord
Sr., aged 84, mental music was again rendered
Pipes
ounting to $6,900. Gilbert Holke- listmentof 60 is all that is allowMIES'
passed away Dec. 2 at his home. by the Mokma brothers and a panboer and Gerrit Ver Hoef were el- ed, Capt. Bremer said that any
Surviving
are
the
widow,
a
son,
He is sure
Coty# — Bath Powder and
tomine entitled, “The Three Beans”
40 in. $1.79
ected eiders and Louis Steketee and young men desirous of joiningthe
John Wesseldyke, deacons, all for company, particularlythose wish- Mr. John Kolvoord Jr., of Hamil- was given by a few pupils and Miss
For
the
Kiddies
Bath Salts
$2.25
to be more
ton. and a daughter, Mrs. A. Klom- Danielson.Refreshments were servOthers 98c to 8.95
ing to go to camp next summer,
terms of three years.
parens of Fillmore. Also surviv- ed.
can
apply
for
enlistments.
They
then pleased
9 9 9
ing are ten grandchildrenand three
Coty’s
$2.00
The Choral Society meeting SunAt a meeting of the directors of will be examinedand equipped and great grandchildren.Mr. Kolvoord
with His Kayday everting was led bv Miss Janet
can
drill
with
the
company
until
the West Michigan Tourist and
father of deceased, was one of Van Dyke and special numbera
Evening in Paris— Set $4.25
Resort association, Friday, in an opening occurs, he said, and by the first settlers of Holland.
woodie.
were given by Mr. Henry Helder
Grand Rapids, W. M. Connelly, the time camp opens, they will
The commujiityextends their and Mr. Joe Alofs on the harmoniHere is something new
manager
of
the Holland chamber have had some trainingand exper- sympathy to the bereaved family.
Cara Nome — Triple
ca accompaniedon the piano by
$3.50
of commerce,was made a member ience and not enter as raw reMiss
Kathleen
Kolvoord
and
Mr.
in
toaster, one that
Miss Thressa Helder. They played
Compact ............ $2.50
of a committeeon air transporta- cruits.
Fred Flossie, spent Saturday at and sang “There is a Fountain
tion. The subject of air transpor$4.00
keeps the toast warm.
the home of their parents, Mr. and Filled with Blood”, and “Jesus is
tation was discussed by J. B. MorZEELAND
Beautiful Electric Make-up
Mrs. John Kolvoord Jr. They at- Tenderly Calling.”
Carburetor
Raise the toast out when
ris of Grand Rapids, who was made
tended the funeral of their grandThe Rev. Haan, a former pastor
Mirror, A Useful Gift $2.25
chairman of the committee. The
$5.00
Mrs. Benjamin C. Van Loo enter- father, Mr. John Kolvoord, Sr.
done, no burned fingers.
of the Ninth Street Christian Redirectors also discussed the St.
Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Roggen ex- formed church of Holland, conductained a group of neighbors at her
Super Grain
Lawrence
Waterway
proposal
and
Toasts two slices. $4.95
Gales Chocolates— 1 lb. $1.00
home on Central Ave. Friday after- pect to leave for their new pas- ted the servicesin the local church
noon. A social time was enjoyed torate in Maurice, Iowa some time Sunday.
and a delicious lunch served.Those this week. The community extends
A Congregationalmeeting will
Others from 98c to 14.95
THEATRES
present included Mrs. Peter Mad- best wjshes for a hearty success be held in the local church Monday
derom, Mrs. Harry Derks, Mrs. in their new field.
December 14, at 7:30 o’clock.
HOLLAND, MICH.
Mrs. Hannah Snyder returned
J. Ossewaarde. Mrs. P. OssewaarMiss May Bishop of Grand Rade, Mrs. J. Holleman, Mrs. K. home this week after spending a pids, spent the past two weeks at
For
week with her son in Schoolcraft.the home of Mrs. Maggie Alofs.
Pyle and Mrs. J. Goorman.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Slighter of She also visited with other relaBen Mulder of Herps, a former
M*v D#Ha
residentof Zeeland, was a visitor Holland spent the week end with tives during her visit here.
•troll tow
and for
last Wednesday,at the home of his their parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Mr. John Vanden Bosch, living
•Uni for tD typm
mother, Mrs. Johannes Mulder, on Dangremond.
east of here, is critically ill at the
«rdln«ry Scroll
DAD and BIG
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lugten, University hospital in Ann Arbor.
B«w work, panto
Centennial St.
“mn*. anrqaoGerrit Brouwer has moved into Mrs. Garret Lugten and Mrs. Joe Mr. Paul Schillemaridrove to Ann
Lugten spent Friday in Grand Ra- Arbor with Mr. Vanden Bosch’s
—continuous performances daily the Wyngarden residenceon Maple pids.
•ibr«HMwinv.CuU
Some of our many
St., recently vacated bv John Boes.
children last week so they could
wood ap to 2 Inches
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dangre- see their father.
thick.
Miss Esther Lage has returned
starting2:30— prices change 5:00—
power tools. Be sure
from Detroit, where she visited mond and Betty Lou and David
A program will be given in the
her sister and brother-in-law,Mr. Lon spent Sunday with Mr. and local church Thursday evening Dec.
to see the new all electric Syncro Jr. that is ready
and Mrs. Paul Coler, in Detroit Mrs. Ray Dangremondof Grand 10 at 7:45 o’clock by the Immanuto plug in and out. $3.95.
Rapids.
o
el Quartette of the North Street
Mrs. H. Van Doornink is still Christian Reformed church at ZeeFri. Sat, Dee. 11-12
OLIVE CENTER
on the sick list, but well on the land. A cordialinvitationis given
Beautifully
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The first PTA meeting of the
Jane Withers and Slim Summerville season will be held Friday evening, December 11. Among the
many interesting numbers is a
play, “Henry’s mail order wife."
Everybody is welcome. This PTA
was postponed from Dec. 3 to Dec.

road to recovery.

Cao

Be

-

o

-

-

for all to attend this program.

Mr. Lawrence Lehman, Arthur
Hoffman and Herman Vander Riet
furnished special music at the
morning service of the American
Reformed church last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Poel
and
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Vander
11.
Poel called on their brother and
The Ladies Aid of the Ottawa sister, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van
Ibis
Dixie? Reformed church will hold a sale Doornink last Sunday afternoon.
in the local school Thursday night,
December 10. Everybody welcome.
JAMESTOWN
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Wiersma and
family from Muskegon called at
The Polly Anna class of the Secthe home of their father, Mr. AlMon. Tues. Wed. Thurs., Dec. 14ond
Reformed church met in the
bert Mulder Saturday evening. Mr.
church parlors on Thursday evenMulder is not in the best of health
-16-16-17
ing. The meeting was opened by
these days.
singing. Prayer was offered by
Justin Poll, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. William Roberto.A poem was
Clark Gable and Joan Crawford Harm Kuite, had the misfortune read by Miss Sarella Van Oss. A
of chopping off a piece of his piano solo was rendered by Miss
finger while being employ'd in Lorraine Brower of Forest Grove.
the salary of Henry Mulder Sat- A reading was given by Miss Mavis
urday.
De Groot. Another piano solo was
Mr. and Mrs. John Karrnhui-: rendered bv Miss Brower. After
and children, Gerrit, John and Mil- the program a business session
dred,
Kamp, Mr.
... and Mrs.
.....Willie
............
, was held. A delicious luncheon was
huis, from Cadillac and Mr. and served by the h->stes?, Misses SarLeve on the
Mrs. James Knoll spent Thursday ella Van Oss, Fanny De Kleine,
evening at the home of Mrs. Ger- 1 Merietta Koop. The girls have comrit Koltje at Ciisp. Games were pleted quite a large number of
Tues., Dec. 15 is GUEST NIGHT—
played and refreshments were serv- articles and are sending a ChristRemain to see. Nelson Eddy and ed and all returned at a late hour, [mas box to Kentucky.
About 35 were present.
A number of local relatives and
Frenk Smith, aged 79, from Al- friends were informed of the birth
Jeanette MacDonald in "ROSE

Furred

-

o

FOR THE TREE

CENTRAL PARK

Use

The Men’s Adult

Class of the
local church held an oyster supper
in the basement of the church Monday evening. Refreshments were in
charge of Elmer Teuaink, Vodd

plenty of lights on the

tree this
eight

year. A

complete with lamps
35c.

Kronemeyer and Floyd Boerema.
The following officers were elected
to serve for the year 1937: President, Clifford Onthank; Vive-president, James M. Cook; Secretary,
Simon Harkema: Treasurer, Harold Driscoll. Mr. Dick Vander Meer
was re-electedteacher for another
year.
Mrs. John Harthorn, who has

string of

Nies Hardware Co.
Phone 3315

Holland

We

Deliver

—

Roo

|

|
1

lendale, died early Saturday morn- of a daughter born to Mr. and Mis.
ing at his home. Mr. Smith was John Hop of Zutphen on last Satwell known in this vicinity by the urday.
older folks. Burial took place MonMiss Garrietta Tigelaar has reday in the Olive Center cemetery. signed her duties as clerk at the

MARIE."

COLONIAL
THEATRE

Matinees daily 2:30 — evenings 7

and 9

Short Sleeve
Fri. Sat, Dec. 11-12

Dick Foran and Paula Stone

Trailin'

$5.95 $7.95
$12.95

Sat., Dec. 12 is

main as

West

OUR GUESTS

Dunn

in

EIGHT O'CLOCK

GUEST NIGHT, R«
James

to see

"BAD BOY”

Buy

Shining Lames!
Rich Velvets!

Judith Barrett and

ia short on

sleeves . . . then it's
sure to be long on looks!
Princess, tunic and pepIum models. Sixes 14 to
20. 38 to 50.

Bag for

55c

and get

an additional

Mon. Tues., Dec. 14-15

Wm.

Hall

Be sure your afternoon

frock

a 34b.

in

IF yon think th# arrival at this clean-burning,worksaving. economical coal doesn't constitute a “blessed
event" lust ask the (oiks who have burned it 1 What
they'll tell you should certainly seD you on the lad
that there's one POPULARLY-PRICEDcoal that's a
mighty pleasing performer in every particular. B's

—

Flying Hostess

MANHATTAN
•9?i*i9(9du. s. retMi otiiM

• a

Wed. Thurs., Dee. 16-17

AK ITOtt

DOUBLE FEATURE
Wm.

Careen in “ALIBI

a

tht Practically S00TUSS

COAL

I

Praparly prtpartA,to then ft faravet, letter er frete.

All el elect

WASHED Mcalettca

ft reife*.

I’

FOR

MURDER"
8ch

Street Phone

2198

Holland

Walter C. Kelly in

"TUGBOAT

PRINCESS"

FOOD STORES

AO Price* Pin* 3% Sale* Tex

Van Alsburg Coal
Phone 2679

Co.

496 Colombia Are
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Dynamite Cap

For the First Time!

'

A Man’s

Explodes in
Child’s

Jewel Bulova

17

*297¥^''A new Buiova timepiece, . the '
itreomllned American Clipper.
The "TOPS” In stylel And in
value, tool Only $29.7S ... the
price ever for • man’t |
1/ Jewel Bulova
I

'

Hand

Glendora, t<n-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mr*. Leo Loew of HolLAD
11 land. must car
»rrv a rabbit'sfoot
LOOSES THUMB. FINDS
about her or __
___________
# ...
is .just
naturally
forCAP IN PARK
tunate. Her grandparents,Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Stickel of AlleVictor, 11 years old, son of Mr. gan, enjoyed dinner Thanksgiving
and Mrs. Ben McCaleb of Grand with her and her parents; and Mr.
Haven, sulTeredloss of the thumb, Stickel tells, with a chuckle, of
first two fingersand injury to the her good luck at beano. It seems
two other fingers of his right hand that, with her father she tried
as the result of explosion of a her luck at a game just before that
dynamite cap he found, with sev- holiday when turkevs were to be
eral others, in Duncan Park in awarded the successfulcontestants.
that city. It was believedthe caps, As a result she won two turkeys
seven in all, wrapped in a piece in succession,though her father
of newspaper, were left in a hole fared not so well. A year ago she
in a tree where Victor and his also won a turkey for the family
companion,Billy Sluka, 12 years Thanksgivingfeast. Last summer
old, found them, by blasters who when the two families were enwere removing stumps for the new joying an outing in the north this
asphalt road through the park.
same little daughter caught twice
Victor was taken to Hatton hos- as many fish as any of the adults
pital immediately,the explosionoc- in her party with the same bait
curring in the early evening as he and in the same location. IHe |
was playing with the three caps proud grandfather quotes her as
which had fallen to his lot. Billy, remarking: "Well, I see I'm the
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Steven one who will have to furnish the
Sluka, Sr., 1139 Franklin street, fish and turkeys for this family."
Grand Haven, took four home but H<WW<4<WW4<<4<<<H<<<H<<<<
had not handled them much. The
caps, copper tubes thinner than a DUTCH TREAT WEEK
PLANNED AT HOPE
regular pencil and about an inch
and a half long, were not recognized as dynamite caps by memThe annual Dutch Treat week,
bers of either family.
one of the traditionsof Hope colPhysicians amputatedthe thumb lege is being held this week.
below the first joint while the exDuring the week, coeds make
tent to which the first two fingers the dates.
would have to be amputated was
The feature of this year’s Treat
not decided. The tip of the third is a theatre party under the difinger was burned and the little rection of Social Chairman Dorofinger scratched.
thy Parker.
The boys said they were attractSponsors of the event are the
ed to the tree by noticing the Hope college student council and
paper package that appeared to be the Anchor, student publication.
stuffed in the tree trunk.
The rules as laid down are: When
The road through Duncan park a date is requested and obtained
is being improved and several by a girl, all expenses must be
large trees have been taken out shared on a 50-50 basis; when a
of the new right of way. One of date is requested and obtained by

GRAND HAVEN

OF

the members of Duncan Park
board, in charge of the improvements, said that some of the
stumps had been dynamited.
The accident occurred in the
kitchen of the home where the
family was gathered includingthe
parents.The boy was playing with
matches which ignited the cap
which he had in one hand.
City and state officers are investigating the circumstances to
determine who placed the caps in

WHY YOU SHOULD

GROW

north.

CHRISTMAS PAGEANT
Several requests were made that
Christmaspageant be given again this year in Saugatuck.Rev.
H. E. Maycroft asked the following to act with him as a committee: Mrs. Harry Newnham, Mrs.
Edwin House and Mrs. H. E. Maycroft.

The committeemet last Friday
evening and selected “The Light of
The World”, a pageant using about
100 people. This will be given on
Sunday evening, Dec. 20th.

“RELIVE IT OR

Your situation on the farm is
identical with that of the
business man in the city.

he is a manufacturer, he
must study his production
methods to make sure he is

If

getting maximum results.
He cannot afford to overlook
a single bet.
Isn’t

that your position?

Now, no money making activity in life is all roses. But
advantage of
every opportunity you will
make the most money over
if

you take

full

a period of years.
First

and foremost you should

grow Sugar Beets because
.

they give you a larger money
return, per acre, than any
other major cultivatedcrop.

Sugar Beets have a definite rotative value. The beneficial
effect on your soil, from the
fertilizing which proper
bet culture requires,k at

ways plainly evidenced by

GOOD

increased yields in the follow crops.

Sugar Beets are not a surplus
crop. There is always a market for all you can grow.
Sugar Beets give you two crops
in one for the beet tops have
a large feed value.

Then

too, beets are hardy.
They stand hot or cold, wet
or dry weather. Also survive
severe hail storms.

Thus, with beets, if bad weather
comes along, you are always
more certain of a better return than you are from any
other cultivated crop. Beets
are

NOT
TO

IS

HOLLAND

crop.

Farmtrt and Manufacturers Best %
Sugar Association,Saginaw, Mich.

THOMAS W. DAVIDSON

GUEST SPEAKER AT HOTEL
FERRY AT GRAND HAVEN
Grand Haven Tribune
The ladies were entertained by
the Rotarians Tuesday evening at
the Hotel Wm. M. Ferry with a
turkev dinner and all the "fixinV,
a delightfulprogram and a beano
game. The entertainment of the
ladies is a custom with Rotarians
here about four times a year.
Dr. Thomas W. Davidson, pastor
of Hope Reformed church, Holland,
was the speaker introduced by attorney Leo C. Lillie, chairman of
the program committee as "an
Irishman who is a Dutch preacher.”
Dr. Davidson responded by relating an introductionsimilarto it in
which he said he was described as
an "Irishmanwho had become a
naturalizedDutchman.”
A native of old Erin, he spoke
on the little country, which like
many other little countrieshas giv-

Fruit
We

will

ONE HEADS

LIST

The golfer who shoota a holt in
one gets his name in the paper. So
does a hunter who shoots two birds
with one shot. William Foster, of
Marshall, accomplished this feat
while hunting pheasants. Any
others?

Coke Sent Everywhere
entertain any

and

all difficultcatering

We ha?e the equip,
ment. Pastries of the finest. Hot bread four
problems.

Call us any time.

times daily. You are welcome to inspect our shop*
P.

S. We

will

feature seyeral appropriate items

season. We

will mail

genuine

anywhere in Michigan.

Sample Sale
OF TWO-PIECE

DAVIDSON

DR. T. W.

LIVING ROOM
SUITES

en much to the world. He

describedits beauty,the people, their
naLve wit and humor, their pathos
and their love of country.

“An Irishman always sees the
funny side of a situationfirst. It
is a topsy-turvyview-point, to
those who fail to understand him,
but is a gift that producesthe
quickest tongue in the world and
the most deUghtfuJ humor.” The
Irish bull, ’ he described with
famous stories which illustrated
the remarkable wit of even the
lowliest, he said.
The pathos of the nation Dr.
Davidson believes comes because
the people see into the mists that
surround the island but never
through them.

The rich brogue of some sections, the quality of the voice and
the natural rhythm of their speech,
definitely marks an Irishman wherever he may be, he stated.
Ireland is a land of poets and
dreamers. It is a land of mirth
and song, under which runs a

Holland hunters.

publicity in the West.

There are many clippings that
reach the editor’s desk about
Mayor Geerlings played up in Ripley's “Believe It or Not” found

ONE SUITE

0NLV—

Moderne Design
In Mohair cover. Suite has full spring-construction throughout; reversible cushions; mulberry
color.

REGULAR PRICE
$72.50, SALE...

ONE SUITE

ONLY-

REGULAR PRICE
$155.00, SALE

ONE SUITE

-

..........

$79

0NLY-

Semi-Moderne Suite
In coffee striped Mohair. Suite has wood panel
arms. Spring-construction,reversiblecushions.

REGULAR PRICE
$140.00, SALE

..........

$98

OTHER SUITES AT SPECIAL PRICES UNTIL
CHRISTMAS1

•

FLOOR LAMPSPEOAL
Type with Three Candles—
complete with shade

Reflector

-

league with Cleveland and the late pound nets in the summer.
and Canada where they have not
Fishing with nets continues until
Dr. J. B. Nykerk, who, Ripley
heard of Holland, Michigan.
about
Jan.
10
when
some
of
the
claimed, knew every student who
— o
boats
lay
up
on
account
of
weathentered Hope College by name.
JUST A LAUGH!
Now Mayor Henry Geerlings is er. Others shift to hook fishing, to
pictured in burgomastergarb, so prtterve much of the fishing gear
“ Mv wife always gets historical
conspicuouson the buckle-shoed which is often damaged by ice. when I stay out at night”
A patrol boat owned by the state
mayor during the Tulip Time Fes"Hysterical,you mean.”
tival. The outline drawing of Geer- conservation commission put into
"No, historical. She digs up all
lings shows him more like a Bul- Grand Haven harbor last week on
my past history.”
garian chieftain rather than the a survey trip. They reported only
• * •
one
infringement
found
during
the
head of this municipality.Adding
“You want me to raise your salpast
closed
season,
which
was
in
to the picture Ripley states, “Henary, eh?” growled a boss at his
ry Geerlings, Mayor of Holland. northern Michigan waters.
employe. "Give me at least two
Michigan— bas been (minister 45
Mrs. William Hoover of Fenn- good reasons.”
years, banker 44 years; trustee
The employe gazed meekly at his
vllle
has been taken to Ann Arbor
40 years; librarian35 years; ediemployer and murmured, “Twins.”
tor 22 years; teacher 20 years; etc., hospital for treatment.
* • •
etc., etc.; Mayor 4 years, vet he
Smalts
—
"I
eat six eggs for
The
Steffen cider mill at Fennhas only celebrated 16 birthdays!
He was born on leap year, Febru- vflle has finished pressing cider breakfast this morning.”
Clutts— “You mean ‘ate.’ ”
apples for the season. They will
ary 29, 1868.”
now be engaged in bottlingvineSmalti-"Well, maybe it w
gar.

Made

In Mohair Frieze of exceptionally fine quality.
Spring-filled;reversiblecushions; rust color.

elsewhere in this issue. Since Tulip

owned by Henry Cook and Time this city is very much in
Lawrence Van Hall; The Fisherprint, in pictures and on radio.
man, owned by Claude Ver Duin, This is augmented by the publicity
and the Eugene, owned by the Fase
given Holland through its fur-

$49.50

Grand Rapids

life,, our own Neal Ball, Brothers. All are gas driven boats.
naces, shoes, furniture,rusk, face
who made a triple play unassist- Besides these boats there is a still powders, mattresses, etc. There
ed when he played in ttoe big smaller fleet that operates at the are few cities in the United States

WWWVWWW“’”““"“

IN

THE

16(h Street at Central A vt — Hollaed

William Ver Duin; the Mary G.,
The clippingcontains largely
operated by Capt Caleb Ver Duin,
what appeared in the Holland City
and the Naomikong, Capt. Wallace
News in our last issue. Anyway,
and son. The Chambers Brothers
Holland is receiving some more

in his

TWO BIRDS

Triumph Bake Shop

son opened Dec. 1.
The new boats are owned by strain of sadness,he said.
Capt. Ray Van Hall and Capt.
Miss Connie Anderson, clever
George Van Hall, includingan allyoung tap dancer of Grand Haven
steel welded tug, the Henrietta
presented a song and tap dance and
Margaret,and a wood and steel
two other dances of intricate steps,
boat, the RVH. The first tug was
bhe was accompanied by Miss
built by the Burger Boat company
Llise Schember. A trumpet trio
at Manitowoc and the second was
was presented by Alvin Kieft, Lesconstructed on the Island by Ray
Van Hall and Edward Welch. This lie Van Tol and Harold DeWitt,
accompaniedby Mrs. DeWitt.
boat has been under construction
A surprise of the evening came
for the past two years, and is a
when Ralph Wilson, president, who
stout little ship.
The Henrietta[Margaretis a presided,drafted four of the memnew type, a semi-V bottom, 43 feet bers, Bastian Van Woerkam, Harlong and 13 feet beam. It is pow- Z
E* J* McCall, and
ered by a Diesel engine and is said Frank Fisher to perform as a
to be very seaworthy as well as quartette. The^ several songs sung
fast. The V-hull is built to prevent should establishthem as a permaheavy rolling. The second boat has nent organization,Dr. Davidson the
a rivetedsteel hull with wood up- guest speaker pointed out. Mrs.
per works. The Henrietta Margar- Van Woerkam accompanied. Frank
d^ringing, acet will replace the Bertha G, and Fisher led communit

Petrol,

"Post officesall over the country
will be Jammed from now until
Christmaa," says Mr. Vandenberg.
"and if you want to be positive
that your packages will be delivered by Christmas day, be sure and
get them in the mail early.”
"According to all present indications, this will be one of the largest Chrlstmasses ever seen. Packages at the present time are far
in excess fit previous years. If

fruit-cakes

BARBARA CHENEY WEDS

of Kenosha, Wis., have arrivedfor
the season and the Hill Brothers
have returned from the Lake Superior fishing grounds where they
operated all summer.
The email boat fleet includesthe

such a conditionprevails all over
country, there Is danger of delay in deliveriea and thie should bo
taken into account in mailing packPostmaster Louis Vanderberg to- ages, especiallyto distant poinU
day voiced his annual appeal to that take several days for deliv-

POSTMASTER VANDENBERG the

for the Christmas

make use of the spoonholder, the
semicircular loveseat on the campus, must make reservations.

SaugatuckCommercial Record

MAIL BARLY, PLEADS

“mail Christmas packagesearly.”

DR.

"Believe it or Not” Ripley has
the RVH will replace the Arlene, companied by Mrs.
given this city considerable
licity during the last two years both boats which have been operin his feature cartoons syndicated ated by the Van Halls for a numHOLLAND’S PUBLICITY
in thousands of newspapers, large ber of years.
and small. The Holland City News
Capt. Van Hall and his crew
John Leland, formerly of Holhas repeatedly published unusual had a narrow escape in the Arlene
Jand now attending the University
items that Ripley has pictured in last summer when they were caught
of Missouri,sends the News a clipthis unique feature — unusual things out in the lake in a 55-mile gale.
about Tulip Time, "Bill” Connel- A huge wave stove in the for- ping of the hunting trip of Herman Prins, Edgar Landwehr, Dr.
ly, the man who wrote all about ward part of the hull and it was
Sulkers and Larry Kolb, all of
fish and never fished in his life, fillingrapidly when two tugs came
ex-mayorHenry Brusse, who smok- to its rescue, the cream Jumping Holland, Michigan. The story is
finding its way in the Western
ed, I don’t know how many cigars aboard to assist in bailing while
papers and a room mate of Mr.
temporary renairs were made.
Leland, who comes from Idaho, reOther Boats
ceived newspapersfrom the West
The fishing fleet at Grand Hawith the story of the experiences
ven this year will include the C. J.
the hunting trip brought to the
Bos, owned and operated by Capt.

tough-don’t forget that

Finally— the way to make
money on Sugar Beets is to
grow always a certain definite acreage every year.
You’ll make more money on
Sugar Beets than from any
other major cultivated

Rotarians

to

a man, he must pay all expenses
as usual; all those desiring to

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cheney announce the marriage of their daughter, Barbara, to William S. Duckthe tree.
forth, son of Judge and Mrs. Eugene G. Duckworth, of Orlando,
Florida. The young couple were
PROFIT
married secretlyin the early sumYou can’t throw over 100.000 mer, which accounts for Barbara
to fail to put in an appearance
hunters into the deer covers of
NorthernMichigan without making at Saugatuck with her parents this
year. MV*, and Mrs. Duvl.wor ti.
the merchants feel happy, and this
will make their home at Winter
is one reason why State officials
Park but are planning to spend
would have a tough time ever closmany summer vacations at Sauing the deer hunting season even if
gatuck.
it became necessary. No one can
estimate the amount of money left
NEW FISHING BOATS ADDED
in the smaller towns of the north
TO GRAND HAVEN FLEET
hy this group, but it ought to approximate at least $10 each and
F'sherim*n Re nme Operations as
this would mean over $1,000,000.
Trout Season Opens This Week
While live deer no doubt are a
great tourist attraction,the deer
Two new modem fishing tugs
hunters perhaps bring more money
have been added to the Grand Hato the northern communitiesthan
ven fishing fleet which began opdo the summer tourists, who could
be lured up north solely to see a erationsfor trout fishing this week,
deer roaming around. Fishing is the opening of the season following the closed period. The chub seathe only other single attraction that
draws as much money

BEITS

Local Dominie
A PRECOCIOUS YOUNGSTER
Pictures Irish
Allegan Gazette

SPECIAL LOT
AT ONLY

..........

$3.95 i

WR0UGHT-1R0N CAPE COD
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
AT ONLY

OTHERS FROM

JAS. A.
i

The Old
River

B

M

THE

HOLLAND

CITY

NEWS

OHAWA COUNTY

DO TOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

in an uncondousconditionlying on
Funeral ritea for Mrs. Jane De
the floor of his barn at his home
Vries, 86, former residentof Drenearly Monday forenoon.
the, were held Monday at the home

AUTO SUPPLY & SERVICE STORES

of her daughter, Mra. L.

AUTO HEATER

NOME IAII0
DC

Air-Chief.

N.

for Williamston,
day, to visit the

-

ESt
IIOMHe
HORNS

Five students from Holland are
participatingin the musical activities at Western State Teachers
College. They are Adelaide Root,
ker, Marian Te (Roller j William
Vander Ven and Vivian Paulus,
aU of whom were members of the
choir dlrecUd by Harper C. Mayb*e, and Lloyd Miles, who is a
member of the band of 70 pieces
directed by George E. Amos. Miss
Kooiker, Miss Paulus and Miss Te

last Thurs-

o

-

- -

Ouill-la

562S

m

BICYCLES— VELOCIPEDES
WAGONS and SCOOTERS

WINTER DRIVING SAFETY

i

firestone
QumDippid

Two elders and two deacons
were elected at a congregational

TIRES

meeting of SixteenthStreet Christ-

Wby taka chaacaa in your
FirMton. Tiwa arc built
with Cum-IHpprdCord Body,
two astro layars of Cum-

ian Reformed church, Tuesday
evening. J. Prins and J. De Boe
were named elders and H. Van-

Dipped cord undr* tb. tread
and adaotlScally deaigoad

der Veen and E. Schippers, deacons. The Rev. Peter Jcnker, pas-

earf

troad a.aurlng blowout
prot.rtiooand ooa-aklS

tor of the church, presided.A bud-

get for the coming year was approved.

•aftfy.

This week, carolers of th? Holland Junior High A Cappella choir
under the directionof Miss Trixie
Moore sang in the High School
anditorium. They are planning a
Christmas concert for the public
in the High School auditorium,
Dec. 17 at 8 p. m. The concert,
which is the first to be presented
by the A Cappella choir, will be
free to the public.

The Graafschap

Mrs. Gerald Kleinhekselanc
Norman and Vernon Lee
Mrs. IGillis Vander Kamp, M'rs

Christmas

Milton Timmerman, Mrs. Edward
Nyhof and daughter, Hazel, Mra
George Lohman and Mrs. Gerrit
Zoet spent Wednesdayafternoon
attending a Thanksgivingprogram
at Bec'ine School, Dist, No. 3.
near Fillmore.Miss Bratt, teacher

Tree

sons,

Christian Re- of the primary room, was in
U0-2SM.M S.tt-is4ll.3«
At a social of the Third Reform- formed Church has been re-decora- charge of the program. She sent
ed church Intermediate Christian ted and all the work is expected to special invitationsto the mothers
4^11
SJO-IT IXi4«
Endeavor society, Tuesdiy evening, be completed in about a week. The of each pupil Monday. More mothOf
mm$ iSJel
election of officers was featured. steel field is being decorated in ers then those first mentioned were
5JS-I7I0.90 Mo-u 17.H D
About 30 were present. Ellen Jane oyster white and the walls will be present from other parts of the
Ci/u fori
Kooiker was naimd president; a two-tone biege with Pueblo ef- district.
rur aioaUM. Sunday Wilt towftfcatMdi
OSwSiueProOOSHmWri»UoJ[ toMtaMrtsad !*• ,«« pImm
John Kleis, vice president; Doro- fects, while the filler and frieze
thy Wichers, secretary, and Rob- will be decorated in contrasting H. J. Kleinhekselof Fillmore enert Barkema, treasurer.Gus Van effect with old ivory relief. Scrip- tertained all children and grandEerden, retiring presdent,presided. tural passages in Old English children at his home Thanksgiving
The remainder of the evening was script adorn each side of the or- Day. A large group was present.
spent in playing games. Refresh- gan loft. The spire of the church
Utten to the Volet of Flratona Monday evening*over N. B. C— Red Network
ments were in charge of George was recently re-shingled and the
Mr. and Mra. Gillis Vander Kamp
Dale Kardux. Mr. and Mrs. Ber- rooster weather vane which measnard Arendshorst are superinten- ures 36 inches in height was taken and sons were supper guests at
down for a new coat of gold leaf. the home of Mrs. Vander Kamp’.
dents of the organization.
parents, Mr. and Mra. Gerrit Meiste at East Saugatuck Thanksgiv32
ing Day.
Following
lingering
illness,
of Chicago, has been named assisas well as
U„t putor of the Norwood P.rk
Mr. and Mra. George Babcock,
Pre.byterianchurch of Chicago. He ! a ght q
’ 1°6
Ave. Survivingare
two children, of Saugatuck.observed the 54th
ia the son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman 'Ave'
*re *»“
Mrs. Herman Kragt of this city, anniversary of their marriage, on
DeBoer of Holland.
and John Henry Streur of Chi- Monday, at their home. They were
Mr. and Mrs. Otto P. Kramer cago; a sister, Mrs. J. Decker of married at the home of the bride’s
celebrated Thanksgivingday with Holland; two brothers,Henry Heer- parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Wila family dinner at their home on spink of West Olive and Albert liams of Saugatuck on ThanksWest 12th street. Eighteen guests Hcerspinkof Holland, and seven giving Day, 64 years ago. Mrs.
Babcock, an instructorin the enis here— do
fail to have your radiator tended to, before were present.
grandchildren.Funeral services
liams. Mr. and Mn. Babcock are
were
held
at
the
home,
on
ThursMr. and Mrs. John J. Gauger of
the parents of one son, McLean
day,
and
from
the
Central
Avenue
zero
comes, with “anti-freeze”
Sullivan, 111., were guests for a few
Bobcock, an instructorin the endays of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wood Christian Reformed Church of gineering college of Penn State and
which
shs
was
a
member
for
many
of Waukazoo, while Mr. and Mrs.
at Statq college, Pa. There are
John J. Gauger of Sullivan, IH., years and active in the Ladies’ Aid three grandsons. The Babcocksare
and Mr. and Mrs. John G. Walls Society. The Rev. L. Veltkamp of- owners of a lovely resort home,
of Bedford, Ind., were the guests ficiated and burial was in Holland. the Elms, which is a popular place
of Mr. and Mrs. John G. Eaton at
77 East Eighth Street
Major Henry Geerds, Lieut. Mar- in the summer season. They have
Phone 3662
Holland
their Waukazoo home.
tin Jappinga, Lieut. Richard Smeenjust returned from a month’s visThe luncheon Wednesday spon- ge and Capt John Bremer of Com- it in the son’s home.
sored by Grand Rapids civic or- pany D., 126th infantry, Holland
ganizations in honor of officialsof National Guards, attended a batTeachers and officers of the EbGeneral Motors and its Fisher Body talion group school in Coldwater, enezer Reformed church Sunday
divisionswas attended by W. M. Sat. Major Geerds was in charge
school met at the home of Mr. and
Connelly, manager of the Chamber of the course on staff and com- Mrs. Herman Kortering, Monday
mand,
which
is
given
at
the
school.
of Commerce, E. P. Stephan and
Funeral services were held for evening, for a business meeting
W. C. Vandenberg, chamber direcand social gathering. The followtor. Mr. Stephan attended in the Sietse Sytsma, Friday, at 1:30 p ing officers were elected: Gerrit
m.
at
the
home
of
the
daughter
at
place of Mayor Henry Geerlings
Oonk, superintendent; William J.
who could not go. Alfred P. Sloan, 1118 Leonard St., N. W. Grand Vanden Belt, vice superintendent;
Jr., president of General Motors, Rapids. Mr. Sytsma. 75, father of
Miss Cornelia Van Lreuwen,secreheaded the group of 300 officials and Mrs. John H. Costing of this city tary; Henry De Witt, assistant
and
a
retired
farmer,
died
in
Butindustrial leaders of the city on
treasurer;John Hoeland. librarian,
an inspectionand dedicationof the terworthhospital, Grand Rapids, and Marvin Oonk, assistant libranew $7,000,000stamping plant in Tuesday night, where he was tak- rian. The occasionalso was a fareGrand Rapids described as one of en after he was found unconscious well party for Miss Muriel De
the largest and most modem in in the offices of a Grand Rapids Witt, retiringsecretary
_____ tarv and Sunthe world. The plant is locatedon physician.
day school teacher.Prizes for the
City
Inspector
Ben
Wiersema,
a 78-acre tract and has total floor
games and contests were awarded
________
space of 300,000 square feet. It reported to Common Council, to Henry De Witt, Mrs. J. C. Van
employs 2,100 workers in two shifts Wednesday night, that thirty-one
Leeuwen and Miss De Witt. The
at the present time and has a daily quarantine signs were put up durhonored guests were presented with
capacity of 1,500 bodies.
ing November. Whooping cough
many lovely gifts. Those attending
signs numbered 21, mumps 7, were Mr. and Mra. Gerrit Oonk,
Mrs. Jennie Mulder, 48, of Hudscarlet fever 2 and chicken pox,
Mra. Peter Naber, Mra. W. J. Vansonville,died at Blodgett hospi1. As inspector for the city, Mr.
den Belt, Mr. and Mra. J. C. Van
tal, in Grand Rapids, at 1 a. m.
Wierama visited 11 pasteurizing
Wednesday morning. She had been plants, two raw milk plants. 36 Leeuwen, the Rev. and Mra. J. F.
Schortinghuis,Mr. and Mra. Gerrit
a case worker for the Ottawa counmilk producers, four slaughter Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. John J. Boety ERA since 1933. Mrs. Mulder
houses, 15 meat markets, 18 grove, Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Witt,
had been in ill health recentlyand
cery stores, four bakeries,and 14
Mr. and Mra. Herman Kortering
Friday night her conditionbecame
restaurants and lunchrooms,etc.
and Miss De Witt.
serious while visiting at the home
Forty-seven milk and cream samof Miss Jeannette Hoffman of HolIIEMlill
ples were taken to the state laborland and she was taken to Blodstory for teats during the month.
gett hospital. Surviving are one Mr. Wierama also investigated12
aon, John of Lafayette, Ind.; her
complaints, ordered four premises
mother, Mra. J. H. Tucker of Overcleaned and placed two “no dumpisel; five sisters, Mra. G. J. Kamping” signs.
huis of Holland, Mra. Hattie Smith
J. Prins of Michigan Ave., who
of Hudsonville, Mra. J. D. Albers
of Lansing, Mra. G. Pylman of was injured in a fall Tuesday while
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Complete Tire and Battery Service

£

HOLLAND TEACHERS
COLLEGE STUDENTS ACTIVE
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/.drj*4nL L. v»n Putten is associRev. and Mra. FILLING STATION AT G. H.
ated with Thompson-Roas and Co.
GARAGE ENTERED
Gerrit Rezelmanand family. Rev.
AND $6 OR $7 STOLEN Incorporated, 29 South LaSalle
Rezelraan formerly was pastor of
St. Chicago. This company has
the Reformed church at North
been in existence since 1912. This
Biendon.
The filling station at Behm’s Arm through Mr. Vsn Putten can
garage, at Beech Tree and Pen- render complete service and give
noyer avenue at Grand Haven was
ALLEGAN
information on any security in
broken into Saturdayand between
which prospectivepurchasers may
$6.00 and $7.00 was taken from
be interested.The offices of Mr.
the cash till. Entrancewas made
Van Putten are at 81 West Eighth
Mra. Harold Hulsman, a recent by cutting a window near the door,
—
bride, was the guest of honor at which allowed the person or perMiss
Dena
Topp
entertained
a miscellaneous shower held Sat- sons to reach in and unlock the
group of her friends recently at
urday afternoon at the home of door and enter the office.Nothing
her home in Zeeland. Games wereMrs. Willis Hulsman at Overisel. else of value was touched in the
played includinga scavenger hunte
nt?
building.
The
station
is
operated
Many useful gifts were presented
Pnzes were awarded to Ruth
to Mrs. Hulsman. A two-course by Arthur Moll, who recentlyleas- Homer, George Nyenbrink, James
lunch was served and the afternoon ed the sUtion from Edward' Behm, Sener and Nelvia Van Gelderen.
was spent in playing games.
Among those who spent Thanksway to Holland, not knowing where giving evening to hear the program
at the East Saugatuckchurch were
he was. Flint police were notified
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Robbers, Mr.
and. on Tuesday, a Flint officerarand
Mrs. Harry Deles and Mr. and
rived in the city to take the boy
Mrs. Gillis Vander Kamp and sons,
Buy Your
away.
Glenn and Dalwyn.

MIRROR
CLOCKS

S

spending the winter in Flop

ON ^

5.nd 7-tub.

*1?

Is

When dlacovered he had a long
M. De- fash in hia scalp which required
Goffau, 946 Alexander street,
twelve atichea to close the wound
Grand Rapids, and in the Drenthe which may have been the cause
Christian Reformed church. The
of his unconadous state. It is
Rev. B. J. Danhof officiatedand
also possible that he was injured
burial was in Fairlawn cemetery.
when he fell, striking his head
Mra. DeVries, who died at the and cutting the wound.
home of her daughter in Grand No one was able to determine Roller are also members of the WoRapids, is survived by four sons,
juat now he was injured or the men’s glee club. Miss Kooiker is
Dr. I. R. DeVries of Overiael,Dick
fause for his unconscious condi- • Junior in the Home Economics
of Vriealand,Theodore of Buffalo,
tion. It is possible that he was department. Miss Te RoUer is anN. Y., and Gedrge of Holland; four
injured by a farm animal or that roUed as a second year student
daughters. Mrs. A. J. Brouwer of
a piece of board or timber fell in the Commerce curriculum, and
Hofland, Miss Anna De Vries of
on hia head, and that hq man- Miss Paulus is a sophomore in
Grand Rapids, Mrs. John Roelofs
aged to reach the barn floor where the Music department. Vander Ven
of Drenthe and Mrs. De Goffau;
was found, before losing con- is also a member of the Men’s glee
12 grandchildren,three great- he
sdousneas.Until now he has not club and is enrolled as a senior
grandchildrenand two sisters, Mrs.
been able to tell dearly what he
and
T. Ter Beek and Mra. D. Dogger
knows about his accident.
of Holland.
He was brought into his home
and made as comfortable as pos- VAN PUTTEN TAKES
Mr. and Mrs. H. Vander Molen
sible and his attending physician
of North Biendon, and Martin and
THOMPSON ROSS AND CtiT
says he will recover.
Henry Hoekman of Holland, left

mmom

Four-tube AC-

Local Fanner Is
who
Injured When Working
in His Farm Building

A reunion of the Heck family
waa held ThanksfivinfDay evenThe aged gentleman, Mr. Marin( at the homo of Mr. and Mn.
tin Damstn, who Uvea on North
Ed. Vander Poppen in Bentheim.
Bent
Fairview road, Zeeland, was found
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We

have a lot ol nice trees to pick

Come

G.
109 River
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All sizes.

Early

COOK COMPANY
Ave.
3734
Phona
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Good Gulf Gas and Gulf Oil Products

Winter

Now!
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Sam™r

Complete Car Service

i

ALCOHOL
[Bring Your Container]

not

Per Gallon

weather

FIRESTONE SERVICE STORES

PRESTONE ZERONE
$2.70

$1.00

Per Gallon

Per Gallon
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CAR HEATERS
Holland Vulcanizing Co. \
Expert Tire Repairing and Vulcanizing -also

180 River Avenue

The

You? Policy -

It’s

a fireproof barrier between

you and ruin. Various and
insidious are the sourcts of fires that frequently wipe

out the results of years of
•ell

you

toil

FIRE INSURANCE

and

sacrifice.

We

can

inexpensive- an invalua-

ble safeguard for your peace of mind.

We

Also Handle CompensationInsurance as wel as
Reliable Automobile Insuraoce

Visscher-Brooks Insurance
29 East Eighth St.

Phone 4616

Holland Michigan

*

<4~
rtlxrihtfat.*

‘v

New

Brown

Handley

Automatic

INSURANCE

Linwood,Mich., and A1 Vande
Brink of Grand Ranids. Services he will be confined at least four
were held Saturday afternoon at weeks with a fractured leg.
2 o'clock in the Nibbelink-Notier Mn. Anna Gerbeck and Frank
funeral home here, with burial in Kara pen were united in marriage
Graafschap. The body lay in Thanksgivingday at the home of
state at the chapel Friday even- the. Rev. Fr. F. W. Ryan, who
performed the single ring cereing.
mony in the presence of Mr. and
A Flint boy, who gave his age Mrs. Preston Kampen, son and
as 14, walked
kad into
'
the police sta- daughter-in-law of the grqpm. Mr.
tion here, Monday evening, for a and Mrs. Kampen will be at home
place to spend the night. He was after Dec. 1 at their home at
shivering with cold. Night officer Lugers Crossing.
Dave O’Connor offeredhim a bunk
Announcement has been made of
and some warm blankets.The offi- the^ap^roacMn^^riarria^e of Miss
cer checked the radio reportswhich
he takes down and keeps on file of Mr. and Mn. James
every night and discovered that Woodward of Battle Creek, U
several can had been reported stol- gar Philip Landwehr of this dty,
en in Flint by some youths. Within Son of Mr. and Mn. A. H. Landa short time, after questioning the wehr of Hazelbank, on Saturday,
youthful lodger,the boy confessed December 12, at 8 o’clock, at the
having stolen a Flint car with a Woodward home, 188 Oaklawn avecompanion. They drove to Pontiac nue. Seventy invitationa have been
where they stole a second car and ilsued for the wedding which will
then drove to near Dayton, O. While be followed by a reception.
o his Mr. and Mn. Luca
Lucaa Brink, 22
frieCiSVher*
Ulkin*
10
-----, he escaped and
hitch-1...
hiked West 19th street, are
to South Bend and then made
l« hil of » nine-pound ion \

Phone 3926

Automatic Gas Water Heating

Wmd

Life, Fire, Auto,

Batteries**

Gas Water Heater
is

the ideal

DYKSTRA
(Hjriatmaa

Ambulance Service
29

Em

(gift

9ih S(for the

Holland, Michigan

whole family

Every member of your family can
enjoy hot water

NEW BUS SERVICE!

a

Direct To

KAUMAZ00
EVERY DAY AT
VIA

any

the day or night for

only -

few cents a day.

V

1:40 P. M.

ALLEGAN

Peoples Rapid Transit

i

hour of

~

'
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Van Bemelen and Mrs. Maude Van
JAMESTOWN NEWS
Null conducted the lesson, the title
of which was “Refreshing a WardThe Christian Endeavor society
robe." The next meeting will be of the Second Reformedchurch met
Sunday with Misa Zora Van Osa
held Jan. 12.
as the leader. The topic for disMr. and Mrs. John Kieft, 30 cussion was “Gifts for All." Next
Orchard Ave., Muskegon and Mr. * Sunday the North Blendon society
and Mrs. Simon De Groot, 125 Gen- 1*'*!1..1* present,
tral Ave., Holland held open < J Mi» Marie Besteman,youngest
house in the Kieft home, in Muske- • darter 0f Mr. C. Besteman,begon, Saturday and Sunday on the I ®*nie the bnde of Mr. Herman
occasion of their 30th wedding an- ,aIJ|p8’ 800 of Mr. Zczenas Ramps,
niversaries.Thirty years ,ago aiat
ho™ of th? brid®8 faiher
double wedding took place on
Her'
chard Ave., in Muskegon.The prin-

TUBERCULOSIS

Expires Dec. 19—12814

STATE OF MICHIGAN

Diekema
Cross &

The Probate Court for the County of Ottawa.

Expires Feb. 1st

$

MORTGAGE SALE

Default having been ma
At a session of said Court, held the conditions of • certain
at the Probate Office in the City of gage dated tbe 22nd dap of
Grand Haven in said County, on ust, 1935, executed by Henry
the 27th day of Novembtr A. D., Merer and Celestin M. Mat
husband and wife, as mot
1936.
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water, to The Hudsonville State
Attorneys-atLaw
Michigan Corporation of Hv
Judge of Probate.
ville, Michigan, as mortgagee,
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
Bay and Use
which aaid mortgage was reeei
John J. Cappon, Deceased.
Office — over Fir»t State
CHRISTMAS
The Michigan Trust Company in the office of the Register
Bank
SEALS
having filed in said court it’s fourth Deeds of Ottawa Coenty,
Holland, Michigan
annual account as Trustee of said gan, on the 28th day or Ai
1936, in Liber 167 of
estate, and it’s petition praying for
on Page 62; and which said
the allowance thereof,
SOCIETY
It is Ordered, That the 29th day gage waa by The Hud
MWv"Ve»,K,!ft’^r8, 2*1 jBcob Van Hoven and Dr- WiI- ATTENTION — Stock owners. Fret
State Bank duly assigned to
Gioot IS Mr. Kieft s daughter. He Uam Ruea have returned to their
service giien on dead or disabled of December A. D., 1936, at ten
was a formjr Holland residentand hl,me after a huntin„ trip lo Drum.
thur Cheyne and Mabelle “
horses anifeows.Notify us prompt- o’clock in the forenoon, at said
moved to Muskegon 30 years ago mond lsian(i. Mr. >?un |lovcn was .y. Phone 9746, collect. HOL- Probate Office, be and is hereby husband and wife, aaid
Myron Van Leeuwen, dental stuMr. De Groot at present works at successfulin getting a deer,
appointed for examining and allow- ment being recorded in Liber
LAND RENDERING WORKS.
dent at the Universityof Michigan,
of Mortgages, on Page 88, in
Chemical company. Tfce Young People’s Catechism of
6S40 ing said account;
spent the week end at the home of w®
Register of Deeds office: and «
.
Sieft
*8 n cobb'er 'n Muske- the Second Reformed church met
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
pubhis parents,Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Van
assignees of mortgagee having
gon. The De Groots are the parents Wednesday evening. After the catlic notice thereof be given by pubLeeuwen. Miss Anne Vandenberg
of three children and both Mr. and echism session the Christian Enlication of a copy of this order, for ected to declare the whole
Expires Feb. 27
of Grand Rapids also was) a guest.
Mrs. Kieft had three children by deavor society business meeting
three successiveweeks previous to due because of default! in
% % %
MORTGAGE
SALE
payments;and whereby the
former
was held for the electionof new
said day of hearing, in the HolThe West Michigan County coun• •
I officers. The new officers are as
Whereas a certainmortgage dat- land City News,
newspaper of sale contained in said moi
Cats have a way of escaping danger— but
Members of the League for Ser- follows:Eleanor Kynbrandt, presi- ed October 1, 1929 and recorded in printedand circulated in said coun- has become operative,and no
cil of the Veteransof Foreign
or proceeding at law having bd
”!™‘- the Office of the Register of Deeds tyWars met with the Henry Wal- vice of Sixth Reformed church and dent; Raymond Huizenga, vicevaluables seem to invite loss.
institutedto recover the debt
ters Post, VFW in the city hall a group of former Sunday school president;Albertha Nederveld, sec- for Ottawa County, Michigan, on
CORA
VANDE
WATER,
Judge cured by said mortgage,or
Safeguard your heirlooms,legal papers, securclassmates gathered for a surprise Mary; Ella Ensing, treasurer; October 11, 1929, in Liber 103 of of Probate.
Monday night.
ities, jewelry and other valuablesin one of
part thereof,and there la ‘
shower, Tuesday evening at the Garrietta Togelaar, pianist.
Mortgages on page 130, executed A true copy.
• • •
to be due on the date hereof
our safe deposit boxes. The cost is small
The
P. T. A. of the Jamestown by Pine Lodge Assembly,a CorVander
B:ek
home
in
honor
of
Miss Grace Steketee, who is in
Harriet Swart,
principal,interest and attoi
school met Thursday evening at the poration,to Gerber Haga and An
Miss
Genevieve
Ter
Haar,
whose
the protection and peace of mind are great.
trainingat Bronson Memorial hosRegister of Probate.
fees provided in said mortgage,
school building. The meeting was assignment, by Susie Haga Johnpital in Kalamazoo spent the week marriage to Bernard E. Vander
sum of $1,062.08;
opened by community singing. son, Executrix of the estate of Gerend with her parents,at 146 West Beek will be a Yulttide affair. ArExpires Dec. 26.
NOW THEREFOR, notice is
rangements for the evenino’’1*en- Prayer was offered by Rev. H. Dyk- ben, also known as Gerber Haga,
18th St
MORTGAGE SALE
by given that pursuant to the
• + •
tertainment were made by Misses house. A few selectionsby the deceased to Susie Haga Johnson
Default having been made In ute and said power of sale in
Bernice Zuveiink, Geneva Strong school orchestra and a leading by made on October 3, 1935, was reMr. and Mrs. James Klomparens,
and Helen White. Prizes were aw- Miss Ver Hey of Hudsonville.Mrs. corded on October 15, 1935, in Li- the conditionsof a certain Mort- mortgage contained, for the r
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Elenbass and
arded to Mrs. Jacob Van Voorst, De Weerd rendered some wonder- ber 172 on page 50, is in de- gage made by John Buys and James pose of satisfyingthe sum due
daughter, Donna, Mrs. Harold
Mrs. John Vanderbeek,Miss Cor- lui piano solos and a group of chil- fault as to principal, and Buys of the City of Grand Rapida, said mortgage, the coats and chi
Smith and daughter, John Batema
dren renderedsome instrumental interest,whereby the power of Michigan, to Isaac Kouw, of the cs of said sale, and any taxes
nelia Van Voorst and Miss Ter
and children,Dorothy, Thelma,
numbers. A social hour was enHaar. Mrs. Vanderbrek and Miss
sale has become operative, there City of Holland. Michigan, dated insurance premiums paid by
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
Bobby and Gerald, motored to Ann
joyed.
Van Voorst were in charge of renbeing now past due principaland the 27th day of January, 1927, and assignee! of mortgagee before
Arbor Sunday to visit Mrs. John
interest the sum of Forty-seven recorded in the office of the Regis- date of the sale, the said mortgl
NOORDELOOS
Batema who underwent a major eral arrangements. Miss Ter Haar
Hundred, Eighty-nine and 16/100 ter of Deeds for the County of Ot- will be forecloeed by sale
was presented with a combination
operationin the Universityhospital
premlset to the highest
($4789.16) Dollars and no suit or tawa and State of Michigan, on the
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
sandwich toaster and waffle iron
last week.
The Flying Needles Sewing club proceeding at law has been insti- 10th day of February, 1927, in Li- public suction or vendue on the I
from
the
group.
Mrs.
H.
Van
Ton• • •
day of February, 1987, at threa
tuted to recover the debt now re- ber 134 of Mortgages,on page
geren made the prc^Uti^ or ,hCfiNonhMHonr,iSchool
Approximately100 members of
clock in the afternoon of said
657,
which
said
mortgage
was
asmaining secured thereby or any
speech.
th? Men's and Women’s Adult Bigirls welcomed Lillian Bishop and part thereof, notice is hereby given signed by said Isaac Kouw to Hol- at the north front door of tha
ble classes of First Reformed
land City State Bank a corpora- house in the city of Grand
Bernice Scholten. two new memMiss Clara Louise Lawrence, bers. The club ras decided to hold that on the First day of March, A. tion of the City of Holland, Otta- Ottawa County, Michigan, that
church attended a farewell narty
D.
1937,
at
ten
o'clock
A.
M.
Eastins; the place of holding the
for sheriff-elect of Ottawa county, daughterof Mrs. Harry Graham, their meetings every other we:k
ern StandardTime at the North wa County Michigan,on the seventh
and Mrs. Van Etta who are leav- and John Lohuis, son of Mr. and after Nov. 19. A due is to be paid Front Door of the Court House, at day of May, 1927, which assign- cult Court for the saia C
Ottawa. Said premises
ing Holland for Grand Haven ar- Mrs. Fred Lohuis of rural route every week for the club.
Grand Haven, Michigan, that be- ment was recorded on May 9th, scribed ai
M
1927, in the office of the Register
ound the first of the year. Speeches No. 2, were married Saturday
In
the
past
few
we?ks
several
ing
the
place
of
holding
the
Cirnoon, Nov. 21, at South Bend, Inn.
The following described
of
Deeds
for said County of Otwere made by A. A. Nienhuis, repworkmen
have
been
very
busy
ercuit Court for the County of OtThe Rev. Mr. Hole, pastor of the
and premises, situated in
tawa in Liber 141 of Mortgages
resentingthe Men’s class, and Mrs.
G)ke,
Christian Reformed church of ecting the oil-well drilling equip- tawa, the undersigned will sell at on page 197, and which said mortTownships of Georgetown
Ellen
Ruissard, representing the
The Best Fuel— The Best Service
South Bend, officiated.The couple ment on the farm known as the public auction, to pay the said amTallmadge, County of
gage was assigned by said Holland
womsn’s class. Both expressed their
Wolting
farm
north-east
of
Noorount
together
with
the
costs
of
was attended by Mr. and Mrs. Gil
Stats of Michigan, vis: Tha
City State Bank to the Holland
appreciationto Mr. and Mrs. Van
deloos.
This
work
is
both
educationcharges of said sale, the premises
Bonzelaar of Holland. Mr. and Mrs.
sixty acres of the noi
City DepositorsCorporation, of
Etta for their faithfulnessand ser- I-ohuis will live on Wealthy street al and interesting to watch.
described in said mortgafj', toquarter of Section 8, Te
Holland,
Michigan,
on
the
15th
day
vices. Mrs. Van Etta was formerly in Grand Rapids.
Mr. Fred Rosema and Miss Edith wit:
North, Range 18 West; and
of January, 1934, which said assignpresident of the Women’s class. The
Walters were united in marriage
Lot Seven, Eight and Twelve of
The South twenty acres
ment was recorded In the office of
28th St and Lincoln Ave., Holland, Mich.
address of the evening was given
last
Thursday.
Congratulations!
Mrs. George Schreur. ST West
Evanston Park, being the origin- the Register of Deeds for said
Southwest fractionalquai
riRANCH OFFICE— SUPERIOR CIGAR STORE— PHONE 95S3
by Henry Kik. who spoks on “Sev- 21st street, entertaineda group of
Several farmers have been shred- al Government lot Numbered Two
Section 35, Town 7 North,
County of Ottawa, on the 27th day
en Up." Specialmusic was furnish- childrenin honor of her son. Teddy ding com the past two weeks. It
in Section Twenty-five,Town- of August 1936, in Liber 180 of
18 West or as to that part
ed by Dick Ter Beek who sang two Schreur, who celebrated his fifth has been ideal weather for this
ship Five North. Rang? Sixteen Mortgages on psge 2, said morting west of Wadsworth.
vocal solos accompaniedby Miss birthday anniversary. Games were kind of work.
West, in Ottawa County, Michi- gage having been given as security Dated November 12th, 1986.
Geraldine Walvoord and by John played and refreshments were
gan.
for part of the purchaseprice of
ARTHUR CHEYNE
Swierenga who played a trumpet served.
Susie Haga Johnson, Assignee of the premises described therein, on
MABELLE CHEYNE
Expires Feb. 20 1937
solo. A reception and social hour
Mortgagee.
which Mortgage there is claimed
MORTGAGE SALE
followed the program.
Gerrit W. Kooyers,
to be due at the date of this noMr. and Mrs. P. T. Cheff enterD:fault having been made in
• • •
tained 30 guests at a formal din- the conditionsof a certain mortAttorney for Assignee of tice, for principsl and interest, the Attorneys for Assignees of
The Sub-Deb club held a melt- ner and dance in the Warm Friend
sum of $27,536.67, and the sum of
gages,
Mortgagee.
gage signed and executed bv Hening, Saturday evening,at the home tavern last Friday evening, honor$810.44 for taxes paid, on said
Business Address:
Business Address;
ry G. Van Dam and Minnie Van
of Jeanne Price. Plans were made ing Miss Helen Woodward and
iroperty and the further sum of
Holland, Michigan.
31 West 8th Street,
Dam. his wife, mortgagors, to the
for a Christmas party at which Edgar Philip Landwchr, whose
Thirty Five Dollars, as Attorneys’
Holland, Michigan.
Zetland State Bank, of Zeeland,
time gifts will be exchanged and marriage will take place in the
fees, making the whole amount
Michigan, a corporation,on the 1st
for a Christmas basket which will near future in Battle Creek. The
claimed to be due at the date of
day of March, A. I)., 1920, which
this notice, to-wit, the sum of
be given to a needy family. A let- tables were artistically decorated
Expires Feb. 23
Expires Dae. SI
said mortgage was recorded in the
Twenty Eight Thousand Three
ter was read by the president from with chrysanthemums in autumn
ffice of the Register of Deeds for
MORTGAGE
SALE
^
,
MORTGAGE
SALE
shades
and
smilax,
and
softly
Hundred
Eighty
Two
and
11/100
a corresponding Sub-Deb club in
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
Default having been made in the Do'larsl
Default having been made in
i, to which amount will be
Massachusetts.It was voted to pur- lighted by four large silver candel- 18th day of March, 1920 in Liber
conditionsof a certain mortgage added at the time of tale all taxes conditions of a certain
chase pins. Refreshments were abra. Favors were corsages for the 107 of Mortgages on page 342, on
signed and executed by John Van and insurancethat may be paid by signed and executed 1
ladies and boutonnieres for the
served.
men. A unique centerpieceof ar- which mortgagethere is claimed to Dyk and Fenny Van Dyk, his wife, the said assignee of Mortgage be- Zoet, mortgagor, to tha
be due at the time of this notice
Hope College,a corpor
At a meeting of the Woman’s tistic beauty, representinga church for principaland interestthe sum mortgagors, to the Peoples State tween the date of this notice and
Baink, of Hollund,Miohigan,a the time of said sale; and no proMissionary society of Trinity Re- surrounded by trees, flowers and a of Five Thousand Sixty-eightand
corporation,on the 12th day of
formed church Wednesday after- tiny bridge,with bride and groom, 36/100 ($5068.36) dollars, and an September, A. D. 1935, which said ceedings at law having been insti- 1918, which said mortgage
was
done
in
miniature,
of
confectuted to recover the debt now renoon, electionof officers was held
attorney fee as provided in said mortgage was recorded in the ofcorded in the office of the
The new officers named were Mrs. tion. Out-of-town guests were Miss mortgage, said mortgage having fice of the Register of Deeds for maining secured by said Mortgage, of Deeda for Ottawa count
Woodward,
Mr. and Mrs. James S.
or
any
part thereof, whereby the
George Albers, second vice presiWoodward, Mr. and Mrs, Warrens b:en subsequently assigned to Hen- Ottawa County, Michigan, on the power of sale contained in said igan, on the Uth day of
dent; Mrs. S. Karsten, third vice
A. D. 1918, in Liber 96 of
Seibold and the Misses Maxine Al- ry Baron, Corey Poest and John A. 24th day of September, A. D. J935
president,and Mrs. Nelson Miles
gages on page 311, on which
len and Kate Titus off Battle Creek Hartgerink. Trustees of the Segre- in Liber 154 of Mortgages, on page
treasurer.Other officers are Mrs.
to be due!
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Choletteof gated Assets of the Zeeland State 167, on which mortgage there is
H. D. Ter Keurst, president;Mrs. Grand Rapids.
Bank, and no suit or proceedings claimed to be due at the time of
of this notice for
J. K. Van Lente, first vice presi» * •
at law having been institutedto this notice for principal and in- and in pursuanceof the
the statute and interest the sum of
dent; Mrs. J. R. Mulder, recording
A group of friends enjoyed a recover the moneys secured by said terest the sum of Two Thousand in such case made and provided, dred ten and 07/100 ($91047)
secretary, and Mrs. M. Meengs. party last Friday evening at the mortgage,
Nine Hundred Eleven and 14/100 the said Mortgage will be fore- lari and an attorney fee as
corresponding secretary. Mrs. Wal- home of Miss Muriel De Witt.
Default having also been made in ($2911.14)dollars and an attorney closed by a sale of the premises vided in said mortgage, and no'
ter Van Zyl conducted devotions. Bridge and bunco were played, with the conditionsof a certain mort- fee as provided in said mortgage, therein describedor so much there- or proceedings at law having
Mrs. John Post was in charge of head prizes going to Mrs. Glenn gagle signed and executed by Hen- and no suit or proceedings at law of as may be necessary, at public institutedto recover the m<
the program which consisted of a Mannes and Miss Florence Schip- ry Van Dam and Angeline Van having been institutedto recover auction, to the highest bidder, at secured by said mortgage,
NOTICE IS HEREBY Gl.
vocal solo by Mrs. C. Trapp and a per and consolationprizes to Mrs. Dam, his wife, mortgagors, to the the moneys secured by said mort- the north front door of the Court
People who have tasted PATRICK HENRY
that by virtue of the power of
talk by M. Tyssen, Western Theo- Alvin Schuilingand Miss Margaret Trustees of the Segregated Assets gage,
House in the City of Grand Haven,
art not asking “when real beer is coming
logical seminary student,who told Tibbe. A two-courselunch was of the Zeeland State Bank, on the
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN and County of Ottawa, Michigan, contained in said mortgage and
statute in such case made and
of his work on the coast last sum- served. A surprise feature of the 19th day of March, 1935, which that by virtue of the power ol that being the place for holding the
They know the time has come
vided, on Tuesday, the 22nd day
mer. A total of |448 was reported evening was the announcementof said mortgage was recorded in the
Circuit
Court
in and for said Counsale contained in said mortgage
when they can get a fully-aged,fine, hopDecember, A. D. 1936, at tl
for the cent-a-meal boxes for the the approaching marriageof Miss officeof the Register of Deeds- for
ty, on Tuesday the fifth day of
o’clockin the afternoon,
flavored brew that rivals the best of the
year. Hostesses for the afternoon De Witt to Marvin Schaap, which Ottawa County, Michigan, on the and the statute In such case made- January 1937, at 10 o'clock in the
10th day of April, A. D. 1935 in and provided, on Tuesday, Feb- forenoon of said day, and said Standard Time, the and
were Mrs. Anna Poppen and Mrs. will be a Yuletide affair.
been that were told 25 years ago.
•
•
*
Liber 146 of Mortgages on page ruary 23, 1937 at two o'clockin premiseswill be sold to pay the will, at the North front door
P. Rezelman.About 80 were presthe Court House in the dty
PATRICK HENRY is mellow— it’s brewed
ent.
Miss Isla Mae De Good, a bride- 305, on which mortgage there is the afternoon, Eastern Standard amount so as aforesaid then due Grand Haven, Michigan,sell
claimed
to
be
due
at
the
time
of
Time,
the
undersigned
will,
at
the
on
said
Mortgage
together
with
to-be, was the guest of honor at a
• • «
from the finest malt, hops and spring water
public auction to the highest
At the Bethel church League for kitchen shower given Tuesday eve- this notice for principal and inter- North front door of the Court six per cent interest, legal costs, der the premises described in
and then naturally aged. Call your dealer
est
the
sum
of
Five
Hundred
FiftyHouse
in
the
city
of
Grand
Haven,
Attorneys’ fees and also any taxes
Service meeting in the church par- ning by Mrs. Henry De Goed and
mortgage for m
a asum sufficient,
lors, Wednesday evening, twenty- her daughter, Erma. A two-course two and 31/100 ($552.31) dollars Michigan, sell at public auction to and insurance that said assignee pay the
for a case today— or go to the tavern dis‘
e principal
and
one girls were in attendance. Fol- lunch was served. Prizes in the and an attorney fee as provided in the highest bidder the premises of Mortgage does pay on or prior gether with all interestand
playing the sign-*
described
in
said
mortgage
for
a
said
mortgage,
and
no
suit
or
proto
the
date
of
said
sale;
which
said
lowing a pot-luck supper Christ- games played were awarded to
costs and charges,the premises
mas gifts were exchanged. Election Mrs. Jack Erickson, Mrs. Len Van ceedings at law having been in- sum sufficient to pay the princi- premises are describedin said ing described as follows:
pal
and
interest,
together
with
all
Mortgage as follows,to-wit:
of officers was held and Miss Inez Wieren and Mrs. Dena Bos. Miss stitutedto recover the moneys seAll that part of Lot _____
interest and legal costs and chargcured by said mortgage,
No. 1. The South West fraction- (14) of Block thirty-six (86);
Von , Ins was named president; De Goed was presented with many
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN es, the premises being describedas al quarter (SW Frl !4) of Section the city of Holland,bounded on
Miss Dorothy Martinus, vice pres- useful gifts. During the course of
that by virtue of the power of sale follows:
Twenty-one(21) Township Six (6) north, south and east sides
ident; Miss Henrietta Pomp, sec- the evening Mrs. Fred Ten Cate
Lot eight (8), except the East North, Range Sixteen (16) West.
contained in said mortgages and
sang
several
selections,
playing
her
north, south and east lines of
retary; Miss Esther Mokma, treaeight (8) feet in Block twentythe statute in such case made and
No. 2. The North fractional half Lot, and on the west by a
surer; Miss Rachel Boe-rema, as- own accompanimenton a harp.
seven (27), situate in the city (N. fr’l \i) of the North West parallel with the west line of
provided, on Tuesday, the 2nd day
sistant secretaryand treasurer, and
9
of Holland, Ottawa County, fractional quarter (NW fr’l ^) lot and fifty-six(56) feet
of March, A. D. 1937 at two o’Distributed By
Miss Maggie Vande Wege, chairuy
Michigan.
of Section Twenty-eight (28) therefrom.
clock In the afternoon, Eastern
man of the program committee. and sons, Heinie and Tommy, spent Standard Time, the undersigned
Dated: This 21st day of Nov- Township Six (6) North, Range
Also, that part of Lot
• • •
Thanksgiving day with relatives in
ember, A. D. 1936.
Sixteen (16) West, excepting the (15) in said Block, bounded on
will, at the North front door of
Allegan.
Mrs. George A. Pelgrim enterPEOPLES STATE BANK, East Three Hundred Fifty-five (E north, south and west sides by
the Court House in the city of
tained 21 members of her Hope
Mortgagee. 355) feet thereof, all in the Town- north, south and west lines of l
Grand Haven, Michigan,sell at
ZUTPHEN
College girls Sunday school class,
ship of Port Sheldon, County of lot, and on the east side by a
public
auction
to
the
highest
bid- Lokker and Den Herder,
Phone
Holland, Michigan of Hope church, at her home on
The Forest Grove C. E. met with der the premises described in said
Attorneysfor Mortgagee,
Ottawa and State of Michigan.
parallel with the west line of aitfi
BusinessAddress:
Yo*t 11th St, Wednesday even- the Young People's Society here. mortgages for a sum sufficient to
Dated October fifth, 1936.
lot and seven and one-half (7U
Sunday
evening.
Mr.
Chas.
Bosch
ing. Following the supper, games
Holland City Depositors Corpor- ft. east therefrom, situate in tl
Holland, Michigan.
pay the principaland interestand
ation, Assignee of Mortgage.
and an informal social time were led the song service.Rev. J. Wol- legal costs and charges, the premcity of Holland, Ottawa
BILL’S
LASTING AS THE STARS'
Elbem Parsons,
enjoyed. The grand prise in the terink of Forest Grove addressed ises in the first mortgagebeing de
Michigan.
WM. VALKEMA, Prop.
Attorney for Assignee
Dated: This 19th day of
games was won by Miss Dorothy the group. Mrs. Jacob Cotts gave scribed as follows:
a reading, ‘The Scarred Hand1”
Expires Dec. 19 — 16379
Vanden Bout
Mortgage,
ber, A. D. 1936.
The
Northeast
quarter
(NE14)
General
Delco Batteries
a a a
Misses Ethel and Amy De Kline
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Business Address,
COUNCIL OF H(
of the Southwest quarter (SW^)
Road Service Telephone 2729
a duet 'accompanied by Miss
Holland. Michigan.
The Probate Court for the CounCOLLEGE,
Henry Zweering,Sr., celebrat- sang
and
the West one-half (W^) of
Margaret Kiezer.
ty of Ottawa.
Moi
Vulcanizing 50 W. 8th St
ed his 90th birthday anniversary
the North one-half (N%) of the
Expires
Dec.
19—15289
The following nominations have
Lokker and Den Herder,
At a session of said Court, held
Used Tires— All Sizes— Real Buys Sunday. He was born in The NethNorthwest quarter (NW14) of
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
been made by the consistoryto elAttorneys for Mortgagee.
erlands and came to Holland 43
the Southeastquarter (SE!4), at the Probate Office in the City of THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE Business Address:
ect elders and deacons for the enyears ago. He lives with his son,
Section thirty-one (31) Town Grand Haven in the said County, I. COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Holland. Michigan.
Bert Zweering, 82 West 17th St. suing year: Elders: Tom Ver Hage,
five (5) North, Range thirteen on the 23rd day of Nov. A.D.,
At a session of said Court, held
Jacob
Peuler,
Harm
Ringewohl,
1936.
(13) West, situated in the Townis one of six children, three of
Expires Dec. 12
at the Probate Office in the City of
Ottawa Investment Corp. He
Dick Zylstra, John Locks and Hennutrlct Court of th* Unit*d
ship of Jamestown, Ottawa Present,Hon. Cora Vande Wat- Grand Haven in the said County, on
whom are still living, one sister ry
G. Loeks. Deacons: Wm. De Vree
Western
District
of Michigan,
er, Judge of Probate.
23rd day of November A.D. 1936. Division.
Bonds of 92 and one of 94 years. The old- Roy Veltema, George Dalman, Bert County, Michigan.
In the Matter of the Estate of
est sister died at the age of 95,
The Premises in the second mortPresent, Hon. Cora VandeWater, In th* Matter of Hwrv Wolff,
Cook, Fred Brink and Jacob S.
Herman De Fouw, Deceased.
nipt.
and his brother at 86. Word was
Judge of Probate.
Shares in Local CorpoPeuler.The retiring elders are Ja- gage being described as follows:
No. <929 In Bankruptcy.
It
appearing
to
the
court
that
received two weeks ago of the
In the Matter of the Estate of
Tbe
Northeast
quarter
(NEtt)
On this 27th <te- of Noranbtr. A.
cob Peuler, Tom Ver Hage and
the time for presentationof claims
rations Bought and Sold
passing of his youngest sister who
Johanna
Klifman,
Deceased.
m<.
on rttdlng th* prtitlonbj m
of the Southwest quarter (SW%)
Gerrit Heyboer. Peuler and Ver
against said estate sho'uld be limfor dLseharg*.it is
was 79 years old. Mr. Zweering’s
Garm Bouwman having filed in Bankrupt
and
the
West
one-half (W%)
Ordered by th* Court, That • LJ
Hage are eligiblefor re-election.
ited, and that a time and place be said court his petition, praying for
health is apparently good. Mr.
of the Northwestquarter (NW
Phone 4234
b*
had
upon
th* sam* on th* 28th
The retiring deacons are: Wm. De
%) of the Southeast quarter appointed to receive, examine and license to sell the interestof said of D*esmb*r. A. D. 19M. twfor* tha
Moot beautiful tribute to one de- Peoples Bank Bldg, Holland,Mich Zweering received birthdaycon- Vree, Roy Veltema and Jacob Kreuat Grand Baplds. In aaid di*
gratulationsfrom friendsand rela(8E%), Section 31, Town 5 adjust all claims and demands a- estate in certainreal estate there- Court,
•t 10 o’clockIn th* forenoon,and
ze. Veltema and De Vree are eligMfc
tives Sunday afternoon and evenNorth, Range 13 West, situated gainst said deceased by and before in described,
nolle*
th*r*of
b* publishedIn th* Hid
lesssssfessgssesssseeaeew
for re-election.
parted is tbe offering that expects
It is Ordered, That the 22nd day J,
in the Township of Jamestown, said court:
» n*wsp*p«r printed In
ing at his son's home.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Hop
are
the
district,
and
that
all known creditor*
* • a
It is ordered, That creditorsof of December A. D. 1936, at ten o'Ottawa County, Michigan.
other persons In Inter** may appi
happy parents of a daughter. Mrs.
no reward save Ita own evidence
said deceased are required to pre- clock in the forenoon, at said pro- the same Urn. and plac* and show
Dated:
This
30th
day
of
Nov
A farewellparty waa held, Tuce- Hop before her marriage was Miss
sent their claims to said court at bate office, be and is hereby ap- if any they have, why tbs prayer
ember, A. D. 1936.
day evening, at the R. JIb rads’ Joan Sprick.
Eye.
Ear.
None
and
Throat
said Probate Office on or before the pointed for hearing said petition, P*Ution.r should not b. aranW.
of lastingworth. Whether simple
HENRY
BARON
home on River Ave., in honor of
„ And It Xa Further Onteml by
The four primary Sunday School
Specialist
24th day of March, A.D., 1937. and that all persons interestedin Court.
COREY
POEST
That tha Ckrk ahali a*nd by
Mr. and Mrs. H. De Ruiter and classes have begun practising for
(Over Model Drag Store)
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said said estate appear before said to all known craditors, of
or imposing in character,memorial
JOHN
A.
HARTGERINK
Office Hours: 9-7 a.
2-5 p. m eon, Gerrit and Mr*. R. larads, a Christmasprogram.
addmmd to them at tbdr
Trustees of the SegregatedAs- time and place being hereby ap- court, at said time and place, to order,
MUtoHe a* atated.
Mrs. Susan Cook and Miss Mary sets of the Zeeland State Bank pointed for the examinationand show cause why a license to sell ofWltnw.
problems of youra become ours Evenings—Saturday 7:00 to 940 who left for California,Thursday.
Th* Hoaorahte Fmd
hones: Office
Rea. 2776 Games were played followed by a Loeks of Jackson were guests at
adjustment of all claims and de- the interest of said estate in said
Zeeland, Michigan.
two-course lunch.
from theday yoi consult us.
the home of their brother and sis- ASSIGNEE AND MORTGAGEE. mands against said deceased.
real estate should not be granted;
* • t
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Loeks,
It is Further Ordered, That pubIt is Further Ordered, That pubLokker and Den Herder,
u"
Mr. and Mrs. A. Van Den Elst a few days.
Attorneys for Assigneeand lic notice thereof be given by pub- lic notice thereof be given by pubwere surprised on their 20th wed- The Young People’s Society has
Mortgagee.
lication of a copy of this order for licationof a copy of this order,
ding anniversary by i group of purchasedseventy-fivenew hymn
Business Address: Holland, Mich- three successive weeks previous once each week, for three succes’ MONUMENT
relatives and friends. The evening books.
sive weeks previous to said day of
to said day of hearing, in the Holwas spent in talkingover old times.
Alvin Eldres and Robert Vander
land City News, a newspaper print- hearing, in the Holland City News,
Block north and half block
Refreshmentswere served.
Molen spent a few days in the
ed and circulatedin said county. a newspaperprintedand circulated
I ft. J. BACH EL Li) ^
a .
northern part of the state hunting
. first day
CORA VAN DE WATER. in said county.
Liquid
Tablets
Host of Worm Friend Tavern
CORA VAN DEWATER 3
d.c,pilC
dear,
Twelve
members
of
the
BeechHeadache,
SO
4.Judge of Probate.
Salve, Nose Drops
Judge of Probate.
wood Home Economics club held Mr. and Mrs. John Pohler and
CHIROPRACTOR
A true copy.
A
true copy.
Office: Holland City State Baak
) Harriet Swart,
Hsrrietjwsrt
ThUr8day in Z®eland Boon. 10-11:30 8-5 & 7-8 o.m.
T"
Register of Probate.
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NEW GRONINGEN
Arix., wm not able to be present and have been active in the many the ceremony. The couple will reindicatefthat It has added seven going to visit hii father in Saugaside
with
lira.
Steanberg’e
mothtuck.
His
home
is
in
Muskegon.
phases
of
Saugatuck's
growth.
Both
EXPANDING new industriessince its reorganiMr. Newnham, native of England,
Martin De Jonge returned from
sation three years ago, giving em- He receivedlacerationsof the face
his hunting trip with a 165-pound
came
to Saugatuck with hie par- are active in the Eastern Star, MaMiss Olive June Petersen, daugh9 # 9
(Mtittfactaren ud Financial ploymentto more than a thousand and leg and possible internal inbuck.
ents in 1867 and since has resided sonic and church circles.
Mrs. Ben Van Hula has returnhands, with an annual payroll of juries.He was removed to Sauga- ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Petersen
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Voorst
Rfrd)
of Monletto Park, became the bride there. For 48 years he sailed the
approximately one milliondollars. tuck. The car was demolished.
ed to her home with her daughter, are both confined to their home
Miss Mary Jane Orr and Clifford
of
Edward
J.
Flannigan,
son
of
great
lakes,
and
for
27
years
he
The
Zeeland
High
honor
roll
is
They are now ehgaged in a drive
Roslyn Anne, who was bom in because of illness, but ere slowly
The Garrard Foundry Company,
sizeable for the second period, here Mr. and Mrs. John Flanniganof was in the employ of Samuel Neff Steanberg were married on Wednewlv organixed concern, head- for a hundred new homes and renesday,
Nov.
25,
at
the
home
of
Community
hospitalat Douglas re? recovering.
Millism,
Mass.,
formerly
of
Holand Sons. In 1879 he married Miss
port that they are nearing the they are: All A's — Baron, Ruth;
QM by Jamea G. Garrard, formerly goal,
the bride’s mother, at Fennville. cently.
Mr. and Mrs. De Boer spent last
with seventy-sixbuilt or un- Clark, Ross (5); Hoeve, Goldie; land, at a pretty wedding in the Althea Deming, whose parents
the Wet tarn Steel Foundry in
Thursday in Holland with their
• e e
der construction and new build- Shoemaker, Gradus; Van Liere, St. Francis de Sales church Thanks- came to Allegan county In 1865. Rev. Frank Wright of Ganges ofhat taken over the ManMr. and Mrs. Clare Schultz of sister, Mrs. Gertie Wierda.
ing permits being granted almost Wallace; Van Zoeren, Ellen; Wabe- giving day morning. The Rev. Fr. Both have been prominent citizens ficiated, and a reception followed
icturera Foundry Company plant
Fennville are receiving congratuMr. and Mrs. Bert Schuitema
daily. The cost of these homes vary ke, Cornelia; Waldo, Dorothy. 3 F. W. Ryan officiated, using the
Holland, Mich., and will prolations on the birth of a daughter, and children spent Thanksgiving
from
one
thousand dollars to A’s, Others B— De Pree, Helen; single ring ceremony. Mias Vir— ce grey iron and alloy caatmgs
Wanda Lou.
Day in Holland with relatives.
twenty thousanddollars. The es- Formsma, Dorothy; Schaap, Helen; ginia Petersen,sister of the bride,
I for general trade. Improvements
and
Peter
Cramer
attended
the
Wyngarden,
Pearl.
2
A's,
Others
timated investment at this time for
In the plant are now under way and
buildingsalone is $360,000 and the B— De Vries, Ruth; Brouwer, Don- couple. Following a reception at
it is expected to be in operation
the home of the bride's parents, a
total will reach $500,000 when na; Looman, Doris Mae; Pyle,
in about two weeks.
ground improvements are complet- Nella; Rykse, Viola; Vanden Berg, three course dinner was served to
Security Sportswear ComLois; Vanden Bosch, Marjorie; a group of friends and relatives.
ed and the homes are equipped.
Holland, manufacturersof
Voorhorst,Mythelle; Wilson,Eliza- Mr. and Mrs. Flannigan are gradivy winter sportswear, is inbeth; Winstrom, Rose; Wyngarden, uates of Holland high school. Mrs.
ZEELAND
llng thirty-one additionalpowThelma. 1 A, Others B— Boes, Flannigan is employed at the De
machines and will step up emFI
De Haan, Rosabel; De Ros- Pree company and Mr. Flannigan
Bom, to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Donald;
Dvment to one hundred hands,
ter, Hazel; De Zwaan, Emeline; is employed in the shipping deifiander,Inc., manufacturers of Beverwyk of Holland formerly of Dionise, Virginia; Formsma, Don- partment of the Holland Shoe com_ ___ ecolate candies, now have their this city, a daughter, Patricia Ann, ald; Meengs, Lois; Pyle, Harriet; pany. They will reside at 46 East
S new plant in full operation.They Saturday, Nov. 21; to Mr. and Mrs. Schilstra,Gertrude; Schout, Her- Nth street after Dec. 1.
working two shifts and cm- Peter Nagelkerk, 40 S. Division bert; Van Volkenburgh, Barbara;
_ three hundred fifty hands, Street, a daughter, Marcia Ann, at V redeveld,Wilma; Wyngarden,
The marriage of Miss Lillian
ir daily production has passed the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Betty. All B’s— Brouwer, Lee; Mae Tackaberry to Lewis C. White
Timmer,
West
Cherry
St.;
to
Mr.
|C the twenty thousandpound mark.
Blauwkamp, Janet Bouwens,Flor- of Sault Ste. Marie, son of Mr. and
S The Holland Latex Company, man- and Mrs. Isaac Haak, Michigan ence; Formsma, Lawrence; Plas- Mrs. L. W. White of Holland, is
irers of rubber gloves, has Street, a daughter, on Tuesday,
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Calling a

to take you to and

from the

Variety, good food and the best of service at a
reasonable price, is our motto.

Cab

Yellow

Announcement is made by Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Boone of the marriage of their daughter, Helen
Louise, to Theodore Van Zanden,
son of Mrs. Cornelius Van Zanden.
The wedding took place last Friday in South Bend, Ind.
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Drop in while shopping downtown during
day season.

stores, then you will be

Wishing our many patrons the season’sgreetings,
we are yours sincerely,

freed from worry about parking space or congested:
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Miss Althea Warmelink was

traffic.

Just

call

2321 for

if SERVICE, DAY

united in marriage last Wednesday
afternoon,at 4 o’clock, in the parsonage of the Prospect Park Christian Reformed church. The Rev.
L. Van Laar performed the double
ring ceremony.Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Bultema of Grand Rapids attended
the couple. A four-course supper
was served at 6 o’clock at the home

*
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NIGHT. Down Town Stand at
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of Mr. and Mrs. G. Warmelink,
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Shopping Days Before Christmas

Just 12

A SELECTION
gifts for

that makes chosing a pleasure . . . certainly among the most admired
women, especially those which are to be chosen for intimate friends and rela-

tive!.

LINGERIE

ROBES and

The Famous

PAJAMAS
Whether it

is a

Goldette Stryps

Undies

Lounging

A

Robe or a Negligee, or a
Pajama

JUST

Special Selection

of Dainty pieces, which
were chosen, especially

Suit, you will find

as ChristmasPresents
for those who appreciate beautiful Silk Underwear — in Slips and

the thing HERE!

In dainty,soft shades she

9

The Woman’s Literary club was
the scene of a pretty wedding last
Thursday night at 8 o'clock, when
Miss MargaretHartgerink, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hartgerink, became the bride of Nicholas Kragt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Kragt. The Rev. J. Vanderbeek, pastor of Sixth Reformed
church, performed the ceremony,
using the double ring ceremony.
The bride was attired in green
chiffon velvet and carried a bouquet of yellow and bronze roses.
She was attended by Mrs. Ben
Kragt who wore dubonnet chiffon
velvet and carried a mixed bouauet.

j

Andrew Van Kampen was wst

man. The

Lohengrin wedding
march, Wagner, was played by'
Mrs. Cornie Kragt as the wedding]
party assembled.An artistic
arrangementof palms, ferns and
two bouquets of pom poms formed
a settingfor the ceremony. A re-!
ception, following the ceremony,
was held in the club tea rooms and
a two-course lunch was served.The
couple left on a short wedding trip,
after which they will make their]
home in Holland,

The Officers and Employees

I

Panties to match. Come
in blush only.

can not go without

Robes in

silk, wool, flan-

morning.

PANTIES

nel and quiited styles!

A

pretty

*

* *
wedding took place

of the
i

Fri-

day, Nov. 21, at the home of Mr.

69c

$1.98

and Mrs. Edward Vanden Heuvel
Miss Anna Vanden Heuvel, was

To

SLIPS

$7.85

$1.58

SaUeob

GLOVES

united in marriageto Lewis Vanden Bosch, son of Mrs. Martin
Vanden Bosch, of Olive Center.
The single ring ceremonywas performed by the Rev. A. De Vries.
The bride was attired in a gown
of white satin trimmed with lace.
Her attendant,Miss Edith Streubler, wore peen celanesecrepe
trimmed with white. Menser Vanden Heuvel was best man. Mrs.

GLOVBS

BAGS

Have always been a favoritegift. Choose
Could there be anything else that would
pleaae her more?

a pair of our fur or wool-linedor nice Kid

Select one from our lovely assortmentnew styles and new shades.

or Cloth Gloves

.

.

in Black,

Brown

or Green.

$1.00 to $3.98

Are Pleased at this Time to Meet Their Old as Well as

New

Customers at Their New Location in the Former

FIRST STATE BANK BUILDING

Vanden Heuvel, mother of the|
bride, wore navy blue crepe. Marriage vows were spoken before an
arch of blue and white and the]
wedding music was furnished by
Ray and Jerald Morren. A three!
course lunch was served by CoraIvn and Belinda Smeyers, June]
Brandsen and Hanrietta Gruppen.
Mr. and Mrs. Vanden Bosch are
making their home on Holland

Eighth Street end Central Ave.
Holland, Michigan

rural route No. 2. At a pre-nuptial
shower held for the bride at the]
home of her parents she was pre-

sented with

$1.00 to $3.95

Holland State Bank

in Borculo, when their daughter,]

many

useful

gifts.

. ,

|

Guests were Mrs. C. Vanden Heuvel, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Vanden]
Heuvel and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Meeusen and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Bouwman and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Kleis, Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Vanden Heuvel and family, Mr. and Mrs. John Vanden
Heuvel and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Evart Schrotenboerand family,
Mr. and Mrs. John Beyer, Heinie
Martinie,Lewis Vanden Bosch and]
the honored guest.
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Prof. S. G. Bergquist, head of]
the geology departmentof Michigan State College, toW of the
"Glacial History of Michigan and
the Developmentof the Groat
Lakes” at the weekly meeting of
the Woman’s Literary club, Tuesday afternoon.Prof. Bergquist told
about the glacial period of the centoil part of the North American
continent when there were 4,000,000 square miles of ice as far south
as the Missouri and Ohio rivers]
and large caps of compactedsnow
over a mfle thick. This period dates
back a millionyears in geological
history.The Great Lakes were originally river valleys, worn and
deepened by the activity of ice]
lobes in the old river basins. The]
retreat of the ice left the lakes
and rivers. Lake Michigan was
formed by the slow melting of the
snows which formed a basin ar-j
ound the Chicago area, the speaker continued.In ita growth at one
I

1

SCARFS

HOSIERY
Whether it ia • single pair or
more-give her these lovely DEXDALE, SILK-SEALED HOSE— Either Chiffon or Service weightwill be a REAL treat and they
are packed in tingle pair boxes
and sealed, ready to give.
They wiU wear out bat they will
take their time about it They wAI
lander well, and retain their lustre.

79c and $1.00

A

gift that is

ALWAYS

appreciated,is a lovely Silk
or Wool

SCARF
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To Shop!

During Banking Hours

for the

Will

Remain Open

Convenience of Safety

Deposit Box Holders Until Further Notice!

]

is

very large and the prices are

I

very reasonable.

sion of Niagara Falls concluded the
1 program. Mrs. Charles K. Van Dur|

j

HOLLAND STATE BANK

en presided at the meeting.

59c to $1

OTTAWA COUNTY
NEWS

Packed in Lovely Gift Box.

Holland, Michigan

Eighib Street

Bank Building

1

to wear with

her coat Our assortment

RENCH CLOAK STORE
Em

City State

time Chicago bay extended to]
Grand Rapids, forming a wide valley drainage basin, which is the
reason for the muck deposits in
the area. An interesting discus*

,

30

The Holland

Where You Alwaye Find Something New!

Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Newnham
quietlyobserver the 67th anniversary of their marriage at their
home at Saugatuck Sunday. Their
children,Mrs. Haiti Dick, Harry
and Richard Newnham, and their
I families,also Miss
Marie Newn| ham, a
aister of the groom, and
Mrs. Ella Goodrich of Holland, Mrs.
Newnham’s sister were present at
| the anniversary supper. A daughter, Mrs. Bessie Neal of Payton,
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